Straightforward Second Edition Wordlist

Word/Phrase
Unit 1
Self-image

Translation (Italian)

considerare (qcn) + agg
considerare (qcn) +
consider (sb) to be … agg/sostantivo
descrivere (qcn) come
describe (sb) as ...
un/una
essere fiero/orgolioso di +
proud to + infinitive
inf
considerare (qcn) +
see (sb) as …
agg/sostantivo
considerare (qcn) +
think of (sb) as …
agg/sostantivo
Describing people
(di corporatura) media
average
bald
calvo
blond
biondo/chiaro
build
corporatura

Frequency of Part of
Use
speech

Phonetic Spelling

Definition

Sample Sentence

phr

/kən sɪdə(r)/

to think about someone's feelings or reactions

I consider myself lucky to live in such a nice house

phr

/kən sɪdə(r) tə

phr

/dɪˈskraɪb

to have a particular opinion about someone or something
to say that someone or something is a particular type of person
or thing

phr

/ praʊd

I consider myself lucky to be alive
Was this the man she had once described as a
hero?
There was a time when we were proud to wear the
Union Jack.

phr

/ si

phr

/ θɪŋk əv

***
*
*
*

adj
adj
adj
nC

/ æv(ə)rɪdʒ/
/bɔːld/
/blɒnd/
/bɪld/

*

nC

/kəm plekʃ(ə)n/

***
***

adj
adj

/dɑː(r)k/
/ helθi/

adj

/ mʌskjʊlə(r)/

consider (sb) + adj

əz/
tu /

əz/

bi /

feeling happy about something you are connected with
to consider someone or something in a particular way

əz/

to have a particular opinion about someone or something
around a usual or ordinary level or standard
with little or no hair on your head
blonde hair is pale yellow in colour
the size and shape of someone’s body
the appearance of the skin on someone’s face, and whether it is
pale, dark, smooth etc

I don’t see myself as an old-age pensioner
I think of myself as a European, but I’ve lived in the
US for the last ten years
Police are looking for a man of average build
He went bald when he was quite young
She has long blonde hair.
He was of medium build and about my height.

complexion

pelle (del viso)

dark
healthy

scuro
sano/a

muscular

muscolare

narrow

stretto/a

***

adj

/ nærəʊ/

pale
pointed
prominent

pallido/a
appuntito
prominente

***
*
**

adj
adj
adj

/peɪl/
/ pɔɪntɪd/
/ prɒmɪnənt/

round
shaved
shiny
slim
straight

tondo/a
rasato/a
lucido/a
snello/a
liscio/a

***
*
**
**

adj
adj
adj
adj
adj

/raʊnd/
/ʃeɪvd/
/ ʃaɪni/
/slɪm/
/streɪt/

tanned
wavy
wide
Other words &
phrases

abbronzato/a
ondulato/a
largo/a

***

adj
adj
adj

/tænd/
/ weɪvi/
/waɪd/

if a white person is described as being dark, they have brown or
He was a tall dark man.
black hair and sometimes skin that is not light in colour
showing that you are physically strong and not ill
She's got a healthy complexion
very strong and attractive, with muscles that have been
developed through exercise
He was tall, blond, and muscular.
small in width, especially when compared to how high or long
She has a thin face and a long, narrow nose
something is
a pale person has skin that is lighter than usual because they are
ill, shocked, or worried
When he returned, he looked pale and weary
with a point at the end
He's got a long, pointed chin.
sticking out
She has very prominent cheekbones.
Which hairstyles would look good with a round face
shaped like a circle or a ball
like mine?
with the hair removed
He has a shaved head.
something that is shiny has a bright surface that reflects light
She had shiny black hair.
thin in an attractive way
She had a slim youthful figure.
straight hair has no curls or waves
He's got straight brown hair.
someone who is tanned has darker skin than before because of
He was very tanned.
spending time in the sun
a wavy line or wavy hair has a lot of waves or curls in i
She has wavy blonde hair.
measuring a large distance from one side to the othe
He has a big nose and a wide head

agency

agenzia

**

nC

/ eɪdʒ(ə)nsi/

a business that provides a service for people or companies,
especially by giving them information or making arrangements
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He has an oily complexion.

He lied his way into a job with a successful
advertising agency.
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analyst

analista

**

nC

/ ænəlɪst/

arrest

arrestare

**

v

/ə rest/

arrogant

arrogante

*

adj

/ ærəɡənt/

automatic

automatico/a

**

n C / adj

/ ɔːtə mætɪk/

ban

vietare, proibire

**

v

/bæn/

base

***

nC

/beɪs/

beefeater

base
guardiano della Torre di
Londra

nC

/ bi f i tə(r)/

bite
bottom

mordere
in fondo, in basso

**
***

v
n C / adj

/baɪt/
/ bɒtəm/

career

carriera

***

nC

/kə rɪə(r)/

cashier

cassiere

nC

/kæ ʃɪə(r)/

challenge

sfida

***

nC

/ tʃælɪndʒ/

chaos

caos

**

nU

/ keɪɒs/

chew

masticare

**

v

/tʃu /

***
**

nC
adj

/ sɪtɪz(ə)n/
/ klevə(r)/

clip, spezzone

*

nC

/klɪp/

coalition

coalizione

**

nC

/ kəʊə lɪʃ(ə)n/

courtroom

sala di udienza

nC

/ kɔː(r)t ru m/

crossword

cruciverba

*

nC

/ krɒs wɜː(r)d/

cucumber
decent

cetriolo
decente

**

nC
adj

/ kju kʌmbə(r)/
/ di s(ə)nt/

citizen
clever

cittadino/a
intelligente

clip

someone whose job is to carefully examine a situation, event,
etc in order to provide other people with information about i

Political analysts are not sure what the outcome will
be.

if the police arrest someone, they take that person to a police
station because they believe he or she has committed a crime.
Someone who has been arrested is under arrest, and if they are Police raided the store at dawn, arresting six men
and seizing hundreds of pirated CDs.
not allowed to leave, they are in custody
someone who is arrogant thinks they are better or more importan
than other people and behaves in a way that is rude and too
He made an extremely arrogant remark
confident
Mitty is holding a heavy automatic and the crowd
an automatic weapon
believe him.
to say officially that people must not do, sell, or use something The book was banned from school libraries
a place from which an activity can be planned, started, or carried Terrorists had been using the warehouse as a base
out
for their operations.
a guard at the Tower of London who wears a traditional red
The guards at the Tower are popularly known as
uniform and black hat
Beefeaters.
to use your teeth to cut or breaksomething, usually in order to eat
She bit into her sandwich.
it
in the lowest place or part
Look at the bottom half of the page
a job or series of related jobs that you do, especially a profession
that you spend a lot of your working life in
Choosing a career can be a very difficult decision
someone whose job is to receive or give money in a shop, bank
etc
She gave the money to the cashier
something that needs a lot of skill, energy, and determination to
deal with or achieve, especially something you have never done I was bored with my job and felt I needed a new
before and will enjoy doing
challenge.
Six months after the revolution, the country is still in
a situation in which everything is confused and in a mess
chaos.
to use your teeth to bite food in your mouth into small pieces so
that you can swallow it
High-fibre foods take longer to chew
someone who has the right to live permanently in a particular
country and has the right to the legal and social benefits of that
She married an American and became a US citizen
country as well as legal obligations towards it
good at learning or understanding things
I’d like to be a doctor but I’m not clever enough
a short part of a film, television programme, or news story that is In another clip, Portillo is working behind the cash till
shown separately
at the supermarket.
a temporary union of different political parties that agree to form aThe Greens have agreed to join the coalition
government together
government.
Cheers rose from the courtroom when the verdict
a room where legal cases are judged
was given.
a word game on paper, in which the answers to questions called
clues are written in rows of squares that cross each other so that
He likes doing a crossword puzzle in the evenings.
some letters are shared
a long thin vegetable that has a dark green skin and is white
inside. It is usually eaten raw in salads
The're selling organic cucumbers.
good, or good enough
Are there any decent restaurants around here?
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deputy

vice

dial

comporre

diplomacy

diplomazia

election

elezione

emergency services

servizi di emergenza

episode

puntata

executive

***

someone whose job is the second most important in a
department or organization, and who takes the responsibilities of
He's the deputy ambassador to Sweden
the most important person in some situations
to press the buttons, or to turn the dial, on a telephone in order to
call someone
In an emergency dial 999.
the ability to deal with people in a sensitive way that does not
Tact and diplomacy are skills that every good
upset or offend them
receptionist has.
an occasion when people vote for someone to represent them, Only about 20% of the people voted in the local
especially in a government
government elections.
the organizations that deal with fire, crime, accidents, and
What number you do dial for the emergency
injuries, for example the police and the fire services
services?
a part of a television or radio story that is broadcast separately
I can't wait to see the next episode
and forms one of a series
I attended a meeting with some of the company’s top
a senior manager in a business or other organization
executives.
someone who has a particular skill or who knows a lot about a
particular subject
I need to speak to a computer expert
a situation that shows you something surprising that you did not Visiting people in prison was a real eye-opener for
know before
me.
We have to face the reality that, so far, the treaty has
to accept that a bad situation exists and try to deal with
had little effect.
made to look like something real in order to trick people
He tried to enter the country on a fake passport
to keep making small quick movements with parts of your body
He’s fidgeting and nervous.
because you are bored, nervous, or impatien
an object that explodes when you light it and produces coloured
The firework display was really impressive.
lights and loud noises
healthy, strong, and able to do physical exercise without getting
Running around after the kids keeps me fit.
very tired

n C / adj

/ depjʊti/

v

/ daɪəl/

nU

/dɪˈpləʊməsi/

nC
n pl

/ɪˈlekʃ(ə)n/
/ɪˈmɜː(r)dʒənsi
sɜːvɪsɪz/

**

nC

/ epɪsəʊd/

dirigente/esecutivo

**

n C / adj

/ɪɡˈzekjʊtɪv/

expert

esperto

***

nC

/ ekspɜː(r)t/

eye-opener

qcs che ti apre gli occhi

nC

/ aɪ

face
fake

affrontare
contraffatto, falso

v
n C / adj / v

/feɪs/
/feɪk/

fidget

agitarsi

v

/ fɪdʒɪt/

fireworks

fuochi d'artificio

n pl

/ faɪə(r) wɜː(r)ks/

fit

in forma

**

adj

/fɪt/

flatly
fuel

categoricamente
carburante

***

adv
nU

/ flætli/
/ fju əl/

get away with (sth)

farla franca

v

/get ə weɪ wɪð/

give (sb) away

tradire (qcn)

v

/ gɪv ə weɪ/

govern

governare

**

v

/ ɡʌvə(r)n/

headquarters

sede centrale

**

n pl

/hed kwɔː(r)tə(r)z/

hero

eroe

**

nC

/ hɪərəʊ/

honest

onesto/a

**

adj

/ ɒnɪst/

imaginary

immaginario/a

*

adj

/ɪˈmædʒɪnəri/

the main male character of a book, film, or play, who usually has Walter Mitty is the hero of a short story by James
good qualities. The main female character is called the heroine Thurber.
a person who is honest does not tell lies or cheat people, and
Most young people are decent and honest
obeys the law
A lonely child sometimes creates an imaginary
not real but only created in your mind
friend to play with.

immigrant

immigrato/a

*

nC

/ ɪmɪɡrənt/

someone who comes to live in a country from another country

impress

colpire

**

v

/ɪm pres/

if someone or something impresses you, you admire them

*

***

***

əʊp(ə)nə(r)/

in a firm and definite way intended to end discussion of a subjec
petrol or diesel used in vehicles
to manage to do something bad without being punished or
criticized for it
to reveal information or facts about someone that should be
secret

She flatly refuses to listen to him
She's got a car that runs on unleaded fuel
He thinks he’s getting away with it, but his body and
his voice are giving him away.
His disguise was brilliant, but his shoes gave him
away.

to control and manage an area, city, or country and its people
The region is now governed by Morocco
the place where a company or organization has its main offices:
can be followed by a singular or plural verb
It is the headquarters of the Secret Service.
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It's an area with a large immigrant population
What impressed me was their ability to deal with any
problem.
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impression
instrument

impressione
strumento

invade

invadere

invasion

***
***

nC
nC

/ɪm preʃ(ə)n/
/ ɪnstrʊmənt/

*

v

/ɪn veɪd/

invasione

**

nC

/ɪn veɪʒ(ə)n/

irrelevant

irrilevante

**

adj

/ɪˈreləvənt/

karaoke

karaoke

nU

/ kæri əʊki/

kid
landlord
liar
lie

bambino/a
padrone di casa
bugiardo/a
mentire/bugia

***
**

nC
nC
nC
v/nC

/kɪd/
/ læn(d) lɔː(r)d/
/ laɪə(r)/
/laɪ/

lifestyle
likeable

stile di vita
simpatico/a

**

nC
adj

/ laɪf staɪl/
/ laɪkəb(ə)l/

lip

labbro

***

nC

/lɪp/

live off (sth/sb)
look up to
marital

vivere alle spalle di (qcn)
rispettare, ammirare
coniugale

v
v
adj

/ lɪv ɒf/
/lʊk ʌp tʊ/
/ mærɪt(ə)l/

modest

modesto/a

multiculturalism

multiculturalismo

mum

mamma

noodle

***

an opinion or feeling that you have about someone or something
you have seen but do not know very wel
a musical instrument, for example a piano or a guita
to take or send an army into another country in order to get
control of it
an occasion when one country’s army goes into another country
to take control of it by force

I have the impression that she’s very good at her
job.
Do you play an instrument?
The island was invaded during the war.
We learnt about the Roman invasion of Britain under
Julius Caesar.

not important or not relevant to what you are discussing or doing That was an irrelevant remark
a type of entertainment in which people sing popular songs while
recorded music is played
The local pub is holding a karaoke night on Friday.
There was a group of kids playing football in the
a child
street.
a man who owns a house, flat, or room that people can ren
The landlord collects the rent every month
someone who tells lies
Don't trust him. He's a liar.
to deliberately say something that is not true
It was obvious that she was lying
the type of life that you have, for example the type of job or house
you have or the type of activity you like doing
I try to live a healthy, outdoor lifestyle
pleasant, friendly, and easy to like
Dave is a likeable character
one of the two edges that form the top and bottom parts of your
mouth
His thin red lips stretched into a smile.
to depend on someone or something for the money or food that
you need
He’s 25 and still living off his parents.
to admire and respect someone
He’s a role model for other players to look up to
relating to marriage
I've heard they're having marital problems

nC

a modest person does not like to talk about themselves, their
/ mɒdɪst/
He comes across as very modest
achievements, or their abilities, even if they are successfu
/ mʌlti kʌltʃərə lɪz(ə) the belief and practice of giving equal importance to each of the Britan is coping with the challenges of
m/
different cultures in a society
multiculturalism.
a mother. This word is used by people to talk about or talk to their
/mʌm/
mother.
It’s my mum’s birthday tomorrow.

pasta cinese

nC

/ nu d(ə)l/

a type of pasta in the form of long thin pieces that cook quickly

old-age pensioner

pensionato/a

nC

/ əʊld eɪdʒ
penʃ(ə)nə(r)/

someone who receives a pension from the government after they
reach the age when they are officially old enough to stop working My grandmother is an old-age pensioner.

palm

palma

**

nC

/pɑːm/

parliament

parlamento

***

nC

/ pɑː(r)ləmənt/

patiently

con pazienza

adv

patriotism

patriottismo

nU

/ peɪʃ(ə)ntli/
/ pætriə tɪz(ə)m;
peɪtriə tɪz(ə)m/

phase

fase

***

nC

/feɪz/

pigeon

piccione

*

nC

/ pɪdʒ(ə)n/

the inside part of your hand, between your fingers and your wris The captain slapped his palm on the desk.
the main law-making
institution in some countries. In the UK, Parliament
Parliament decided today to ban mobile phone use
consists of politicians elected to the House of
while driving.
Commons and members of the House of Lords
But he listens patiently to the teacher and by the
in a patient manner
middle of the week he’s doing much better
He denounced the pacifists for their lack of
strong feelings of love, respect, and duty towards your country patriotism.
a time in a person’s development or life when they behave in a
particular way
Don’t worry about Tina – I’m sure it’s just a phase
I spent my lunch hour feeding the pigeons in the
a brown or grey bird that often lives in cities
park.

**

adj
nU

**
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The dish can be served with rice or noodles
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political

politico/a

***

adj

/pə lɪtɪk(ə)l/

politician

politico

***

nC

/ pɒlə tɪʃ(ə)n/

relating to politics
someone who has a job in politics, especially a Member of
Parliament

pretend

fingere

**

v

/prɪˈtend/

to claim that something is true when it is not

*

nU

/ reɪˌsɪz(ə)m/

a way of behaving or thinking that shows that you do not like or
respect people who belong to races that are different from your
own and that you believe your race is better than others

***

adj

/reə(r)/

not happening very often

nU

/rɪːˌælətɪ tɪː vɪː/

***

nC
adj

/ri ækʃ(ə)n/
/rɪˈbeljəs/

profugo/a

**

nC

/ refjʊˈdʒi /

reviewer
rhythm

recensore
ritmo

**

nC
nC

/rɪˈvju ə(r)/
/ rɪðəm/

right-wing

di destra

*

adj

/ raɪt wɪŋ/

salary

stipendio

**

nC

/ sæləri/

self-important

arrogante

adj

/ selfɪm pɔː(r)t(ə)nt/

series

serie

***

nC

/ sɪəri z/

sincere

sincero/a

*

adj

/sɪn sɪə(r)/

single parent

genitore single

nC

/ sɪŋg(ə)l

socialist

socialista

adj / n C

/ səʊʃəlɪst/

spot
stage

vedere
palcoscenico

v
nC

/spɒt/
/steɪdʒ/

stand for

candidarsi

v

/ stænd

status

stato

***

nU

/ steɪtəs/

stubborn
sweaty

testardo/a
sudato/a

*

adj
adj

/ stʌbə(r)n/
/ sweti/

racism

razzismo

rare

raro/a

reality TV

reality

reaction
rebellious

reazione
ribelle

refugee

**
***

peərənt/

fɔː/

television programmes that do not use professional actors but
show real events and situations involving ordinary people
the way that you feel or behave as a result of something that
happens
opposing authority or accepted ways of doing things
someone who leaves their country, especially during a war or
other threatening event
someone whose job is to write articles in a newspaper or
magazine giving their opinion about a new play, book, art
exhibition etc
a regular pattern of sounds or movements
conservative in your political views
a fixed amount of money that you earn each month or year from
your job
behaving in ways that show you think you are more important
than everyone else
a set of television or radio programmes that are all about a
particular subject, person, or group of people
talking and acting in a way that shows you really mean what you
say and do
a parent who raises their children alone, without a partne
having political views which support the idea of a society in
which everyone has equal opportunities

I don't understand the political system in the US
He blackmailed several famous politicians.
He doesn’t pretend to enjoy the work, but he says
that the atmosphere is much nicer than in the
Houses of Parliament.
They promised to continue the struggle against
racism.
In a rare moment of honesty, he told her what he
had done.
What goes on behind the scenes of reality TV
shows?
My mother’s initial reaction was quite unexpected
She’s going through a very rebellious phase.
Thousands of refugees have entered the camps
along the borders in recent days.

She works as a reviewer for various publications
She likes the rhythm of his speech.
The Conservative Party is traditionally more rightwing than the Labour Party.
She earns an annual salary of £25,000.
The manager was a self-important fellow who
strutted about the office barking instructions.
They’ve made a hit television series.
He is a modest and sincere man.
There has been a steady increase in the number of
single parents.

The Labour Party is a socialist party.
Hugh was spotted by local police and had to leave
to notice someone or something
quickly.
the part of a theatre where the actors or musicians perform
They had now been on stage for over four hours
He has been Secretary of State for Defence and he
has stood for leadership of the Tory party, but in
to try to get chosen in an election for a particular position or as a tonight’s programme he takes on a whole new
memberof a particular institution
challenge.
Will I be officially self-employed, or will I have
the legal position of a person, country etc
employee status?
a stubborn person is not willing to change their ideas or to
consider anyone else’s reasons or arguments
He strikes me as a rather stubborn person
covered in sweat, or smelling of swea
We got very hot and sweaty playing football
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stumble
talent

inciampare
talento

telltale

sintomo rivelatore

tension

tensione

till

cassa

traditionally
typical

tradizionalmente
tipico/a

unfair

Cheryl’s horse stumbled, throwing her to the
ground.
She had an obvious talent for music.
A high temperature is one of the telltale signs of the
illness.
Can you feel the tension in your neck and
shoulders?

v
n C/U

/ stʌmb(ə)l/
/ tælənt/

adj

/ tel teɪl/

nU

/ tenʃ(ə)n/

nC

/tɪl/

***

adv
adj

/trə dɪʃ(ə)nəli/
/ tɪpɪk(ə)l/

to fall or almost fall while you are walking or running
a natural ability for being good at a particular activity
telltale signs of something are obvious signs that it exists or it
has happened
the degree to which something such as a rope or muscle is
pulled tight
a machine with containers for holding bills and coins that shows
customers in stores how much they have to pay
in a way that relates to or is
based on very old customs, beliefs, or stories
like most people or things of the same type

giusto, corretto

**

adj

/ʌn feə(r)/

not fair or reasonable

He's working behind the cash till at the supermarket
April in North Korea is traditionally a month of
festivals.
What do you do on a typical working day?
It is grossly unfair to suggest that the school was
responsible for this accident.

volunteer
Unit 2
Phrasal verbs

volontario/fare il volontario

**

nC/v

/ vɒlən tɪə(r)/

someone who offers to do something without being forced

Can I have a volunteer to clean the board, please?

bring together
break down
come across

riunire
rompersi
trovare
portare, fare scendere
(qcn)

phr
phr
phr

/ brɪŋ tə geðə(r)/
/ breɪk daʊn/
/ kʌm ə krɒs/

phr

/ drɒp

phr

/ get

get over (sth)
give (sth) up

sopravivere
superare (un momento
difficile)
smettere

phr
phr

/ get əʊvə(r)/
/ gɪv ʌp/

look after (sb)

badare a (qcn)

phr

/ lʊk

ɑːftə(r)/

pick (sb) up

fare salire (qcn)

phr

/ pɪk

ʌp/

pull out

uscire

phr

/ pʊl

aʊt/

run into (sb)

incontrare (qcn) per caso

phr

/ rʌn

ɪntu /

see (sb) off

salutare (qcn)

phr

/ si

ɒf/

set out

partire

phr

/ set

aʊt/

settle down

mettersi comodo

phr

/ set(ə)l

daʊn/

sort out

risolvere

phr

/ sɔː(r)t

aʊt/

stand up for (sth)

difendere (qcn)

phr

/stænd

stop off
turn in

fermarsi
andare a letto

phr
phr

/ stɒp ɒf/
/ tɜː(r)n ɪn/

drop (sb) off
get by

*
**

***

ɒf/
baɪ/

ʌp

fɔː(r)/

to create a situation in which people meet and do something
The event was unique in bringing together
together, especially when they would not usually do so
politicians, business leaders, and academics.
if a machine or vehicle breaks down, it stops working
The car broke down just outside Winchester.
to meet someone, or to find something by chance
I came across a word I’d never seen before
to take someone to a place in a car, usually without getting out of
Can you drop the kids off at school this morning?
the car yourself
to have just enough of something such as money or knowledge
I couldn’t possibly get by on £500 a month.
so that you can do what you need to do
to start to feel happy or well again after something bad has
happened to you
Don’s pretty upset, but he’ll get over it.
to stop doing something that you do regularly
I’ve tried to give up many times
to take care of someone or something and make certain that they
have everything they need
It’s hard work looking after three children all day
to take someone who is waiting by the road into your vehicle and Yellow cabs are the only taxis that can pick up
passengers on the streets of New York
take them somewhere
if a vehicle or driver pulls out, they move onto a road or onto a
part of a road where the traffic is moving faste
A big truck pulled out in front of me.
to meet someone when you did not expect to
to go somewhere such as a station or airport with someone in
order to say goodbye to them

Guess who I ran into this morning?

to start a journey
to make yourself comfortable in a place, especially in order to do
something that will take a lot of time or effor
to do what is necessary to deal with a problem, disagreement, or
difficult situation successfully
to defend someone or something that is being criticized or
attacked

After a three-day rest, the travellers set out again
I settled down in front of the television for the
evening.
This matter could be sorted out if they would just sit
down and talk.

to visit somewhere before continuing to another place
to go to bed at night

We stopped off in town on the way to Jenni’s house
We turned in and got some sleep.
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Anne saw Terry off at the station

You’ve got to stand up for what you believe in
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Travel
prendere l'autobus / aereo
catch a bus/plane/train / treno
salire sull' autobus / auto /
get in a bus/car/taxi
taxi
scendere dall' autobus /
get out of a bus/car/tax auto / taxi
scendere dall' autobus /
get off a
aereo / treno
bus/plane/train
salire sull' autobus / aereo
get on a
/ treno
bus/plane/train
perdere l'autobus / aereo /
miss a bus/plane/train treno
prendere l'autobus / taxi /
take a bus/taxi/train
treno
take (time) to +
impiegarci (molto tempo)
infinitive
a fare qcs
Other words &
phrases
Altre parole e frasi

phr

/ kætʃ ə
bʌs/ pleɪn/
/get in ə
bʌs/ kɑː(r)/
/get aʊt əv ə
bʌs/ kɑː(r)/
/get ɒf ə
bʌs/ pleɪn/
/get ɒn ə
bʌs/ pleɪn/
/ mɪs ə
bʌs/ pleɪn/
/ teik ə
bʌs/ tæksi/

phr

/ teɪk (taɪm)

/ ækrə bætɪks/
/ækt/

the skills or movements of an acroba
a single thing that someone does

phr
phr
phr
phr
phr
phr

treɪn/

to get on a train, bus, plane, or boat that is travelling somewhere I caught the next train back to London

tæksi/

to go from being outside a bus/car/taxi to being inside

Let's get in the taxi.

tæksi/

to go from being inside a bus/car/taxi to being outside

We need to get out of the car here

treɪn/

to go from being inside a bus/plane/train to being outside

I need to get off the bus at the next stop

treɪn/

to go from being outside a bus/plane/train to being inside

We should get on the train now.

treɪn/

to be too late for a train, bus etc

I’ve got a meeting and I don’t want to miss the train

treɪn/

to use a particular type of transport

I usually take the bus to work

tu /

to spend time doing something

The train takes a long time to get to London

My show includes juggling, music, magic,
acrobatics and theatre.
That was a real act of kindness.
Since he first set out on his adventure he has visited
more than 60 countries.
We could drive all the way. Alternatively, we could
fly.
In the last five and a half weeks we’ve seen and
done some amazing things.

acrobatics
act

acrobazia
azione

***

n
nC

adventure

avventura

**

nC

/əd ventʃə(r)/

an exciting, unusual, and sometimes dangerous experience

alternatively

in alternativa

**

adv

/ɔːl tɜː(r)nətɪvli/

used for making another suggestion

amazing

incredibile

**

adj

/ə meɪzɪŋ/

apparently

apparentemente

***

adv

/ə pærəntli/

award

premio/premiare

***

nC/v

/ə wɔː(r)d/

used about something surprising that is also very impressive
based only on what you have heard, not on what you are certain
is true
Apparently they were part of a group of students.
a prize or other reward that is given to someone who has
achieved something
The filmmakers won an award for their film

backpack

zaino

n

/ bæk pæk/

bear

orso

**

nC

/beə(r)/

bet
blind

scomettere
cieco/accecare

**
**

v/nC
v / adj

/bet/
/blaɪnd/

broaden (sb's) mind

aprire la mente (a qcn)

phr

/ brɔːd(ə)n

budget

budget

***

nC

/ bʌdʒɪt/

bush
cab
campfire

bush (parte selvaggia del
territorio)
taxi
fuoco di bivacco

**

nU
n
n

/bʊʃ/
/kæb/
/ kæmp faɪə(r)/

maɪnd/

a rucksack
He put all the camping equipment in his backpack.
a large wild animal with thick fur. There are several different
types of bears, for example the polar bear and the grizzly bear. A
young bear is called a bear cub.
They came across the bear near a river.
to risk an amount of money by saying what you think will happen,
especially in a race or game. You lose the money if you are
He bet lots of money on the horse race
wrong and win more if you are right
to make someone unable to see for a short time
The low sun blinded her as she drove up the hill.
to help someone understand the world and make them more able According to an English saying, travel broadens the
to accept other people’s ideas and beliefs
mind.
the amount of money a person or organization has to spend on
He gets by on a budget of three dollars a day
something
areas in hot countries like Australia and Africa that are not used
for growing crops. They are usually far from cities and very few
people live there.
We drove about 20 miles into the bush.
taxi
Shall I call you a cab?
a fire built outside by people who are camping
They sat around the campfire.
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There are many caves with prehistoric cave
a large hole in the side of a hill or under the ground
paintings.
to do something enjoyable in order to show that an occasion or
He is celebrating his 21st birthday.
event is special
an organization to which you give money so that it can give
money and help to people who are poor or ill, or who need advice
and support
The show raised thousands of pounds for charity
Mexico is renowned for its hot climate and spicy
the type of weather that a country or region has
food.
the most exciting or important moment in a story, event, or
situation, usually near the end
It's the climax to this season’s Champions’ Cup
a performer in a circus who wears funny clothes and makes
people laugh by doing silly things
He is dressed as a clown in the photo

cave

caverna

**

nC

/keɪv/

celebrate

festeggiare

***

v

/ selə breɪt/

charity

ente di beneficenza

***

n C/U

/ tʃærəti/

climate

clima

**

nC

/ klaɪmət/

climax

culmine

*

nC

/ klaɪmæks/

clown

pagliaccio

n

/klaʊn/

coast

costa

nC

/kəʊst/

comedian

comico

n

/kə mi diən/

comfortable

confortevole, comodo/a

***

adj

/ kʌmftəb(ə)l/

competition

concorso

***

nC

/ kɒmpə tɪʃ(ə)n/

continent
cub
currently
darken
dawn
declare

continente
cucciolo
attualmente
scurire
alba
dichiarare

**

**
***

nC
n
adv
v
nC
v

/ kɒntɪnənt/
/kʌb/
/ kʌrəntli/
/ dɑː(r)kən/
/dɔːn/
/dɪˈkleə(r)/

desert

deserto

**

nC

/ dezə(r)t/

double-decker

a due piani

adj / n

/ dʌb(ə)l

eventually

alla fine

***

adv

/ɪˈventʃuəli/

exist

esistere

***

v

/ɪɡˈzɪst/

explore
extraordinarily
fascinating

***
*
**

v
adv
adj

/ɪk splɔː(r)/
/ɪk strɔː(r)d(ə)nərəli/
/ fæsɪneɪtɪŋ/

fire station
formation

esplorare
eccezionalmente
affascinante
caserma dei vigili del
fuoco
formazione

***

nC
nC

/ faɪə(r) steɪʃ(ə)n/
/fɔː(r) meɪʃ(ə)n/

four-wheel drive

4x4

nC

/ fɔː(r)wi l

fox

volpe

**

nC

/fɒks/

fridge

frigorifero

*

nC

/frɪdʒ/

***

***

dekə(r)/

draɪv/

an area of land beside a sea
We went on holiday to the east coast of England
someone whose job is to entertain people by telling jokes and
stories to make them laugh
He is a well-known writer and comedian
feeling physically relaxed, without any pain or other unpleasant
feelings
Sit quietly in a comfortable position.
an organized event in which people try to win prizes by being
better than other people
He entered a competition in the local newspaper
one of the very large areas of land on Earth that are usually
Nigeria is on the continent of Africa
divided into several countries
a young bear, lion, fox, wolf, or other wild anima
They found a baby fox cub.
at the present time
It's the best recording currently available on CD
to become darker, or to make something darke
The sky darkened and heavy rain began to fall
the beginning of the day, when it begins to get light
They had decided to leave at dawn
to announce officially that something is true or happening
Monica wants to be legally declared an adult
a large area of land with few plants and little water and where the
weather is always dry
We travelled across the Sahara desert
a bus that has both an upper and a lower level where people can
sit
We took a double-decker bus across the city
at the end of a process or period of time in which many things
happen
We’re hoping, eventually, to create 500 new jobs
to manage to live, especially under difficult conditions
to travel to a place in order to learn about it or to search for
something valuable such as oil
extremely
making you very interested or attracted
the building where firefighters have their office and keep their
vehicles and equipment
the particular shape of something

Only about 200 Siberian tigers still exist in the wild.
The town is a good base from which to explore this
charming corner of Italy.
It’s an extraordinarily beautiful film.
The caves and rock art are fascinating
He has slept in fire stations, police stations and
churches.
We saw some unusual cloud formations.
Over the next six weeks, I’m planning to cover as
much of the outback as I possibly can in a
secondhand four-wheel drive, and I’ll be
accompanied by my two grandchildren.

a vehicle that has a system that provides power to all four of its
wheels
a wild animal similar to a small dog, with red-brown fur, a pointed
They found a baby fox cub.
face, and a thick tail
a piece of equipment that is used for storing food at low
Chill the wine in the fridge first.
temperatures
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glimpse

intravedere

goldfield

bacino aurifero

headline

titolo

helicopter

*

nC/v

/ɡlɪmps/

n

/'ɡəʊld fi ld/

**

nC

/ hed laɪn/

elicottero

**

nC

/ helɪˌkɒptə(r)/

heritage

patrimonio

**

nU

/ herɪtɪdʒ/

hire

noleggiare

**

v

/ haɪə(r)/

hitchhike

fare l'autostop

v

/ hɪtʃˌhaɪk/

home town

città natale

nC

/ həʊm taʊn/

in the wild
incredible

nelle terre selvagge
incredibile

*

adv
adj

/ ɪn ðə waɪld/
/ɪn kredəb(ə)l/

injure

ferire

**

v

/ ɪndʒə(r)/

injury

ferita

***

n C/U

/ ɪndʒəri/

inspire

ispirare

**

v

/ɪn spaɪə(r)/

juggling

n

/ dʒʌg(ə)lɪŋ/

landmark

giocoleria
punto di riferimento,
monumento

n

/ læn(d) mɑː(r)k/

lawyer

avvocato

***

nC

/ lɔːjə(r)/

length

lunghezza

***

nC

/leŋθ/

lie ahead

aspettare

phr

/ laɪ ə hed/

lift

passaggio

**

nC

/lɪft/

local

di zona

***

adj

/ ləʊk(ə)l/

magic

magia
(sostantivo)/magico (agg)

**

nU

/ mædʒɪk/

mechanical

meccanico

**

adj

/mɪˈkænɪk(ə)l/

mission

missione

**

nC

/ mɪʃ(ə)n/

an occasion when you see someone or something for a moment The crowd were anxious for a glimpse of the
only
President.
We’ve been blinded by the salt lakes of Curara
Soak, we’ve relived history in the goldfields of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder, we’ve been guests at the
an area in which gold can be found as a minera
campfires of Aboriginal communities.
the title of a newspaper story that is printed in large letters
The front-page headline read ‘Royal Love Scandal’
an aircraft with large metal blades on top that spin and lift it into
the air
They hired a helicopter.
the art, buildings, traditions, and beliefs that a society considers
Ireland has a rich musical heritage.
important to its history and culture
I’m going to find the tourist information centre and
to rent something such as a car or room
ask about where I can hire a car
to travel by asking other people to take you in their car, by
standing at the side of a road and holding out your thumb or a
You should never hitchhike alone.
sign
He used to deliver pizzas in his home town of
the city or town where you lived as a child
Uppsala.
There are only about 300 of these beautiful animals
in an environment that is natural
in the wild.
used for saying how great or extreme something is
The pressure to win is incredible.
He injured his back and will be unable to play
tomorrow.
to do something that damages part of your body
She has recovered from injuries sustained in the
physical damage done to a person or a part of their body
accident.
I hope it inspires people to leave the coast and find
to give someone the enthusiasm to do or create something
out what the real Australia is all about.
keeping objects moving through the air by catching them as they My show includes juggling, music, magic,
fall and throwing them back into the air
acrobatics and theatre.
a famous building or object that you can see and recognize
easily
The Statue of Liberty is a very famous landmark.
someone whose profession is to provide people with legal advice Her lawyers have asked the court to award
and services
$110,000 in damages.
They ran the length of Britain to raise money for
the distance from one end of something to the othe
charity.
if something lies ahead, especially something difficult or
unpleasant, it is going to happen in the future and you will have The journey has already taken him to three
continents and most of Asia still lies ahead.
to deal with it
an occasion when someone takes you somewhere in their ca
in or related to the area that you live in, or to the particular area
that you are talking about

His first lift took him only three miles.
Ask for the book in your local library

mysterious tricks that an entertainer called a magician performs,
What are the best magic tricks you have seen?
for example making things appear or disappear
The system has shut down because of mechanical
relating to engines and machines, and the way that they work
problems.
His mission is to bring a smile into the lives of the
an aim that is very important to a person or organization
people he runs into on his travels.
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outback

entroterra australiano

n

/ aʊt bæk/

passer-by

passante

n

/ pɑːsə(r) baɪ/

perform

eseguire

***

v

/pə(r) fɔː(r)m/

platform

binario

**

nC

/ plæt fɔː(r)m/

post

caricare, aggiungere

***

v

/pəʊst/

principality

principato

n

/ prɪnsə pæləti/

purple

viola

*

adj

/ pɜː(r)p(ə)l/

purpose

scopo, obiettivo

***

nC

/ pɜː(r)pəs/

put (sth) right

sistemare (qcs)

v

/ pʊt

raise
represent

raccogliere (fondi)
rappresentare

***
***

v
v

/reɪz/
/ reprɪˈzent/

rescue

soccorrere

**

v

/ reskju /

rock
sacred

roccia
sacro/a

***
**

nU/C
adj

/rɒk/
/ seɪkrɪd/

salt

sale

**

nU

/sɔːlt/

search

ricerca

***

nC/v

/sɜː(r)tʃ/

second-hand

di secondo mano

adj

sight

luoghi d'interesse

***

site
sole

luogo
unico/a

solo

the large areas of land in Australia that are not used for growing I’m planning to cover as much of the outback as I
possibly can.
crops and are far away from any city or town
someone who is walking past a place, especially when an
A passer-by called the police.
accident or violent event happens
to do something in front of an audience in order to entertain
The opera was first performed in 1992.
them, for example by acting in a play or singing
an area next to a railway track where passengers get onto and off
trains
The train is still at the platform.
He posted details and photos of his journey on his
to put information on the Internet
personal website.
a country ruled by a prince
between red and blue in colour. If something is similar to this
colour, you can say that it is purplish or purply.
the aim that someone wants to achieve, or that something is
intended to achieve
to correct a mistake or change a situation with which you are
unhappy

She comes from the Principality of Liechtenstein
Only important people could wear purple clothes in
16th-century England.

/ sekənd hænd/

So the time has come to put this right
We managed to raise over £4,000 through
to collect money for a particular purpose
sponsored events.
to be a sign or symbol of something
The colour red commonly represents danger
The crew of the tanker were rescued just minutes
to save someone from a dangerous or unpleasant situation
before it sank in heavy seas
At sunset, we settled down to watch the Rock turn
red against the darkening sky and planned the last
a large piece of stone that rises up from the ground or from under leg of our trip – 450 kilometres across the desert to
the ocean
the modern town of Alice Springs.
connected with religion
There's an exhibition of sacred art at the gallery
a white substance that is often added to food before or afte
cooking to improve its flavour. Salt is dug from the ground, or
produced from sea water
Add a pinch of salt.
They explored the beautiful River Amur region in
an attempt to find something
their search for the tiger.
We drove a second-hand four-wheel drive throught
owned or used by someone else before you
the countryside.

n C/U

/saɪt/

interesting places that people go to see

We saw a lot of well-known sights and landmarks

**
**

nC
adj

/saɪt/
/səʊl/

a place where something happened, especially something
interesting or important, or where there is an important building
the sole person or thing is the only one of a particular type

da solo/a

*

adj / adv

/ səʊləʊ/

done by one person alone, without any help

spectacular

spettacolare

**

adj

/spek tækjʊlə(r)/

spellbound

incantato/a

adj

/ spel baʊnd/

sponsor

sponsorizzare

**

v

/ spɒnsə(r)/

storm

temporale

**

nC

/stɔː(r)m/

extremely impressive
so impressed by something that you do not pay attention to
anything else
We were absolutely spellbound.
to agree to give money to someone who is going to take part in a
charity event
He is sponsored by his fans.
an occasion when a lot of rain falls very quickly, often with very He had mechanical problems with his Vespa during
strong winds or thunder and lightning
a storm in the Swiss Alps.

raɪt/
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My sole purpose is to bring them a little happiness.

Hebron is the site of a mosque sacred to Muslims
She is the sole survivor of the crash
He broke the record for the longest solo Vespa
journey.
You can see the spectacular sight of the famous
Uluru, shining purple in the light of dawn.
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stranger
taxi rank

sconosciuto/a
posteggio di taxi

tiger
time limit
tractor
truck

tigre
limite di tempo
trattore
camion

unforgettable

indimenticabile

van

furgone
(qcn cha ha) viaggiato
molto

widely-travelled

**

*
**

**

nC
nC

/ streɪndʒə(r)/
/ tæksi ræŋk/

someone who does not know a place wel
a place where taxis wait for customers

nC
nC
nC
nC

/ taɪɡə(r)/
/ taɪm lɪmɪt/
/ træktə(r)/
/trʌk/

adj

/ ʌnfə(r) ɡetəb(ə)l/

nC

/væn/

adj

/ waɪdli

n

/ waɪld laɪf/

træv(ə)ld/

wildlife
Unit 3
Accommodation
apartment block
cabin

natura

condominio
baita

**

nC
nC

/ə pɑː(r)tmənt
/ kæbɪn/

campsite
cave

campeggio
caverna

**

nC
nC

/ kæmp saɪt/
/keɪv/

communal

comunale

*

adj

/ kɒmjʊn(ə)l/

community
detached

comunità
unifamiliare

***
*

nC
adj

/kə mju nəti/
/dɪˈtætʃt/

dormitory

dormitorio

nC

/ dɔː(r)mɪtri/

facilities

strutture, impianti

***

n pl

/fə sɪlətiz/

flat
holiday home

***

nC
nC

/flæt/
/ hɒlɪdeɪ

houseboat

appartamento
casa vacanza
house boat (barca dove
abiti)

nC

/ haʊs bəʊt/

lighthouse

faro

nC

/ laɪt haʊs/

local authority

autorità locale

nC

/ ləʊk(ə)l ɔːˈθɒrəti/

lock

chiudere a chiave

v

/lɒk/

mobile home

camper

nC

/ məʊbaɪl

monthly charge

spesa mensile

nC

/ mʌnθli

***

blɒk/

həʊm/

həʊm/

tʃɑː(r)dʒ/

You are a stranger in the town.
There’s a taxi rank at the station.

a large Asian wild animal that has yellowish fur with black lines
and is a member of the cat family. The female tiger can be called
Scientists have discovered a rare species of tiger
a tiger or tigress. A young tiger is called a tiger cub
an amount of time in which you must do something
They had a time limit.
a vehicle used on farms, for example to pull machines
He was rescued by a farmer in a tractor.
a large road vehicle used for carrying goods
We drove past a ten-ton truck.
something that is unforgettable will be remembered for a very
long time
The holiday was an unforgettable experience
a vehicle used for carrying goods. It is usually larger than a car
and smaller than a truck, and the back part is enclosed, with no
We’ll have to hire a van to move all this stuff
windows at the sides
someone who is widely-travelled has been to many different
Who is the most widely-travelled person that you
countries and is familiar with their cultures
know?
The government has made laws to protect wildlife
animals, birds, and plants that live in natural conditions
and their habitats.

a block of flats
I live in a high-rise apartment block.
a small simple wooden house in the mountains or in a fores
He lived in a cabin in the mountains.
a place where people on holiday can stay in tents or other
We booked a campsite near the town
temporary shelters, usually with toilets and a supply of water.
a large hole in the side of a hill or under the ground
Would you like to live in a cave?
owned or used by everyone in a group, especially a group of
people who live in the same building
We have a communal garden.
the people who live in an area: can be followed by a singular or I wanted to work somewhere where I could serve the
plural verb
community.
a detached house is not joined to another house
We live in a four-bedroomed detached house
a large room where a lot of people sleep, for example in a school
They sleep in separate dormitories.
or army camp
something such as a room or piece of equipment that is provided
at a place for people to use
The hotel has excellent leisure facilities
a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor of a large
They bought a flat in Chelsea.
building. The usual American word is apartment
a house or flat that you own and use for holidays
We have a holiday home in Catalonia.
a boat that someone lives in as their home
a tower built next to the sea that has a powerful flashing light at
the top to show ships where to go or to warn them of dange
in the UK, the organization in a particular area or city that is
responsible for providing public services
to fasten something such as a door or a container, usually with a
key, so that other people cannot open i
a vehicle on wheels that is pulled by a car and is
used as a home by people on vacation
an amount of money that you have to pay every
month, especially when you visit a place
or when someone does something for you
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He lives in a houseboat on the river Thames

My ideal job would be a lighthouse keeper
The local authority is responsible for repairing the
roads.
John went out and locked the door behind him
Would you like to live in a mobile home?
We have to pay a monthly charge for the lift and the
lights on the stairs.
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legal possession of something, usually something big and
valuable
an amount of money that you pay regularly for using a house,
room, office etc that belongs to someone else

ownership

proprietà

**

nU

/ əʊnə(r)ʃɪp/

rent

affittare/affitto

***

nU/v

/rent/

resident

residente

***

nC

/ rezɪd(ə)nt/

semi-detached

bifamiliare

adj

/ semidɪˈtætʃt/

someone who lives in a particular place
a semi-detached house is joined to another house by one wall
that they share

suburb
tent

periferia
tenda

nC
nC

/ sʌbɜː(r)b/
/tent/

an area or town near a large city but away from its centre, where
there are many houses, especially for middle-class people
Wanstead is a suburb of London.
a shelter made of cloth and supported with poles and ropes
We can put up our tent just here.

terraced house
tree house

casa a schiera
casa sull'albero

nC
nC

/ terəst haʊs/
/ tri haʊs/

wallpaper

carta da pareti

nU

/ wɔːl peɪpə(r)/

windmill
Sleep
fall asleep

mulino

nC

/ wɪn(d) mɪl/

a house in a row of similar houses joined together on both sides
a small shelter built in a tree for children to play in
thick paper that you stick on walls inside a house to decorate
them
a tall building with sails (=long pieces of wood or metal) that turn
in the wind and produce power to crush grain or produce
electricity

addormentare

phr

/ fɔːl ə sli p/

to change into the state of being asleep

feel sleepy
get to sleep
go to sleep
have a nap

sentirsi assonnato/a
prendere sonno
addormentarsi
fare un pisolino

phr
phr
phr
phr

/
/
/
/

if you feel sleepy, you feel tired and want to sleep
to begin sleeping, especially if it is difficult to do so
to begin sleeping
to sleep for a short time, usually during the day

heavy sleeper

avere il sonno pesante

nC

/ hevɪ

light sleeper
make the bed

avere il sonno leggero
fare il letto

nC
phr

set the alarm clock
wake up
Other words &
phrases
airy

mettere la sveglia
svegliarsi

phr
v

/ laɪt sli pə(r)/
/ meɪk ðə bed/
/ set ði ə lɑː(r)m
klɒk/
/ weɪk ʌp/

someone who wakes easily when they are sleeping
to arrange the covers on a bed so that they are nea
to change the controls on an alarm clock so that it will ring at a
particular time
to stop sleeping

aerato/a

adj

/ eəri/

arsenic

arsenico

nU

/ ɑː(r)s(ə)nɪk/

bench
best-seller
big deal

panchina
best seller, più venduto
qcs di importante

**

nC
nC
nC

/bentʃ/
/ best selə(r)/
/ bɪg di l/

bill

bolletta

***

nC

/bɪl/

candle
chef

candela
cuoco

**
*

nC
nC

/ kænd(ə)l/
/ʃef/

with a lot of fresh air and space
The bedrooms were all light and airy.
a very strong chemical that is used in industry and as a poison
for killing small animals such as rats
She was treated for arsenic poisoning
a hard seat for two or more people, usually outside in a public
place
He had to sleep on a park bench
a book that many people buy
Tom wrote his first best-seller at the age of 23
something that is very important
It's no big deal.
a written statement showing how much money you owe someone
for goods or services you have received
We got a huge phone bill this month.
a stick of wax with a string in it called a wick that you burn to give
light
Blow out the candle.
someone who cooks food in a restaurant as their job
She's a qualified chef.

*
**

*

*

fi l sli pi/
get tə sli p/
gəʊ tə sli p/
hæv ə næp/
sli pə(r)/

someone who does not wake easily when they are sleeping
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They share ownership of the park.
After she’d paid her rent, Jen had no money left for
food.
Many local residents have objected to the scheme
They live in a semi-detached house with a garden

Accommodation in British town centres is usually in
apartment blocks or rows of old terraced houses
He built a tree house in the garden
You couldn't put green wallpaper in bedrooms

The Dutch built windmills for many centuries.
I sometimes fall asleep in front of the TV
On some days when Louis was feeling sleepy, he
didn’t get up at all.
What do you do when you can’t get to sleep?
What time do the kids usually go to sleep?
I sometimes have a nap after lunch
The noise didn't wake me because I'm a heavy
sleeper.
I need a quiet bedroom because I'm a light sleeper
I always make the bed first thing in the morning
I sometimes forget to set my alarm clock
I woke at 5 o’clock this morning
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chemical

chimico

***

n C / adj

/ kemɪk(ə)l/

conduct

fare

***

v

/kən dʌkt/

convenient
conviction

comodo/a
sentenza, condanna

**
**

adj
nC

/kən vi niənt/
/kən vɪkʃ(ə)n/

crash

schiantarsi, colpire

**

v

/kræʃ/

a substance used in chemistry or produced by a process
involving chemistry
to do something in an organized way. In ordinary speech it is
more usual to say that someone carries something ou
a convenient place is one that is near the place where you are
and is easy to get to
a decision by a court of law that someone is guilty of a crime
to hit something hard, making a loud noise and often causing
damage

day-to-day

quotidiano/a

*

adj

/ deɪtə deɪ/

happening every day as part of your normal life

deserved

meritato/a

adj

/dɪˈzɜː(r)vd/

if something is deserved, it is right that you have it or get i

dramatic

drammatico/a

***

adj

/drə mætɪk/

exciting and impressive

drawback
dull

svantaggio
noioso/a

**

nC
adj

/ drɔːˌbæk/
/dʌl/

effect

effetto

***

nC

/ɪˈfekt/

enormous

***

adj

/ɪˈnɔː(r)məs/

feel free
for good
found

enorme
fare qualcosa senza
problemi (quando vuoi)
per sempre
fondare

***

phr
adv
v

/ fi l fri /
/fə(r) gʊd/
/faʊnd/

growth

crescita

***

nU

/ɡrəʊθ/

halfway

a metà strada

adj / adv

/ hɑːf weɪ/

hammock

amaca

nC

/ hæmək/

a helping hand

dare una mano, aiutare

phr

/ə

hostel

ostello

nC

/ hɒst(ə)l/

incense
inn
isolated

incenso
locanda
isolato/a

nU
nC
adj

/ ɪnsens/
/ɪn/
/ aɪsə leɪtɪd/

a feature of something that makes it less useful than it could be The main drawback of the scheme is its expense
boring, or not interesting
It can be a bit dull at times.
They all suffered the physical effects of lack of
a change that is produced in one person or thing by another
sleep.
The enormous birthday cake dwarfed everything
very large in size or quantity
else on the table.
used for telling someone that they can do something if they want
to
Feel free to contact us at any time
permanently, without the possibility of change in the future
It looks like Jamie has left for good this time
to start an organization, company, political party etc
The newspaper was founded in 1909.
There has been a growth in restaurants serving
an increase in the number, size, or importance of something
British food.
at an equal distance from two places or from the two ends of
Isn’t it a bit dangerous living halfway up a tree?
something
a bed consisting of a long piece of cloth or net tied at each end to
posts or trees
Sailors used to sleep in hammocks.
Everybody has to lend a helping hand and take
responsibility for the day-to-day running of the
assistance
community.
a building where people living away from
When a rich traveller arrived at a busy hostel, he
home can stay and get meals at low prices
could take the place in bed of a poorer person
a substance that creates a strong but pleasant smell when
burned. Incense is often used in religious ceremonies
The smell of incense was all around us.
a small hotel or pub, especially one in the country
We stayed at the village inn.
an isolated place is far away from towns and cities
They live in an isolated farmhouse.

isolation
keep (sb) company

isolamento
fare compagnia a (qcn)

nU
v

/ aɪsə leɪʃ(ə)n/
/ ki p kʌmp(ə)nɪ/

the state of being separated from other people, or a situation in
which you do not have the support of other people
to spend time with someone

She became depressed and experienced an
increasing sense of isolation.
I'll come with you to keep you company

living conditions
loads of
lounge

condizioni di vita
molto/a
salotto

n pl
phr
nC

/ lɪvɪŋ kən dɪʃ(ə)nz/
/ ləʊdz əv/
/laʊndʒ/

the environment in which people must live and work
a lot of something, often something unpleasan
a comfortable room in a house where people sit and relax

lunar

lunare

adj

/ lu nə(r)/

relating to the moon

Living conditions in the workhouses were very hard
He’s making loads of money.
You mustn't smoke# in the lounge.
Astronauts on the first lunar missions had big
problems getting a good night’s sleep.

*

*
*

**

**
*

helpɪŋ

hænd/
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You must wear gloves when handling any of these
chemicals.
He conducted the day’s business from his bed.
It's really convenient for the shops
She has a conviction for dangerous driving.
The waves come crashing down on the rocks
around the house.
He's responsible for the day-to-day running of the
company.
She has a deserved reputation for honesty and
sincerity.
What other job lets you live somewhere so
dramatic?
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module
noisy

modulo
rumoroso/a

***
*

nC
adj

/ mɒdju l/
/ nɔɪzi/

obviously

ovviamente

***

adv

/ ɒbviəsli/

organic
owner

biologico/a
proprietario

*
***

adj
nC

/ɔː(r) ɡænɪk/
/ əʊnə(r)/

paradise
poisonous

paradiso
velenoso/a

*
*

n C/U
adj

/ pærədaɪs/
/ pɔɪz(ə)nəs/

poverty

povertà

**

nU

/ pɒvə(r)ti/

refugee

profugo

**

nC

/ refjʊˈdʒi /

reputation

reputazione

***

n C/U

/ repjʊˈteɪʃ(ə)n/

responsibility
ridge

responsabilità
cresta

***
**

n C/U
nC

/rɪˌspɒnsə bɪləti/
/rɪdʒ/

rubbish

spazzatura, immondizia

**

nU

/ rʌbɪʃ/

sanitary

sanitario/a

adj

/ sænət(ə)ri/

scenery

paesaggio

*

nU

/ si nəri/

a part of a space vehicle that is used separately to do a particular
job
They had no hammocks in the lunar module.
full of noise
It gets quite noisy at night.
used for emphasizing that you know people already know or
understand what you are talking about
Obviously I’ll have to think about your offer carefully
organic food or drink is produced using only a small number of
artificial chemicals
More and more people are eating organic food.
someone who owns something
I am the owner of three antique cars
The Seychelles are what most people think of as an
a perfect place or situation
island paradise.
containing poison
Arsenic is highly poisonous.
a situation in which someone does not have enough money to
pay for their basic needs
Half the world’s population is living in poverty.
someone who leaves their country, especially during a war or
Thousands of refugees have entered the camps
other threatening event
along the borders in recent days.
the opinion that people have about how good or how bad
someone or something is
Does your country have a good reputation for food?
Everybody has to lend a helping hand and take
if you take responsibility for something, you make sure that you responsibility for the day-to-day running of the
or someone else does it
community.
the long narrow top of a mountain or group of mountains
The cottage is set on a ridge in the Chiltern Hills.
things that you throw away because they are no longer useful,
such as old food, paper or plastic used for wrapping things, and We aren’t allowed to put the rubbish out before 8
pm.
empty containers
relating to people’s health, especially to the system of supplying Overcrowding has now been added to poor sanitary
water and dealing with human waste
conditions.
natural things such as trees, hills, and lakes that you can see in a Visitors come to enjoy the spectacular mountain
particular place
scenery.

shortage

carenza

**

nC

/ ʃɔː(r)tɪdʒ/

a lack of something that you need or wan

substance

sostanza

***

nC

/ sʌbstəns/

sunshade

ombrellone

nC

/ sʌn ʃeɪd/

task

compito

***

nC

/tɑːsk/

uniform
vacation

**

nC
nC

/ ju nɪfɔː(r)m/
/və keɪʃ(ə)n/

valet

divisa
vacanza
cameriere personale
(maschio)

waiting list

lista d'attesa

a particular type of liquid, solid, or gas
a type of umbrella used for protecting your face and head from
the sun
something that you have to do, often something that is difficult or
unpleasant
a set of clothes that you wear to show that you are part of a
particular organization or school
a holiday
a man whose job is to look after another man’s clothes and cook
his meals
a list of people waiting for something that may become available, for
example a service or a place in a school

wave
wooden

onda
di legno

workhouse
Unit 4

ospizio di mendicità

***
***

nC

/ vælɪt/

/ væleɪ/

nC

/ weɪtɪŋ

nC
adj

/weɪv/
/ wʊd(ə)n/

nC

/ wɜː(r)k haʊs/

lɪst/

There is no shortage of families who want to join.
The wood is coated with a special substance that
protects it from the sun.
Would you mind if I moved the sunshade a little?
No task is too boring for them.
He was still wearing his school uniform.
She’s on vacation this week and next
His valet woke him up at 8.30.

There are more than 70 on the waiting list.
I love the sea in winter when the waves are
a line of water that rises up on the surface of a sea, lake, or rive enormous.
made of wood
They live in a large wooden house
in the past, a building where poor people in Britain were sent to The government’s solution to poverty was the
live and were given unpleasant work to do
building of workhouses.

Idioms (taking risks)
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a bit of a gamble

It’s a bit of a gamble, but I think we should give it a
gæmb(ə)l/ if something is a bit of a gamble, there is a risk associated with i go.
There’s a lot at stake here, I really don’t think it’s a
/ə lɒt ət steɪk/
a lot that is likely to be lost or damaged if something fails
good idea.
The chances of becoming a millionaire are definitely
/ə genst ði
ɒdz/
unlikely to happen
well against the odds.
It’s a bit of a gamble, but I think we should give it a
/ gɪv ə gəʊ/
to try to do something
go.
used to say that everything in a situation depends on luck or
It’s a lottery – but if we don’t play, we’ll never win
/ ɪts ə lɒtəri/
chance
anything.
We could take a risk and win a million or we could
/ pleɪ seɪf/
to behave carefully so that something involves very little risk
play safe and keep what we have
/ traɪ jə(r) lʊk/
to try something that may not be successfu
I never try my luck because I always lose

phr

a lot at stake

un po' rischioso/a
una posta molto alta in
gioco

against the odds

poco probabile

phr

give something a go

provare qcs

phr

it’s a lottery

è rischioso/a

phr

play safe
try your luck
Injuries

stare sul sicuro
tentare la sorte

phr
phr
phr

ankle

caviglia

**

nC

/ æŋk(ə)l/

black eye
bleed

occhio nero
sanguinare

*

nC
v

/ blæk
/bli d/

bruise

*

v/nC

burn

uscire un livido/livido
scottarsi,
ustionare/bruciatura,
scottatura, ustione

***

frostbitten
scratch

congelato
graffio/graffiare

shock

phr

/ə

bɪt əv ə

I fell and twisted my ankle

/bru z/

the part at the bottom of your leg where your foot joins your leg
a dark mark that forms on the skin around your eye as a result of
being hit
to have blood flowing from your body, for example from a cu
to cause a mark to appear on someone’s body by hitting or
knocking it

v/nC

/bɜː(r)n/

to injure someone or a part of your body with something ho

*

adj
nC/v

/ frɒs(t) bɪt(ə)n/
/skrætʃ/

shock

***

nU/v

/ʃɒk/

sprain
wrist

distorsione/distorcersi
polso

**

nC/v
nC

/spreɪn/
/rɪst/

affected by frostbite
a cut on the surface of your skin
a medical condition in which you suddenly become very weak
and cold and do not react normally, especially after a serious
accident or injury
to injure a joint such as your wrist by suddenly stretching or
turning it too much
the part of your body between your hand and your arm

The sand was so hot it burnt my feet
Put dressings between frostbitten fingers or toes to
keep them separated.
Don’t worry. It’s just a scratch

suffer from

soffrire di

***

v

/ sʌfə(r)

twist

distorcersi

**

v

/twɪst/

unconscious
Other words &
phrases

privo di sensi

*

adj

/ʌn kɒnʃəs/

according to

secondo

***

prep

/ə kɔː(r)dɪŋ

addict

fanatico

*

nC

/ ædɪkt/

all-night

(qcs aperto) tutta la notte

adj

/ ɔːl

balcony

balcone

*

nC

/ bælkəni/

billion

miliardo

**

nC

/ bɪljən/

aɪ/

frɒm/

naɪt/

tu /

to have a particular illness or physical problem
to injure a part of your body such as your knee or wrist by
bending it too much or by bending it in the wrong direction
in a condition similar to sleep in which you do not see, feel, or
think, usually because you are injured

He gave him a black eye.
He was bleeding from a wound in his shoulder.
She bruised her leg quite badly when she fell.

He’s suffering from shock.
My grandma sprained her knee.
He looked at the gold watch on his wrist
She suffered from depression for most of her adult
life.
I’ve twisted my ankle so I won’t be able to play
She was unconscious but still breathing when the
ambulance arrived.

According to locals, John is already planning to buy
used for saying where information or ideas have come from
the pub.
someone who likes a particular activity very much and spends as
much time as they can doing it
He's a real TV addict.
an all-night shop, restaurant, bus service etc continues to
They went to an all-night supermarket.
operate for the whole night
a place where you can stand just outside an upper window. It
sticks out from the wall of a building.
Her son locked her out on the balcony
Over £1.5 billion of the money goes to the
the number 1,000,000,000
government in taxes.
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burglar
catch fire

topo d'appartamento
(ladro d'appartamento)
prendere fuoco

*

nC
v

/ bɜː(r)ɡlə(r)/
/ kætʃ faɪə(r)/

choir

coro

*

nC

/kwaɪə(r)/

coincidence
corpse

coincidenza
cadavere

*
*

nC
nC

/kəʊˈɪnsɪd(ə)ns/
/kɔː(r)ps/

critic

critico

***

nC

/ krɪtɪk/

destroy
droppings

distruggere
sterco

***

v
n pl

/dɪˈstrɔɪ/
/ drɒpɪŋz/

end up
explode

alla fine + sogg + verbo
esplodere

**

v
v

/ end ʌp/
/ɪk spləʊd/

explosion
fancy

esplosione
pensa un po'

**
**

nC
v

/ɪk spləʊʒ(ə)n/
/ fænsi/

fry

friggere

*

v

/fraɪ/

gamble

giocare d'azzardo

*

v

/ ɡæmb(ə)l/

Burglars broke into the gallery and stole dozens of
someone who enters a building illegally in order to steal things priceless paintings.
to start burning
The car overturned and caught fire.
a group of singers who perform together, for example in a church
or school
She's a member of the church choir.
a situation in which separate things happen by chance at the
It was rather a coincidence that she appeared at that
same time or in the same way
exact moment.
the body of a dead person
Rescue workers found 17 corpses in the water
someone who does not like something and states their opinion
about it
Some critics of the lottery call it a tax on the poor.
to damage something so severely that it no longer exists or can Half the world’s rainforests have already been
never return to its normal state
destroyed.
the faeces (=solid waste) of animals or birds
Some bird droppings fell on his head.
to be in a particular place or state after doing something or
I ended up spending the night in the airport.
because of doing it
to burst with a lot of force and a loud noise
Bombs were exploding all over the city
an occasion when something bursts with a lot of force and a loud
noise, often causing damage
There has been a nuclear explosion
used when you are very surprised about something
Fancy that!
Heat the oil in a large pan and fry the onion and
to cook food in hot oil or fa
garlic for 5 minutes.
to risk money or something valuable in the hope of winning more
if you are lucky or if you guess something correctly
We used to gamble at the casino in Monte Carlo

gangster

gangster

nC

/ ɡæŋstə(r)/

a member of an organized group of criminals

good cause
handful

buona causa
manciata

nC
nC

/ gʊd kɔːz/
/ hæn(d)fʊl/

have (sth) in common avere (qcs) in comune

phr

/ hæv ɪn

haystack

pagliaio

nC

/ heɪˌstæk/

hiker

escursionista

nC

/ haɪkə(r)/

It's a movie about Chicago gangsters in the 1920s
When lottery money starts coming in, governments
an organization, plan, or activity that you are willing to support be usually reduce the amount that they normally spend
cause it provides help or benefit to people who need i
on good causes.
the quantity of something that you can hold in your hand
He gave me a handful of coins.
to have the same interests, opinions or features as someone or Ask your partner questions and find six things you
something
have in common.
a large pile of hay in a field, that has been built up and covered in
order to store it
The haystack caught fire.
The 41-year-old hiker was climbing in the Alps last
someone whose hobby is taking long walks in the countryside
Saturday when it suddenly started to snow

icy

ghiacciato

adj

/ aɪsi/

covered with ice

income

reddito

***

n C/U

/ ɪnkʌm/

industry

industria

***

nC

/ ɪndəstri/

it’s (not) worth it

(non) vale la pena

phr

/ ɪts nɒt

jackpot

montepremi

nC

/ dʒæk pɒt/

jet set

jet set

nC

/ dʒet set/

jump

salire velocemente

v

/dʒʌmp/

**

*

***

kɒmən/

wɜːθ ɪt/

The train came off the rails and fell into an icy river
These families have no source of income when the
money that someone gets from working or from investing money harvest is over.
a particular kind of business,
The turnover for the gambling industry in the UK
trade, or service and the people who work in i
alone is over £42 billion per year.
used to say that something is not worth the time, money, or effort We wanted to go away for a week but then decided
that you spend on it
it wasn't worth it.
a large amount of money that someone wins in a card game, the
lottery, or another game involving money
They won a 1.7 million pound jackpot.
rich people who travel to a lot of different parts of the world and
He's a member of the jet set
have exciting lives
They jumped into a police car thinking it was their
to move somewhere quickly and suddenly
getaway car.
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kidnap

rapire

knock

to illegally take someone away and make them a prisoner,
especially in order to make their family or government give you
money or allow you to do what you wan
to hit someone very hard, so that they fall or become
unconscious

Three journalists have been kidnapped by
extremists.

*

v

/ kɪdnæp/

investire

***

v

/nɒk/

legal

legale

***

adj

/ li ɡ(ə)l/

leisure club

centro fitness

nC

/ leʒə(r)

lightning

fulmine

*

nU

/ laɪtnɪŋ/

liquid

liquido

**

n C/U

/ lɪkwɪd/

local

di zona

***

adj / n C

/ ləʊk(ə)l/

make-up
nearby
partly
pepperoni

trucco
vicino/a
in parte
salamino piccante

*
**
***

nU
adj / adv
adv
nU

/
/
/
/

petrol station
pile

distributore di benzina
una grande quantita'

nC
nC

/ petrəl
/paɪl/

plough into

andare contro

v

/ plaʊ

profile
puddle

profilo
pozzanghera

**

nC
nC

/ prəʊfaɪl/
/ pʌd(ə)l/

pupil

allievo/a

***

nC

/ pju p(ə)l/

quick-fix
rail

una soluzione veloce
binario

***

adj
nC

/ kwɪk fɪks/
/reɪl/

reduce

ridurre

***

v

/rɪˈdju s/

regularly

regolarmente

***

adv

/ reɡjʊlə(r)li/

rescue

salvare/salvataggio

**

v/nC

/ reskju /

scream

urlare/urlo

**

v/nC

/skri m/

smash

rompere

**

v

/smæʃ/

snake

serpente

*

nC

/sneɪk/

to save someone from a dangerous or unpleasant situation
to make a loud high cry because you are hurt, frightened, or
excited
She opened her mouth to scream
to break something noisily into many pieces by dropping or
hitting it with a lot of force
Someone had smashed a window
a long thin animal with no legs and a smooth skin. Some snakes
have a poisonous bite that can kill
I've got several unusual pets, including a snake

sneeze
solution
solve

starnutire
soluzione
risolvere

***
***

v
nC
v

/sni z/
/sə lu ʃ(ə)n/
/sɒlv/

to loudly blow air out of your nose in a sudden uncontrolled way I've been sneezing all morning.
a way to solve a problem or to deal with a bad situation
Putting children in prison is not the solution.
to find a solution to something that is causing difficulties
We can help you solve your financial problems.

**

klʌb/

meɪk ʌp/
nɪə(r) baɪ/
pɑː(r)tli/
pepə rəʊni/
steɪʃ(ə)n/

ɪntu /

relating to the law or lawyers
an organization that provides a place where its members
can go and eat, relax, or stay

The bus knocked him over.
You may wish to seek legal advice before signing
the contract.
Were you at that new White Rose leisure club last
night?
She lay awake, listening to the thunder and
lightning.

the bright flashes of light that you see in the sky during a storm
a substance that can flow, has no fixed shape, and is not a solid
or a gas
The detergent is available as a powder or a liquid
in or related to the area that you live in, or to the particular area
that you are talking about
Ask for the book in your local library
substances that people put on their faces, including their eyes
and lips, in order to look attractive or to change their appearance
a nearby place is not far away
to some degree, but not completely
a type of Italian sausage that is used in foods such as pizza
a garage that sells petrol for your car. The American word is gas
station.
a number of things put on top of each other
to crash into someone or something with force, especially
because you are moving or driving too quickly or in a careless or
uncontrolled way
the public image of a person or organization, and the
attention that they get from the public or journalists
a small pool of water, especially on a road after rain
someone, especially a child, who goes to school or who has
lessons in a particular subject
a quick-fix solution to a problem can be found and used quickly,
but may not last very long
one of the pair of metal bars that a train travels on
to make something smaller or less in size, amount, importance
etc
after equal amounts of time have passed, for example every day
or every month
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Rachel was still putting on her make-up when the
taxi arrived.
I found it on a nearby table
I’ll admit I was partly to blame
I’ll have a pepperoni pizza, please.
Where's the nearest petrol station?
There's a pile of books and papers on my desk
Luckily no one was hurt when their car ploughed
into a tree.
Some charities, especially the low profile ones, can
find themselves with less money.
I stepped in a deep puddle on my way to work
There are about 30 pupils in each class.
The lottery clearly isn’t the quick-fix solution to life’s
problems.
The train came off the rails at the junction
Try to reduce the amount of fat in your diet
People who exercise regularly are less likely to feel
stress.
The crew of the tanker were rescued just minutes
before it sank in heavy seas
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nC

/ spi d bə ʊt/

a boat with a powerful motor that can go very fas

*

v

/spɪt/

*

v / n C/U

/spreɪ/

to force some of the clear liquid called saliva out from your mouthDino leaned over and spat on the ground
if you spray a liquid, or if it sprays, it is forced out of a container The chemical is sprayed onto the roof to
through a small hole into the air
weatherproof it.

squash

nU

/skwɒʃ/

stuck

bloccato/a

adj

/stʌk/

sum

somma

***

nC

/sʌm/

superstition
survive

superstizione
sopravvivere

***

nC
v

/ su pə(r) stɪʃ(ə)n/
/sə(r) vaɪv/

symphony

sinfonia

*

nC

/ sɪmfəni/

tempt

tentare

**

v

/tempt/

toddler

bambino/a piccolo/a

*

nC

/ tɒdlə(r)/

toe

dito del piede

**

nC

/təʊ/

turnover

giro d'affari

**

nU

/ tɜː(r)n əʊvə(r)/

twist of fate
warehouse
wave

scherzo del destino
magazzino
salutare (con la mano)
non c'e' tempo per fare
altro
stai scherzando

**
**

phr
nC
v

/ twɪst əv feɪt/
/ weə(r) haʊs/
/weɪv/

phr
phr

/nəʊ rest fə ðə wɪkɪd/ used to say humorously that you have a lot of work to do
/ jɔː(r) kɪdɪŋ/
used to express disbelief that something is true

No rest for the wicked!
You’re kidding! You live in Harlech Crescent!

It was a very stylish place, and the chairs were very
comfortable.
The train was very crowded.
The fruit tasted delicious.

speedboat

motoscafo

spit

sputare

spray

spruzzare/spray

squash

no rest for the wicked
you’re kidding
Unit 5
Adjectives
comfortable
crowded
delicious

confortevole, comodo/a
affollato/a
buonissimo/a

***
*
*

adj
adj
adj

/ kʌmftəb(ə)l/
/ kraʊdɪd/
/dɪˈlɪʃəs/

efficient
fashionable
healthy

efficiente
di moda
sano/a, salutare

***
**
***

adj
adj
adj

/ɪˈfɪʃ(ə)nt/
/ fæʃ(ə)nəb(ə)l/
/ helθi/

popular

popolare

***

adj

/ pɒpjʊlə(r)/

reliable
strong

affidabile
forte, resistente

**
***

adj
adj

stylish

elegante, di moda

*

adj

He bought himself a speedboat with his winnings.

a game in which two players use rackets to hit a small ball
against a wall. You play squash on an indoor area called a court We play squash together every weekend
unable to escape from a place or situation, usually one that is
How long was the man stuck on the mountain?
difficult or unpleasant
We already spend large sums of money on
an amount of money
advertising.
a belief that things such as magic or luck have the power to affec
your life
There are many superstitions about cats
to stay alive despite an injury, illness, war etc
Just eight passengers survived the plane crash.
a long piece of classical music played by a symphony orchestra I love Beethoven's 5th Symphony
to make you want to do or to have something, especially
something that is not good for you
Don’t be tempted to spend too much
Toddlers should never be left unsupervised in the
a very young child who is learning how to walk
garden.
one of the five individual parts at the end of your foot. Your big
toe is the largest, and your little toe is the smalles
Vera slipped off her shoes and wiggled her toes
the value of the goods and services that a company sells in a
The company has an annual turnover of over £150
particular period of time
million.
By some twist of fate he arrived back where he had
an unlikely or surprising occurrence
started.
a big building where large amounts of goods are stored
Goods are sent directly from our warehouse
to move your hand to say hello or goodbye or as a signa
I shouted and waved.

pleasant to wear, hold, or use
containing a lot of people, especially too many
with a very pleasant taste or smel
something that is efficient works well and produces good results
by using the available time, money, supplies etc in the most
effective way
popular at a particular time
helping you to stay physically strong and not ill

The new machine is far more efficient than the old
one.
She always wears fashionable clothes
We serve healthy and delicious food.

/rɪˈlaɪəb(ə)l/
/strɒŋ/

a popular activity, place, thing etc is one that many people like
a reliable vehicle, piece of equipment, or system always works
well
not easily broken, damaged, or destroyed

It's a really popular brand of cat food
This is a better and more reliable car than my last
one.
I always use a strong rope when I go climbing

/ staɪlɪʃ/

attractive, or well arranged

We bought some sturdy yet stylish garden furniture.
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Negative prefixes
(adjectives)
adj

/dɪs ɒnɪst/

adj

/dɪs lɔɪəl/

*

adj

/dɪs sætɪsfaɪd/

impaziente
scortese

*
*

adj
adj

/ɪm peɪʃ(ə)nt/
/ ɪmpə laɪt/

willing to do things that are not honest, for example tell lies or
They admitted that there were dishonest officers in
steal things
the police force.
not loyal to someone who you have a close relationship with or to
an organization that you belong to
She has no intention of being disloyal to his friends
annoyed because something is not as good as you expected it to He had been feeling very dissatisfied with his life in
be
recent months.
My boss gets very impatient when I don't finish work
not patient
quickly enough.
not polite
It would be impolite to leave the party so early

impossible
improbable
inaccurate
inconvenient
incorrect

impossibile
improbabile
impreciso/a
scomodo/a
scorretto/a,

***

*

adj
adj
adj
adj
adj

/ɪm pɒsəb(ə)l/
/ɪm prɒbəb(ə)l/
/ɪn ækjʊrət/
/ ɪnkən vi niənt/
/ ɪnkə rekt/

if something is impossible, no one can do it or it cannot happen
not likely to happen or to be true
not accurate or correct
causing difficulties or extra effort
wrong, or not accurate or true

insufficient

insufficiente

**

adj

/ ɪnsə fɪʃ(ə)nt/

unbelievable

incredibile

adj

/ ʌnbɪˈli vəb(ə)l/

unlucky
unprepared

sfortunato/a
impreparato/a
scartato/a, che non ha
avuto successo

adj
adj

/ʌn lʌki/
/ ʌnprɪˈpeə(r)d/

not enough
The police had insufficient evidence to arrest him
used for emphasizing how good, bad, impressive etc something
is
The cheering inside the stadium was unbelievable.
We were unlucky not to win any prizes in the
not lucky
competition.
not ready for a particular situation, event, or process
A few of the questions caught me unprepared

adj

/ ʌnsək sesf(ə)l/

not successful

Unfortunately my job application was unsuccessful.

to write or produce a report

But the next minute they’re asking you whether
you’ve done that urgent report.

to use a machine to make some photocopies
to put papers into order in order to store them
to call someone on the phone
to write or produce a report
to use a machine to produce a photocopy
to prepare cups of coffee for people

to get an email

dishonest

disonesto/a

disloyal

sleale

dissatisfied

insoddisfatto/a

impatient
impolite

unsuccessful
Office activities

*

*

We were faced with an impossible task
It was a rather improbable story
I'm afraid we've got inaccurate information
Have I come at an inconvenient time?
I gave an incorrect answer

do a report

fare una relazione

phr

do some photocopying
do the filing
make a phone call
make a report
make a photocopy
make the coffee

fare qualche fotocopia
archiviare
fare una telefonata
fare una relazione
fare una fotocopia
fare il caffè

phr
phr
phr
phr
phr
phr

/du ə rɪˈpɔː(r)t/
/du sʌm
fəʊtə kɒpiɪŋ/
/du ðə faɪlɪŋ/
/meɪk ə fəʊn kɔːl/
/meɪk ə rɪˈpɔː(r)t/
/meɪk ə fəʊtə kɒpi/
/meɪk ðə kɒfi/

receive an email

ricevere un' e-mail

phr

/rɪˌsi v ən

receive a phone call
send an email

ricevere una telefonata
inviare un e-mail

phr
phr

/rɪˌsi v ə fəʊn kɔːl/
/send ən i meɪl/

to get a phone call from someone
to use a computer to direct an email to someone

send a report
write an email
write a report
Office supplies

inviare una relazione
scrivere un' e-mail
scrivere una relazione

phr
phr
phr

/send ə rɪˈpɔː(r)t/
/raɪt ən i meɪl/
/raɪt ə rɪˈpɔː(r)t/

to direct a report to someone by posting it or using emai
to put words together to make an emai
to put words together to make a repor

biro

biro

nC

/ baɪrəʊ/

a plastic pen that uses a small metal ball at its point to move the
ink inside the pen onto paper
The teacher marked their homework with a red biro

calculator

calcolatrice

nC

/ kælkjʊˌleɪtə(r)/

a small piece of electronic equipment used for doing calculations Pocket calculators must not be used in the exam

*

i meɪl/
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I have to do some last minute photocopying
Would you mind doing the filing for me?
I make more phone calls in the morning
I have to make a report for my boss
Could you make a photocopy of that for me?
My colleague makes the coffee every morning
They always make sure they have their cell phones
and laptops with them so they can send and receive
emails.
I received a phone call from the head office earlier
Could you send an email to the rest of the team?
I have to send a report to my boss by the end of the
week.
I'm writing an email at the moment
I really need to finish writing a report
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drawing pin

puntina da disegno

nC

/ drɔːɪŋ

pɪn/

elastic band

elastico

nC

/ɪˌlæstɪk

bænd/

highlighter (pen)

nC

/ haɪˌlaɪtə(r) (pen)/

in-tray

evidenziatore (penna)
vaschetta per
corrispondenza o pratiche
in arrivo

nC

/ ɪntreɪ/

ink cartridge

cartuccia

nC

/ ɪŋk

mouse mat

tappetino del mouse

nC

/ maʊs

note pad

blocco per appunti

nC

/ nəʊt

paper clip

graffetta

nC

pencil sharpener

temperino

nC

/ peɪpə(r) klɪp/
/ pens(ə)l
ʃɑː(r)p(ə)nə(r)/

Post-its®

Post-it ®

nC

/ pəʊstɪts/

rubber

gomma

nC

/ rʌbə(r)/

scissors

forbici

n pl

/ sɪzə(r)z/

stapler

pinzatrice

nC

/ steɪplə(r)/

Tippex ®
Other words &
phrases

bianchetto

nU

/ tɪpeks/

advertiser

inserzionista

nC

/ ædvə(r) taɪzə(r)/

aggressive
annoying

aggressivo/a
fastidioso/a

**
**

adj
adj

/ə ɡresɪv/
/ə nɔɪɪŋ/

appeal
appreciate

piacere (a qcn)
apprezzare

***
**

v
v

/ə pi l/
/ə pri ʃi eɪt/

approval

approvazione

***

nU

/ə pru v(ə)l/

big business

grandi imprese

n C/U

/ bɪg

blank

vuoto/a

adj

/blæŋk/

bossy

prepotente, autoritario/a

adj

/ bɒsi/

brand

marca

nC

/brænd/

*

**

**

kɑː(r)trɪdʒ/
mæt/

pæd/

bɪznəs/

a short pin with a flat top, used for fastening paper to a wa
The poster is held up with drawing pins.
a circle of elastic that you put around several things to hold them
together
Seal the bag using a strong elastic band.
a brightly coloured pen, used for marking important words on a
Underline the important parts with a highlighter.
document
a container on your desk where you keep documents and letters
I can't leave work until my in-tray is empty
that are ready to be read or answered
I just wanted six packs of paper for the printer and
a small container with ink inside that you put into a printer or pen er, a couple of ink cartridges, colour
a piece of soft material that you move a computer mouse around
Where can I buy a mouse mat with wrist support?
on. The usual American word is mousepad
several sheets of paper joined together along one edge, used for
writing notes
He ordered a couple of note pads from the stationery
department.
a small piece of bent wire used for holding pieces of paper
The photocopies were attached with a paper clip
together
an object with a blade inside, used for making a pencil sharper
a small piece of coloured paper with a sticky substance on the
back that is used for writing notes and temporarily sticking them
on other papers and surfaces
a small piece of rubber used for removing pencil marks from
paper. The American word is eraser
a tool for cutting paper, consisting of two blades joined in a cross
that you open and shut like jaws
a small object used for fastening pieces of paper with a staple
a white liquid used for covering mistakes in something that you
are writing or typing

someone who advertises something
behaving in an angry or rude way that shows you want to fight,
attack, or argue with someone
making you feel slightly angry or impatient
if something appeals to you, you like it or want i
to be grateful for something
a positive feeling that you have toward someone or
something that you think is good or suitable

Can I borrow a pencil sharpener? My pencil is blunt.
He wrote the message on a Post-it and stuck it on
the door.
Do it in pencil first, then you can use a rubber if you
make a mistake.
I need a pair of scissors to cut this up
I used a stapler to attach a photo to the application
form.
Give the Tippex a moment to dry before you write
over it.

So far the newspaper has failed to attract new
advertisers.
The caller was rude and aggressive.
He has some very annoying habits.
The show’s direct approach will appeal to children.
I appreciate your time
She's always looking for signs of approval from her
boss.
Organized science had allied itself with big business
and government.

important business activity that makes a lot of money
blank paper or a blank space is empty and contains no writing or
other marks
The last three boxes should be left blank
someone who is bossy keeps telling other people what to do, in a
way that annoys them
Don’t be so bossy!
a product or group of products that has its own name and is
made by one particular company. The word for a machine or
We stock all leading brands.
vehicle made by one particular company is a make.
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buffet

buffet

bully

*

catch (sb’s) attention

bullo
attirare l'attenzione di
(qcn)

cereal

cereali

*

client

cliente

code

codice

commercial

pubblicità

compete
compliment

consumer
corridor

a meal at which all the food is put on a table and people go and
choose what they want
A buffet lunch will be served at 1 o'clock

nC

/ bʊfeɪ/

nC

/ bʊli/

phr

/ kætʃ ə tenʃ(ə)n/

n C/U

/ sɪəriəl/

***

nC

/ klaɪənt/

***

nC

/kəʊd/

*

nC

/kə mɜː(r)ʃ(ə)l/

competere
complimento

***
*

v
nC

/kəm pi t/
/ kɒmplɪmənt/

***
**

nC
nC

/kən sju mə(r)/
/ kɒrɪdɔː(r)/

cover

consumatore
corridoio
fodera protettiva,
coperchio

***

nC

/ kʌvə(r)/

credit limit

limite di credito

nC

/ kredɪt

crisis

crisi

nC

/ kraɪsɪs/

cutback

riduzione

nC

/ kʌt bæk/

digital

digitale

**

adj

/ dɪdʒɪt(ə)l/

district

quartiere, zona

***

nC

/ dɪstrɪkt/

double

raddoppiare/doppio

***

v / adj

/ dʌb(ə)l/

someone who uses their power or social position to
When there’s a crisis in the office, the happy, joking
threaten or frighten someone else in order to get what they wan ‘friend’ disappears and is replaced by a bossy bully.
How many different ways of catching children’s
to make someone notice someone or something
attention are mentioned in the text?
a food made from grain, for example wheat, oats, or corn, mainly
eaten with milk for breakfast
I had a bowl of cereal for breakfast
someone who pays for the services of a professional person such
as a doctor or lawyer
She advises clients on their investments.
a set of numbers or letters that gives information about
something, for example by showing what it is or when it was
made
Write the authorisation code in the box below
The company has brought out a new TV
an advertisement on television or radio
commercial.
to try to be more successful than other companies or people in
business
We’re too small to compete with a company like that
something nice that you say to praise someone
He kept paying me compliments on my cooking.
someone who buys and uses goods and services. The
He has always shown a shrewd understanding of
expression the consumer is often used for referring to
what consumers want.
consumers as a group
a long passage inside a building with doors on each side
I went along the corridor to her office
something that you put over something else in order to hide it,
protect it, or close it
She put plastic covers on all the furniture.
the maximum amount of money that a customer can borrow
The credit card company keeps raising my credit
using a particular credit card account
limit.
People spend less money in a period of economic
an urgent, difficult, or dangerous situation
crisis.
a reduction in something such as the amount of money available The company will be forced to make cutbacks in all
to spend
departments.
storing information such as sound or pictures as numbers or
electronic signals
I've bought a new digital camera
They live in one of the most exclusive districts of
an area of a town or country
Paris.
to increase something so that it is twice
We will take the credit limit on your existing card and
as big, twice as much, or twice as many
double it.

educational

educativo/a

***

adj

/ edjʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)nəl/

giving people useful knowledge

educationalist

pedagogista

nC

/ edjʊˈkeɪʃ(ə)n(ə)lɪst/

energy

energia

***

nU

/ enə(r)dʒi/

an expert in education
a supply of physical power that you have for doing things that
need physical effort

enthusiastic

entusiasta

**

adj

/ɪn θju zi æstɪk/

existing

esistente

***

adj

/ɪɡˈzɪstɪŋ/

fizzy

frizzante

adj

/ fɪzi/

flirt

flirtare

nC/v

/flɜː(r)t/

***

lɪmɪt/

very interested in something or excited by it
used for describing something that exists now, especially when it
might be changed or replaced
a fizzy drink is a sweet drink without alcohol that has bubbles.
The usual American word for this is soft drink
to behave towards someone in a way that shows your sexual or
romantic interest in them
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The shop sells a wide selection of educational toys
The books have been recommended by a leading
educationalist.
She didn’t even have the energy to get out of bed
For a while, we were enthusiastic about the idea
The existing system needs to be changed
Fizzy drinks usually contain a lot of sugar.
He flirts outrageously with his female clients
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fundraising
gossip

raccolta di fondi
spettegolare/pettegolo

influence

influenzare

interest rate
joker

tasso d'interesse
burlone, qcn che scherza
spesso

laser

laser

loyalty

fedeltà

market research

ricerca di mercato

mood

umore, stato d'animo

ordinary

the activity of trying to persuade people or organizations to give
money for a specific purpose, especially for a charity or a political
party
The charity spends a lot of its money on fundraising
someone who enjoys talking about other people
My uncle Michael was a great gossip.
to affect the way that someone thinks or behaves, or to affect the Research has shown that the weather can influence
way that something happens
people’s behaviour.
the percentage that an institution such as a bank charges or pays
you in interest when you borrow money from it or keep money in Consumers have been discouraged by high interest
an account
rates.
someone who likes to tell jokes or to do things to make people
laugh
He’s a real joker.
a piece of equipment that produces a powerful narrow line of
light. It is used for cutting hard substances, directing the paths of
We bought a new laser printer for the office
missiles, and in medical operations

nU
n C/U / v

/ fʌndreɪzɪŋ/
/ ɡɒsɪp/

v

/ ɪnfluəns/

nC

/ ɪntrəst

nC

/ dʒəʊkə(r)/

**

nC

/ leɪzə(r)/

**

nU

/ lɔɪəlti/

nU

/ mɑː(r)kɪt rɪˈsɜː(r)tʃ/

***

nC

/mu d/

ordinario/a, normale

***

adj

/ ɔː(r)d(ə)n(ə)ri/

percentage

percentuale

**

nC

/pə(r) sentɪdʒ/

persuade

persuadere

***

v

/pə(r) sweɪd/

platinum

platino

nU

/ plætɪnəm/

procedure
process

procedura
elaborare

***
**

nC
v

/prə si dʒə(r)/
/ prəʊses/

property

proprietà

***

n C/U

/ prɒpə(r)ti/

continued use of the products or services of a particular business Some people show a high level of brand loyalty
the process of collecting information about what products people
like to buy, or what people like or dislike about a particular
product
It's important to do thorough market research first
the way that someone is feeling, for example whether they are
happy, sad, or angry
Jeff’s been in a bad mood all day
Millions of ordinary people buy lottery tickets every
ordinary people are not famous, rich, or powerfu
week.
an amount or rate that is equal to a particular part of a total that Calculate what percentage of your income you
you have divided by 100
spend on food.
to make someone agree to do something by giving them reasons
why they should
Nobody could persuade her to change her mind.
a platinum credit card is one that is usually only available to
peole with high credit ratings
The Platinum Card is not as good as the Gold Card
Those ticket holders who followed the proper
a way of doing something, especially the correct or usual way
procedure will receive a full refund.
to put information into a computer in order to organize i
Data is processed as it is received
He owns several residential properties in London
land and the buildings on it
and New York.

repetitive

ripetitivo/a

adj

/rɪˈpetətɪv/

involving repeating the same action over long periods of time

He has a boring repetitive job.

reward

premiare/premio

**

v/nC

/rɪˈwɔː(r)d/

For every £100 you spend with your card, we will
give you five reward points.

sale

vendita

***

nC

/seɪl/

slogan

slogan

*

nC

/ sləʊɡən/

something good that happens
or that you receive because of something that you have done
an event or period of time during which a shop reduces the
prices of some of its goods
a short phrase that is easy to remember and is used to advertise
something or to express the beliefs of a political party or other
group

snack

snack, spuntino. Merenda

*

nC

/snæk/

Too many snacks will ruin your appetite.

staff

personale

***

nU

/stɑːf/

stationery

cancelleria

nU

/ steɪʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/

a small amount of food that you eat between meals
the people who work for a particular company, organization, or
institution: can be followed by a singular or plural verb
pens, paper, envelopes, pencils, and other things used for
writing

***

reɪt/
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It's the start of the after-Christmas sales
The company unveiled its new advertising slogan
this week.

The staff are not happy about the new arrangement
Can I have a pen from the stationery cupboard?
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survey

sondaggio

***

nC

/ sɜː(r)veɪ/

sweet

caramella

*

nC

/swi t/

a set of questions that you ask a large number of people or
organizations
a small piece of sweet food made with sugar. The usual
American word is candy

taxpayer
terrible

contribuente
terribile

**
***

nC
adj

/ tæks peɪə(r)/
/ terəb(ə)l/

someone who pays tax, especially tax on income
very bad in quality or ability

trainee

apprendista

nC

/ treɪˈni /

someone who is training for a particular profession or job

urgent

urgente

adj

/ ɜː(r)dʒ(ə)nt/

voucher

buono

nC

/ vaʊtʃə(r)/

urgent things are things that you need to deal with immediately
an official piece of paper that you can use instead of money to
buy a particular product or service

washing powder

detersivo in polvere

nU

/ wɒʃɪŋ

workaholic
Unit 6
Holidays

maniaco del lavoro

nC

/ wɜː(r)kə hɒlɪk/

action-packed

pieno di attività piacevoli

adj

/ ækʃ(ə)n

airline
beach

compagnia aerea
spiaggia

nC
nC

/ eə(r) laɪn/
/bi tʃ/

bedding

biancheria da letto

nU

/ bedɪŋ/

brochure
capital

brochure, opuscolo
capitale

nC
nC

/ brəʊʃə(r)/
/ kæpɪt(ə)l/

the sheets and covers that are used on a bed
a small magazine containing details and pictures of goods or
services that you can buy
the city where a country or region has its governmen

check in
check out of

fare il check in
fare il check-out

v
v

/ tʃek 'ɪn/
/ tʃek aʊt əv/

to arrive at an airport and show your ticket to an officia
to leave a hotel or a private hospital after paying the bi

cosmopolitan

cosmopolita

adj

/ kɒzmə pɒlɪt(ə)n/

deposit
destination

caparra
destinazione, meta

**
**

nC
nC

/dɪˈpɒzɪt/
/ destɪˈneɪʃ(ə)n/

exclusive

esclusivo

**

adj

/ɪk sklu sɪv/

excursion

escursione, gita

nC

/ɪk skɜː(r)ʃ(ə)n/

exotic

esotico/a
orientarsi, trovare quello
che cerchi in un posto
sconosciuto
volo
divertente

*

adj

/ɪɡˈzɒtɪk/

showing the influence of many different countries and cultures
The city has a cosmopolitan atmosphere
a first payment that you make when you agree to buy something
expensive such as a car or house. The rest of the money that youShe paid a £500 deposit, and agreed to pay the
pay later is called the balance
balance within six months.
the place where someone or something is going
Spain is a popular holiday destination.
very expensive, and therefore available only to people who have
a lot of money
They had dinner in an exclusive restaurant.
a short visit to an interesting place arranged by a tourist
We went on a one-day excursion to the Grand
organization, often as part of a holiday
Canyon.
used for describing things that are interesting or exciting
because they are in or from distant foreign countries
They’re always flying off to film in exotic locations

***
**

phr
nC
adj

/ faɪnd jə(r)
ə raʊnd/
/flaɪt/
/fʌn/

find your way around
flight
fun

**

**
***

*
***

paʊdə(r)/

pækt/

wei

soap in the form of a powder used for washing clothes
someone who spends most of their time working and has little
interest in other things

This survey shows the percentage of single-parent
households in each area.
I'd like a bag of sweets, please
Whenever the government messes up, it’s the
taxpayer who has to foot the bill
He keeps making terrible jokes.
Trainees will learn a skill that is valued in many
countries.
He had some urgent business to attend to
She has a voucher for a free swim
The company is launching a new brand of washing
powder.
You're a total workaholic

full of activity or exciting events
We had an action-packed weekend.
a company that owns aircraft and takes people or goods by plane
from one place to another
They flew with Australia’s national airline
an area of sand or small stones beside the sea or a lake
There's a sandy beach just along the coast

to manage to find the places you want to get to in an unfamiliar
place
a journey through air or space in a vehicle such as a plane
enjoyable
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They were supplied with food, clothes, and bedding.
I picked up a copy of their summer travel brochure
Madrid is the capital of Spain.
You must check in at least one hour before your
flight.
Joan had already checked out of the hotel

Signs in the town are written in English so it’s easy
to find your way around.
My flight has been delayed.
Scuba diving is a fun thing to do.
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guided tour

visita guidata

nC

/ gaɪdɪd

itinerary
laid-back

itinerario
rilassato/a

nC
adj

off the beaten track

fuori dai sentieri battuti

phr

/aɪˈtɪnərəri/
/ leɪd bæk/
/ ɒf ðə bi t(ə)n
træk/

packing

fare le valigie

*

nU

/ pækɪŋ/

postcard

cartolina

*

nC

/ pəʊs(t) kɑː(r)d/

picturesque

pittoresco/a

*

adj

/ pɪktʃə resk/

resort

località (turistica)

*

nC

/rɪˈzɔː(r)t/

romantic

romantico/a

**

adj

/rəʊˈmæntɪk/

sandy
secluded

*

adj
adj

/ sændi/
/sɪˈklu dɪd/

sightseeing

sabbioso/a
isolato/a
giro turistico, vedere
monumenti e luoghi
turistici

nU

/ saɪt si ɪŋ/

souvenir

souvenir

*

nC

/ su və nɪə(r)/

stop off

sosta/fermarsi

v/nC

/'stɒp əv/ / stɒp 'ɒv/

suitcase

valigia

nC

/ su t keɪs/

sunscreen
tourist attraction

crema solare
attrazione turistica

nU
nC

/ sʌn skri n/
/ tʊərɪst ə trækʃ(ə)n/

travel agent

agente di viaggio
personale della
compagnia turistica

nC

/ træv(ə)l

eɪdʒ(ə)nt/

nC

/ træv(ə)l

rep/

upmarket
Other words &
phrases

esclusivo, di lusso

adj

/ʌp mɑː(r)kɪt/

abbey

abbazia

nC

/ æbi/

ahead

avanti, davanti

adv

/ə hed/

amazing

fantastico/a

adj

/ə meɪzɪŋ/

travel rep

*

**

tʊə(r)/

a short journey around a building or place with a person who tells
you about what you are seeing or with a pair of headphones on
which you can listen to a recorded description of what you are
We went on a guided tour of the castle
seeing
a plan of a journey that you are going to make, including
information about when and where you will trave
Paris is the first place on our itinerary
calm and relaxed
She’s always so laid-back about everything
We stayed in a quaint little village far off the beaten
far away from the places that people usually visi
track.
the activity of putting your possessions into bags, cases, or
We’re leaving for Rome this evening and I haven’t
boxes so that you can take or send them somewhere
done my packing yet.
a small card that you write on one side of and send to someone
in the post. It usually has a picture on it and is sent from a place
you are visiting.
Send me a postcard when you get there
a picturesque place or scene is attractive, especially because it is
old and interesting
Garda is one of the lake’s most picturesque resorts
The family usually goes on holiday to a popular
a place that many people go to for a holiday
seaside resort.
We had a romantic dinner in an expensive
making you have feelings of love and excitemen
restaurant.
There's a golden sandy beach 500 metres from the
covered with sand, or consisting mostly of sand
hotel.
private, peaceful, and not near other people or places
The hotel has its own secluded beach.
the activity of travelling around a place to see the interesting
things in it
We went on a sightseeing tour of the city
something that you buy during a holiday or at a special event to
remind you later of being there
She kept the tickets as a souvenir of the evening
to visit somewhere before continuing to another place
a large container with flat sides and a handle used for carrying
clothes and other things when you trave
a cream that you can rub onto your skin to stop it from being
burned by the sun
a place to visit that is very popular with tourists
someone whose job is to help people plan holidays and make
travel arrangements. The place they work in is also called a
travel agent or travel agent’s
someone whose job is to represent a travel company and help
customers while they are on holiday
upmarket services or goods are designed for people who have a
lot of money

We stopped off in town on the way to Jenni’s house
Did you pack this suitcase yourself, sir?
Make sure you apply plenty of sunscreen
The city has several major tourist attractions
I phoned the travel agent and asked her to make a
reservation for us.
I’m meeting the travel rep and the other new arrivals
for a welcome cocktail in the bar
This area of the city is full of upmarket shops and
restaurants.

a large church with buildings connected to it where a group of
monks or nuns live or used to live
We visited a ruined abbey.
used for saying that something is in front of you, in the direction
you are going or looking
His attention was firmly fixed on the road ahead
I was very nervous at first, but the pilot was very kind
very good, pleasant or enjoyable
and he took us to some amazing places
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ancient

antico/a

***

adj

/ eɪnʃ(ə)nt/

very old

The tour gave us a sense of Ireland's ancient past

awful

terribile

**

adj

/ ɔːf(ə)l/

babysitter

baby sitter

*

nC

/ beɪbi sɪtə(r)/

used for emphasizing how unpleasant someone or something is This wine tastes awful.
someone you pay to come to your house and look after your
children while you are not there, especially in the evening
We'll need to find a babysitter.

bargain

affare

**

nC

/ bɑː(r)ɡɪn/

battery
bay

batteria
baia

**
**

nC
nC

/ bæt(ə)ri/
/beɪ/

bird’s-eye view

vista dall'alto

nC

/ bɜːdzaɪ

bookmark

assegnare un segnalibro

v

/ bʊk mɑː(r)k/

boring
brand-new

noioso/a
nuovo di zecca

**
*

adj
adj

breathtaking

mozzafiato/a

*

cabin

baita, casetta (in legno)

**

catch up on

something you buy that costs much less than norma
an object that fits into something such as a radio, clock, or car
and supplies it with electricity
an area of the coast where the land curves inwards

You should be able to pick up a few good bargains

We had a bird’s-eye view of the action from the roof
I bookmarked some websites you might want to look
at.

/ bɔːrɪŋ/
/ brænd nju /

a good view of something from a high position
to mark an Internet website in an electronic way so that you can
easily find it again
not at all interesting, and making you feel impatient or
dissatisfied
extremely new

adj

/ breθ teɪkɪŋ/

extremely impressive or beautifu

nC

/ kæbɪn/

a small simple wooden house

recuperare

v

/ kætʃ 'ʌp

cocktail

cocktail

nC

/ kɒk teɪl/

colony

colonia

nC

/ kɒləni/

congratulations

congratulazioni

n pl

/kən ɡrætʃʊˈleɪʃ(ə)nz/

delegation

delegazione

**

nC

/ delə ɡeɪʃ(ə)n/

depths

profondità

***

n pl

/depθs/

dramatic

drammatico/a

***

adj

/drə mætɪk/

dreadful

terribile

**

adj

/ dredf(ə)l/

to do something that should have been done before
I just want to go home and catch up on some sleep
a drink, usually with a lot of alcohol in it, made by mixing different Complimentary appetizers and cocktails will be
drinks together
served.
a group of animals or birds of the same type that live in the same
area
The island is home to a huge colony of penguins.
used for telling someone that you are pleased about their
success, good luck, or happiness on a special occasion
Congratulations on your 50th wedding anniversary.
a group of people who represent a country, government, or
They agreed to send a delegation to the African
organization
summit meeting.
the depths of something is a place that is very far away or very Before we take you back into the depths of time, we
far inside an area
will see the Hill of Tara.
Ireland’s west coast is one of the most beautiful and
exciting and impressive
dramatic places on earth.
It was good for both of us to get away from that
very bad or unpleasant
dreadful new woman at work

eloquent
enjoyable

eloquente
divertente

*

adj
adj

/ eləkwənt/
/ɪn dʒɔɪəb(ə)l/

expressing what you mean using clear and effective language
something that is enjoyable gives you pleasure

exhausted

esausto/a

*

adj

/ɪɡˈzɔːstɪd/

fan
fantastic
fascinating

ammiratore, fan
fantastico/a
affascinante

**
**
**

nC
adj
adj

/fæn/
/fæn tæstɪk/
/ fæsɪneɪtɪŋ/

fate

destino

**

nU

/feɪt/

extremely tired and without enough energy to do anything
someone who likes watching or listening to something such as a
sport, films, or music very much, or who admires a famous or
important person very much
extremely good or pleasant
making you very interested or attracted
a power that some people believe controls everything that
happens in their lives

**

vju /

ɒn/
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I need a new battery for my laptop
The harbour lights were visible across the bay

It gets boring just being at home all day
I bought a brand-new car last year
The scenery along the coast was just breathtaking
Once you have settled into your cabin, one of our
guides will come over to see that everything is to
your liking.

He made an eloquent speech.
Most students find the course very enjoyable
You’re going to be exhausted with all that
windsurfing.

I'm a big fan of Johnny Depp.
He looked absolutely fantastic
Ireland is a fascinating place.
Fate has dealt these people a cruel blow
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firm

definitivo/a

***

adj

/fɜː(r)m/

flexibility

**

nU

/ fleksə bɪləti/

get round to sth
giant

flessibilità
trovare il tempo per fare
qcs
gigante

**

phr
adj / n C

/get raʊnd tə/
/ dʒaɪənt/

goalkeeper
gorgeous

portiere
bellissimo/a

*
*

nC
adj

/ ɡəʊl ki pə(r)/
/ ɡɔː(r)dʒəs/

guidance

consigli

**

nU

/ ɡaɪd(ə)ns/

harbour

porto

**

nC

harp

arpa

hero

eroe

**

nC

heritage

patrimonio

**

nU

highlight

parte migliore

*

nC

hill
honeymoon
horrible

collina
luna di miele
orribile

***
*
**

nC
nC
adj

hyper-organized
in particular

iper organizzato
in particolare

in person
indoor

di persona
al coperto

instructor

istruttore

nC

advice about what you should do or how you should behave
an area of water near the land where it is safe for boats to stay. A
port is a harbour where passengers and goods can be taken on
/ hɑː(r)bə(r)/
The town has a splendid natural harbour.
and off
a musical instrument consisting of a row of strings stretched over
a large upright frame. Someone who plays a harp is called a
/hɑː(r)p/
Margaret is a brilliant harp player.
harpist.
someone who has done something brave, for example saving a
/ hɪərəʊ/
person’s life or risking their own life
My grandfather was a war hero
the art, buildings, traditions, and beliefs that a society considers
/ herɪtɪdʒ/
important to its history and culture
Ireland has a rich musical heritage.
The highlight of the trip was visiting the Great Wall
/ haɪˌlaɪt/
the most exciting, impressive, or interesting part of an even
of China.
an area of land that is higher than the land surrounding it but
/hɪl/
smaller and lower than a mountain
They climbed slowly to the top of the hill.
/ hʌni mu n/
a holiday that two people take after they get married
Where are you going on your honeymoon?
/ hɒrəb(ə)l/
very unpleasant
I’ve had a horrible day at work
You are obviously hyper-organized and you like to
/ haɪpə(r) ɔː(r)gənaɪz a hyper-organized person arranges and plans activities very
make sure that you have everything under control
d/
carefully and effectively
months ahead of time.
/ ɪn pə(r) tɪkjʊlə(r)/
especially
I liked the last candidate in particular.
talking to someone directly rather than writing to them or phoning
/ ɪn pɜː(r)s(ə)n/
them
We wanted to break the news in person
/ ɪndɔː(r)/
done or used inside a building
The hotel has an indoor swimming pool.
A qualified instructor will show you how to use the
/ɪn strʌktə(r)/
someone whose job is to teach a skill or a spor
equipment.

kayak

kayak

nC

/ kaɪæk/

knockout

essere straordinario/a

nC

/ nɒkaʊt/

last-minute
lens
lie in
logical

dell'ultimo minuto
lente
dormire fino a tardi
logico/a

adj
nC
in v
adj

/ lɑːst mɪnɪt/
/lenz/
/'laɪ ɪn/
/ lɒdʒɪk(ə)l/

make up your mind

decidersi

phr

/ meɪk ʌp jə(r)

memorable

memorabile

adj

nC

adj
phr

*

*
*
**

phr
adj

definite and not likely to change
the ability to make changes or to deal with a situation that is
changing
to do something after you have intended to do it for some time
extremely large
the player whose job is to stop the ball going into the goal in
games such as football
very beautiful

Have you set a firm date for the meeting?
Being self-employed allowed him the flexibility to
work unusual hours.
I meant to call you, but somehow I never got round
to it.
The match was shown on giant video screens
The goalkeeper is the only player who is allowed to
handle the ball.
Mandy was there, looking gorgeous as usual
I need some guidance on which university course I
should choose.

a small covered canoe (=narrow boat with a point at each end)
that you move with a single paddle that has two flat ends

You can hire kayaks at the hotel
You can’t beat Italian women. Stunning. Gorgeous.
someone or something that is extremely attractive or impressive Absolute knockout.
There has been a last-minute alteration to the flight
happening or done at the latest possible time
schedule.
a piece of equipment that is part of a camera
She's got a camera with a telescopic lens
to stay in bed in the morning for longer than usua
We usually lie in on Sundays.
connecting ideas or reasons in a sensible way
She made a very logical argument.

maɪnd/ to make a decision
worth remembering or easy to remember, because of being
/ mem(ə)rəb(ə)l/
special in some way
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I can’t make up my mind whether to go or not
The romantic evening cruise will be a memorable
experience.
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We have three different options for financing the
house.
We're going to spend every single penny of our
savings.
He’s training to be an airline pilot.

option

opzione

***

nC

/ ɒpʃ(ə)n/

something that you can choose in a particular situation

penny
pilot

penny
pilota

***

nC
nC

/ peni/
/ paɪlət/

one pence, the smallest unit of British currency
someone who flies an aircraft

pony

pony

nC

/ pəʊni/

a small horse

precise

preciso/a

**

adj

/prɪˈsaɪs/

range
reckon

gamma
ritenere

***
***

nC
v

/reɪndʒ/
/ rekən/

respectable

rispettabile

*

adj

/rɪˈspektəb(ə)l/

rock climbing

(fare) arrampicata

nU

/ rɒk

exact and accurate
a group of products of the same type that a particular company
makes or that a particular shop sells
to believe that something is true
obeying the moral or social standards that are accepted by most
people
the activity of climbing the side of a mountain or large rock for
enjoyment, usually using ropes and other equipment. Rock
climbing is often simply called climbing.

round sth off

concludere (qcs)

v

/ raʊnd

saint

santo/a

nC

/seɪnt/

sculpture

scultura

**

nC

/ skʌlptʃə(r)/

seal

foca

**

nC

/si l/

settle into

sistemarsi in/a

v

/ set(ə)l

shot

foto

***

nC

/ʃɒt/

site

luogo

**

nC

/saɪt/

step
stunning
superb

passo
mozzafiato/a
splendido/a

***
*
**

nC
adj
adj

/step/
/ stʌnɪŋ/
/sʊˈpɜː(r)b/

to end something in a satisfactory way
someone who the Christian church officially honours after their
death because they have lived an especially holy life. Saint is
It was a holy place, the shrine of a saint
often written as St before a person’s name
a solid object that someone makes as a work of art by shaping a Works to be shown include sculptures by Houdon
substance such as stone, metal, or wood
and Carpeaux.
a large sea animal that eats fish and lives mainly in cold parts of
the world. Seals are amphibious (=they can live both in water
Seals are related to walruses and sea lions
and on land). A young seal is called a pup.
to make yourself comfortable in a place because you are going to
stay there for a long time
We settled into our tent.
Harold took a great shot of the dogs playing
a photograph
together.
As the sun sets, the highlight of the day will be a
a place where something happened, especially something
guided tour of the World Heritage Site of
interesting or important, or where there is an important building Newgrange.
a particular movement or set of movements performed with your Juan was practising his new dance steps for the
feet when you are dancing
competition.
extremely attractive
She's a stunning blonde.
of the highest quality
The hotel offers superb views of the lake

talkative

chiacchierone/a

adj

/ tɔːkətɪv/

a talkative person talks a lot

terrible
thrill

terribile
emozione

adj
nC/v

/ terəb(ə)l/
/θrɪl/

very bad in quality or ability
a sudden feeling of being very excited and pleased

unbeatable
unexpectedly

imbattibile
all'improvviso

adj
adv

/ʌn bi təb(ə)l/
/ ʌnɪk spektɪdli/

better than anything else of the same type
in a way which is surprising and not planned

via

via

***

prep

/ vaɪə/ / vi ə/

going through one place on the way to another place

wild

selvaggio/a

***

adj

/waɪld/

a wild area is one where people do not live or cannot live

***

klaɪmɪŋ/
ɒf/

ɪntu /
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She's been mad on ponies since she was a little girl
The journey takes just over fourteen hours, fourteen
hours and fifteen minutes to be precise
We stock a wide range of office furniture
I reckon there’s something wrong with him
He makes his living in a perfectly respectable trade

Juliet goes rock climbing nearly every weekend
Mr Orme rounded off the evening by buying
everyone a drink.

Why are you so quiet? You're usually very talkative
The weather was terrible for skiing. There was no
snow.
We felt the thrill of visiting a new city.
The company offers an unbeatable selection of
excursions.
Our friends arrived unexpectedly this morning.
They flew from New York to New Delhi via Frankfurt
You'll have breathtaking views of the wild Aran
Islands.

Straightforward Second Edition Wordlist

windsurfing

windsurf

nU

/ wɪn(d) sɜː(r)fɪŋ/

a sport in which you move across water standing on a flat board With shallow waters and strong winds, it is a good
with a sail that you can move
place for windsurfing.

zoom lens
Unit 7
Phrasal verbs with
live

zoom ottico

nC

/zu m lenz/

a piece of equipment that you attach to your camera so that you cDon't forget to bring a camera with a zoom lens for
an take photographs of things that are very close or very far awa once-in-a-lifetime shots.

live for sth

vivere per qcs
vivere alle spalle di
qcn/qcs

phr

/ lɪv fə(r)/

phr

/ lɪv ɒf/

phr

/ lɪv ɒn/

live out of sth

vivere con qcs
vivere con la valigia
disfatta

phr

/ lɪv aʊt əv/

live through sth

sopravvivere a qcs

phr

/ lɪv θru /

live up to sth
Metaphor

essere all'altezza di

phr

/lɪv

live off sth/sb
live on sth

at a crossroads

a un bivio

cominciare una nuova
fase della vita
andare ciascuno per la
go their separate ways propria strada
la sua vita è cambiata in
his life took off
positivo

embark on a new
stage of life

ʌp tə/

krɒsrəʊdz/

phr

/hɪz

he suddenly became successful in life

laɪf tʊk 'ɒf/
ɒn/

phr

/ nəʊ tɜː(r)nɪŋ bæk/
/ teɪk ə nju
dɪˈrekʃ(ə)n/
/ teɪk ən ʌnɪkspektɪd
'tɜː(r)n/

anziano/a

His life was at a crossroads

phr

non tornare più indietro
prendere una nuova
direzione
prendere una piega
inaspettata

elderly

at
a point during the development of something when you have to
make an important decision about what to do nex

to begin a new part of your life in which you are doing something He returned to New York where he embarked on a
different or a situation has changed
new stage of his life and became an actor
to end a relationship with a partner and decide to live or work apa His parents decided to go their separate ways and
rt
Viggo went to New York with his mother

no turning back

adulto

to be as good as what was expected or promised

I've been living out of a suitcase ever since I moved
These are people who have lived through two world
wars.
The breathtakingly beautiful scenery certainly lived
up to expectations.

/ɪm bɑː(r)k ɒn ə nju
steɪdʒ əv laɪf/
/ gəʊ ðeə(r) sep(ə)rət
weɪz/

/ mu v

adult

They have to live on a pension of £350 a month

phr

phr

adolescente

He’s 25 and still living off his parents.

/ æt ə

voltare pagina

adolescent

She lives for her work.

phr

move on

take a new direction
take an unexpected
turn
Life stages

to think someone or something is so important that they are your
main reason for living
to depend on someone or something for the money or food that
you need
to have a particular amount of money to buy the things that you
need to live
to keep all your clothes and possessions in something, for
example a suitcase or a car
to experience a dangerous or unpleasant situation and still be
alive after it

phr
phr

n C / adj

/ ædə les(ə)nt/

***

n C / adj

/ ædʌlt; ə dʌlt/

***

adj

/ eldə(r)li/

to leave one place and travel to anothe

Suddenly, his life took off.
He chose to go to Europe, but after two years, he
decided it was time to move on again

used when it is no longer possible or desirable to stop doing
something and to return to a previous situation or condition

He soon got roles in films with top directors and it
became clear that there was no turning back

to start doing something completely new or differen
to change in a way that is unexpected and leads to a new
situation

He wanted to take a new direction
His life took an unexpected turn.

a boy or girl who is changing into a young man or woman. The
physical changes that take place at this time are known as
puberty. An adolescent between the ages of 13 and 19 is called aAdolescents may need reassurance that their
teenager
parents still love them.
someone who is no longer a child and is legally responsible for
Tickets are £2.50 for adults and £1.50 for children.
their actions
an elderly person is old. Many people now think that this word is
An elderly gentleman was standing at the reception
offensive but it is often used in talking about policies and
desk.
conditions that affect old people
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*

phr
adj

/ ɪn jɔː(r) ɜː(r)li/ leɪt
fɔː(r)tiz/
/ mɪd(ə)l eɪdʒd/

pensionato/a

**

nC

/ penʃ(ə)nə(r)/

retired
teenager

pensionato/a
adolescente

*
**

adj
nC

/rɪˈtaɪə(r)d/
/ ti n eɪdʒə(r)/

someone who receives a pension from the government after they
reach the age when they are officially old enough to stop working They are old-age pensioners.
no longer working because you have reached the age where you
are officially too old to work
My father’s retired now.
a young person between the ages of 13 and 19
He's behaving like a lovesick teenager

toddler
Exclamations with
what

bambino/a piccolo/a

*

nC

/ tɒdlə(r)/

a very young child who is learning how to walk

With a little toddler around, it all turns into a game

What a good idea!

Che buon' idea!

phr

/ wɒt ə

gʊd aɪˈdɪə/

What a day!

Che giornata!

phr

/ wɒt ə

deɪ/

Oh, yeah. I hadn’t thought of that. What a good idea
What a day! I've been running around since 6
o'clock.

What a mess!

Che pasticcio!

phr

/ wɒt ə

mes/

What a night!

Che nottata!

phr

/ wɒt ə

naɪt/

used to express strong agreement with an idea
used to say that a day was particularly good, bad or surprising in
some way
used to say that a place is very untidy or a situation is very
complicated
used to say that a night was particularly good, bad or surprising
in some way

What a nightmare!
What a nuisance!

Che incubo!
Che seccatura!

phr
phr

/ wɒt ə
/ wɒt ə

naɪt meə(r)/
nju s(ə)ns/

used to say that something that happens is very bad
used to say that something that happens is very annoying

What a relief!

Che sollievo!

phr

/ wɒt ə rɪˈli f/

What a shame!

Che peccato!

phr

/ wɒt ə

What a surprise!

Che sorpresa!

phr

in your early/late forties essere sulla quarantina
middle-aged
di mezza età

pensioner

ʃeɪm/

What a waste of time! Che spreco di tempo!

phr

/ wɒt ə sə(r) praɪz/
/ wɒt ə weɪst əv
taɪm/

What bad luck!
What an idiot!
Other words &
phrases

Che sfortuna!
Che idiota!

phr
phr

/ wɒt bæd lʌk/
/ wɒt ən ɪdɪət/

anniversary
bake
ballistic

anniversario
cuocere al forno
furioso/a

**
*

nC
v
phr

/ ænɪˈvɜː(r)s(ə)ri/
/beɪk/
/bə lɪstɪk/

basically

praticamente

**

adv

/ beɪsɪkli/

blow out

spegnere

v

/ bləʊ

blush
boss

arrossire
responsabile/capo

*
***

v
nC

/blʌʃ/
/bɒs/

candle

candela

**

nC

/ kænd(ə)l/

aʊt/

near the beginning/end of being aged 40-49
no longer young but not yet old

She’s middle-aged, probably in her late forties or
early fifties.
He seems prematurely middle-aged.

What a mess! We have to tidy the kitchen.
What a night! We stayed out until 6 in the morning.
My flat is full of water. What a nightmare
What a nusciance! I've lost my car keys.

used to say that you are happy and relaxed because something
What a relief! I've found my wallet
bad has not happened or a bad situation has ended
What a shame! I thought you would win the
used to say that something is very disappointing
competition.
What a surprise! I had no idea you were planning a
used to say that something is very unexpected
birthday party.
used to say that doing something is not worth the time it would I spent all day working and then my computer
take
crashed. What a waste of time
Our flight was delayed so we missed our
used to say that something or someone was very unlucky
connection. What bad luck!
used to say that someone has behaved in a very stupid way
Why is he doing that? What an idiot!

a date when you celebrate something that happened in a
previous year that is important to you
Our wedding anniversary is on the 14th of July.
to make bread, cakes etc using an oven
The chef has baked a special cake
if you go ballistic, you become extremely angry
Oh no, I couldn’t do that. He’ll go ballistic!
used for emphasizing the most important point or idea in what
you are saying
Basically, you should have asked me first
if you blow out a flame, or if it blows out, it stops burning because
you blow on it or because of the wind
He blew out all 60 candles on his birthday cake
if you blush, your cheeks become red because you feel
embarrassed or ashamed
She blushed with embarrassment.
the person who is in charge of you at work
I’ll ask my boss if I can have a day off next week
a stick of wax with a string in it called a wick that you burn
Everybody is looking forward to helping Florrie blow
to give light
out her 113 candles.
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nU

/ tʃaɪld keə(r)/

***

nC

/ kɒnsɪkwəns/

consulente

**

nC

/kən sʌltənt/

the job of looking after children, especially while their parents are A lack of adequate childcare is making it difficult for
working
women to return to work
She said exactly what she felt, without fear of the
a result or effect of something
consequences.
an expert or a professional person whose job is to give help and
advice on a particular subject
She works as a design consultant.

contract

contratto

***

nC

/ kɒntrækt/

a written legal agreement between two people or businesses that After six months she was offered a contract of
says what each must do for the other or give to the othe
employment.

decorator

imbianchino

nC

/ dekə reɪtə(r)/

embarrassment

imbarazzo

*

nU

/ɪm bærəsmənt/

expectation
fade

aspettativa
svanire

***
**

nC
v

/ ekspek teɪʃ(ə)n/
/feɪd/

farmhand

bracciante agricolo

nC

/ fɑː(r)m hænd/

fee

tassa

nC

/fi /

fiercely

ferocemente

adv

/ fɪə(r)sli/

fire

licenziare

***

v

/ faɪə(r)/

found

fondare

***

v

/faʊnd/

generation

***

nC

/ dʒenə reɪʃ(ə)n/

get in touch with sb

generazione
mettersi in contatto con
qcn

phr

graduate

laureato/laurearsi

**

nC/v

/ get ɪn tʌtʃ wɪð/
/ ɡrædʒuət;
ɡrædʒueɪt/

guilty

colpevole

***

adj

/ ɡɪlti/

someone whose job is to paint houses and put paper on the wallsHe works as a painter and decorator
a feeling of being nervous or ashamed because of what people
know or think about you
I felt my face burning with embarrassment
a belief that something should happen in a particular way, or that
someone or something should have particular qualities or
Mark and Susie went into marriage with very
behaviour
different expectations.
if your memory fades, it becomes worse or less clea
Her short term memory is fading.
He learned a lot about farming this summer by
someone whose job is to work outside on a farm
working as a farmhand.
money that you pay to a professional person or institution for
Tuition fees at Stanford have now reached £9,000 a
their work
year.
used for emphasizing what you are saying, especially how strong Publishing has become a fiercely competitive
or severe something is
industry.
She was fired for refusing to comply with safety
to make someone leave their job, sometimes as a punishmen
regulations.
His life took a new direction when he founded a
to start an organization, company, political party, etc
publishing company.
all the members of a family who are of a
She is celebrating her 113th birthday surrounded by
similar age and whose parents are of a similar age
four generations of her family
to speak or write to someone, especially after you have not
I must get in touch with the bank and arrange an
spoken to them for a long time
overdraft.
to complete your studies at a university or college, usually by
getting a degree
He graduated from Yale University in 1936.
I still feel guilty about things I said to my mother
ashamed and sorry because you have done something wrong
when I was a teenager

hell

inferno

***

nU

/hel/

a situation that is extremely unpleasant

hill

collina

***

nC

/hɪl/

a steep slope in a path or road

iced

glassato/a

adj

/aɪst/

invitation

invito

nC

/ ɪnvɪˈteɪʃ(ə)n/

an iced cake or biscuit is covered with icing
Sarah is responsible for the iced cake decorations
a written or spoken request asking someone to spend time with
you socially or to come to a social even
The wedding invitations went out yesterday

irresponsible

irresponsabile

adj

/ ɪrɪˈspɒnsəb(ə)l/

not sensible or able to be trusted to behave in a reasonable wa

lamb

agnello

nC

/læm/

a young sheep

He's an irresponsible driver.
It's always a joy to see the new lambs playing in the
springtime.

make sense
medication

avere senso
medicina

phr
nU

/ meɪk sens/
/ medɪˈkeɪʃ(ə)n/

to be practical and sensible
a drug that you take to treat or cure an illness

It makes sense to keep such information on disk
Are you taking any medication?

childcare

assistenza all'infanzia

consequence

conseguenza

consultant

***

**

**
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It’s been hell trying to keep this secret for so long
She walked up and down a long steep hill twice a
day.
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mentally
miss out on sth

mentalmente
lasciarsi scapare

moving

commovente

nappy
nursery

pannolino
scuola materna

orchestra
outfit
overworked

orchestra
completo, vestito
affaticato/a dal lavoro

playgroup

scuola materna

PR (public relations)
promotion
put two and two
together

PR (relazioni pubbliche)
promozione

radical
rebellious
redundancy

radicale
ribelle
licenziamento per esubero
di personale

regret

‘In London I was stressed and often mentally
exhausted.'
He narrowly missed out on the world record
‘It’s one of the most moving experiences I’ve ever
had.'

adv
v

/ ment(ə)li/
/mɪs aʊt ɒn/

in a way that relates to the mind
to lose an opportunity to do or have something

**

adj

/ mu vɪŋ/

**

nC
nC

/ næpi/
/ nɜː(r)s(ə)ri/

nC
nC
adj

/ ɔː(r)kɪstrə/
/ aʊtfɪt/
/ əʊvə(r) wɜː(r)kt/

nC

/ pleɪˌɡru p/

nU
n C/U
phr

/ pi
ɑː(r)/
/prə məʊʃ(ə)n/
/pʊt tu ən tu
tə geðə(r)/

**

adj
adj

/ rædɪk(ə)l/
/rɪˈbeljəs/

**

nC

/rɪˈdʌndənsi/

rimpiangere/rimpianto

**

nC/v

/rɪˈɡret/

scholarship

borsa di studio

*

nC

/ skɒlə(r)ʃɪp/

making you feel emotional
a thick piece of soft cloth or paper fastened between a baby’s
legs to catch solid and liquid waste. The American word is
I think his nappy needs changing.
diaper.
a school for children between the ages of three and five
She goes to nursery every day now
a large group of musicians using many different instruments to
play mostly classical music. The person in charge of an
This summer the orchestra will perform ten concerts
orchestra is its conductor.
a set of clothes that are worn togethe
I need a new outfit for the wedding
forced to work too hard
I'm feeling overworked these days
a place where children between the ages of two and four go to
play and learn. The usual American word is pre-school
There are plenty of playgroups and toddlers clubs.
the activity of creating a good opinion among
She was a successful PR consultant and life was
people about a person, product, company, or institution
going well.
a move to a higher level in a company, institution, or spor
His number one objective is to get a promotion
to guess what is happening or what something means as a result People saw them talking and put two and two
of what you have seen or heard
together.
a radical change or way of doing something is new and very
He proposed a radical solution to the problem of
different from the usual way
juvenile crime.
opposing authority or accepted ways of doing things
Dan has always had a rebellious streak
a situation in which someone is told to leave their job because
Over 500 workers face redundancy if the factory
they are no longer needed
closes.
a feeling of sadness about something that you wish you had not
said or done
I have no regrets about leaving the army
an amount of money that an organization gives to someone so
that they can study at a particular school or university
She won a scholarship to Oxford

sherry

sherry

nU

/ ʃeri/

a strong wine from southern Spain, often drunk before a mea

social security
steep
stressful

previdenza sociale
ripido/a
stressante

*
**

nU
adj
adj

/ səʊʃ(ə)l sɪˈkjʊərəti/
/sti p/
/ stresf(ə)l/

superficial

superficiale

*

adj

suspect
take sth/sb seriously

sospettare
prendere qcs/qcn sul
serio

tattoo
toast
tractor

tatuaggio
fare un brindisi, brindare
trattore

nC
v
nC

travel expenses

spese di viaggio

n pl

**
*

***

fare due più due

***

v
phr

money that someone receives from the government regularly
because they do not have a job or are too ill or old to wor
a steep slope rises quickly and is difficult to climb
involving or causing a lot of pressure or worry

They gave us a bottle of sherry last Christmas

There’s no point working if you can live off social
security.
It was a steep climb out of the valley
My new job is much less stressful.
Everything about my past life suddenly seemed
/ su pə(r) fɪʃ(ə)l/
lacking in important meaning
superficial.
Mum and Dad suspect that we have been planning
/sə spekt/
to believe that something is true, especially something bad
something special.
to think that someone/something is important and should be give I asked Kathy if I could work for her, she refused to
/ teɪk sɪərɪəslɪ/
n careful attention
take me seriously at first
a permanent picture that is drawn on a part of your body by
/tæ tu /
putting ink into your skin with a needle
He has a tattoo of a dragon on his right arm
/təʊst/
to drink a toast to someone
Everybody toasted her good health
/ træktə(r)/
a vehicle used on farms, for example to pull machines
She has learnt to drive a tractor
We realized that after tax and travel expenses, we
were paying more money in childcare than I was
/ træv(ə)l ɪk spensəz/ money that you spend on travelling as part of your job
earning.
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adj

/ʌn ʃʊə(r)/

not certain about something

impensabile

adj

/ʌn θɪŋkəb(ə)l/

impossible to imagine

violinist

violinista

nC

/ vaɪə lɪnɪst/

wise

saggio/a

adj

/waɪz/

youthful
Unit 8
Newspapers

giovanile

adj

/ ju θf(ə)l/

someone who plays the violin, especially as their job
a wise person is able to make good choices and decisions
because they have a lot of experience
someone who is youthful has many of the positive qualities
considered to be typical of young people

article

articolo

***

nC

/ ɑː(r)tɪk(ə)l/

circulation
daily

tiratura
quotidiano/a

**
***

nU
adj/n C

/ sɜː(r)kjʊˈleɪʃ(ə)n/
/ deɪli/

feature

speciale, reportage

***

nC/v

/ fi tʃə(r)/

headline

titolo

**

nC

/ hed laɪn/

journalist

giornalista

**

nC

/ dʒɜː(r)nəlɪst/

the title of a newspaper story that is printed in large letters
someone whose job is to report the news for a newspaper,
magazine, radio programme, or television programme

left-wing

di sinistra

adj

/ left

socialist in your political beliefs

news coverage

copertura

nU

/ nju z

press

stampa

nU

quality newspaper

giornale di qualità

nC

/pres/
/ kwɒləti
nju zpeɪpə(r)/

right-wing
Compound nouns
(driving)

di destra

adj

/ raɪt

unsure

incerto/a

unthinkable

*

**

***

wɪŋ/
kʌv(ə)rɪdʒ/

wɪŋ/

nC
nC

/ draɪvɪŋ laɪs(ə)ns/
/aɪˈdi
kɑː(r)d/

**

nC

/ məʊbaɪl

**

nC

/ məʊtə(r) weɪ/

zona con divieto di sosta

nC

/nəʊˈpɑː(r)kɪŋ

an area in which you are not allowed to park your ca

one-way street

strada a senso unico

nC

/ wʌnweɪ

police station

stazione di polizia

nC

/pə li s

driving licence
ID card

patente (di guida)
carta d'identità

mobile phone

cellulare

motorway

autostrada

no-parking zone

*

kɑː(r)d/

fəʊn/

zəʊn/

stri t/
steɪʃ(ə)n/

The front-page headline read ‘Royal Love Scandal’
I read an article by a leading sports journalist
yesterday.
If it were less left-wing, the paper would have better
circulation figures.

Which paper do you think has the best international
news coverage?
She has been criticized in the press for not speaking
newspapers and news magazines
out on this issue.
a newspaper which is generally believed to contain more serious What are the most popular quality newspapers in
news than tabloid newspapers
your country?
Which newspapers are considered right-wing or leftconservative in your political beliefs
wing?

/ kredɪt

**

She's an astonishingly youthful widow of 65.

the amount of attention that television,
radio, and newspapers give to something, or the way in which something is r
eported

nC

carta di credito

Sally is a wise and cautious woman

a piece of writing about a particular subject that is published in a
newspaper or magazine
He has written several articles forThe Times .
the number of copies of a newspaper or magazine sold each day It's a newspaper with a daily circulation of more than
week etc
2 million.
a newspaper that is published every day, except Sunday
None of the dailies reported the story
a newspaper or magazine article that concentrates on a particula
subject
It's a special feature on new children’s books

a small plastic card that you use to buy things now and pay for
them later. A similar card that you use to pay for things directly
from your bank account is called a debit card
an official document that you need in order to drive. The
American word is driver’s license
an official document or card that shows who you are
a small phone that you can carry around with you. The usual
American word is cell phone.
a wide road with several lanes of traffic going in each direction,
built for fast travel over long distances

credit card

If you’re unsure, ask the customer to spell their
name.
An agreement between the two countries was
unthinkable.
One of his colleagues in the restaurant has also
been looking for a job as a violinist

a street in which cars are only allowed to travel in one direction
the building where the local police force works
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I cancelled all my credit cards.
I need to apply for a new driving licence
They want people to carry an ID card at all times
My mobile phone needs recharging.
We're driving along a three-lane motorway
He parked his car in a no-parking zone.
You're driving the wrong way down a one-way
street!
He is being held in a police station in central
London.
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seatbelt
speed limit
traffic lights
Law and order

cintura di sicurezza
limite di velocità
semaforo

nC
nC
nC

/ si tbelt/
/ spi d lɪmɪt/
/ træfɪk laɪts/

a strong belt in a car or plane that you fasten around yourself to
hold you in your seat
Don't forget to fasten your seatbelt
the fastest speed allowed for vehicles in a particular area
You were driving well over the speed limit
a set of red, yellow, and green lights that control traffic
Stop at the traffic lights.

arrest

arrestare

**

v

/ə rest/

clue

indizio

**

nC

/klu /

if the police arrest someone, they take that person to a police
station because they believe he or she has committed a crime.
Someone who has been arrested is under arrest, and if they are Police raided the store at dawn, arresting six men
and seizing hundreds of pirated CDs.
not allowed to leave, they are in custody
an object or fact that someone discovers that helps them solve a
crime or mystery
Detectives were brought in to help search for clues

court

tribunale

***

nC

/kɔː(r)t/

a place where trials take place and legal cases are decided,
especially in front of a judge and a jury or a magistrate

crime

crimine

***

n C/U

/kraɪm/

an illegal activity or action

criminal

criminale

*

nC

/ krɪmɪn(ə)l/

evidence

prova

***

nU

/ evɪd(ə)ns/

someone who has committed a crime
facts, statements, or objects that help to prove whether or not
someone has committed a crime

gangster
guilty

gangster
colpevole

***

nC
adj

/ ɡæŋstə(r)/
/ ɡɪlti/

hold-up

rapina

nC

/'həʊldʌp/

innocent

innocente

*

adj

/ ɪnəs(ə)nt/

jail

carcere

*

nC

/dʒeɪl/

judge

giudice

***

nC

/dʒʌdʒ/

jury

giuria

**

nC

/ dʒʊəri/

mask

maschera

**

nC

/mɑːsk/

punishment
revolver

pena
revolver

**

nC
nC

/ pʌnɪʃmənt/
/rɪˈvɒlvə(r)/

rob

derubare, rubare, rapinare

**

v

/rɒb/

robber

rapinatore

*

nC

/ rɒbə(r)/

robbery

rapina

*

nC

/ rɒbəri/

sentence

condannare

**

v

/ sentəns/

solicitor

avvocato

nC

/sə lɪsɪtə(r)/

The letter was read aloud in court
She was unaware that she had committed a crime
The system is designed to prevent criminals from
reoffending.
The police didn’t have enough evidence to convict
him.

a member of an organized group of criminals
It's a movie about Chicago gangsters in the 1920s
someone who is guilty has committed a crime
He was found guilty of manslaughter.
a situation in which someone threatens people in a bank or shop
There was a hold-up at the bank this morning.
with a gun in order to get money or goods
Under the law, everyone is considered innocent until
not guilty of a crime
proved guilty.
a place where people are put after they have been arrested, or
where people go as punishment for a crime
She’s been sent to jail for murder.
someone whose job is to make decisions in a court of law
The judge sentenced her to ninety days in prison.
a group of people, usually 12, who judge a court case. Members
of a jury are ordinary members of the public: can be followed by aThe jury returned its verdict after five hours’
singular or plural verb
deliberation.
something that you wear to cover part or all of your face in order
to hide who you are or for decoration
They were robbed by a man wearing a ski mask
A 1994 law increased punishments for overloaded
a way in which someone is punished
trucks.
a small gun that holds several bullets
She drew her revolver and fired two shots
to take money or property illegally from a person or place, often
using threats or violence
They were planning to rob the museum.
someone who takes money or property illegally, often by using
threats or violence
He was a famous bank robber
the crime of taking money or property illegally, often by using
threats or violence
He was arrested and charged with armed robbery
when a judge sentences someone, they officially state what
someone’s punishment will be
He was sentenced to 15 years in prison
in the UK, a lawyer who gives legal advice, writes legal contracts,
and represents people in the lower courts of law
You will be hearing from my solicitor.
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stick-up

rapina a mano armata

thief

ladro

**

nC

/ stɪkʌp/

nC

/θi f/

an occasion when someone tries to steal money from a bank,
shop etc by threatening people with a gun
someone who steals something. An instance of stealing
something is called a theft

Nobody move! This is a stick-up!
The thief stole a valuable painting from the museum

trial

processo

***

nC

/ traɪəl/

victim

vittima

***

nC

/ vɪktɪm/

the process of examining a case in a court of law and deciding
whether someone is guilty or innocent. When a case comes to
trial, it is brought to a court and the person who has been
They’re on trial for armed robbery.
accused of a crime stands trial (=appears in court)
someone who has been harmed, injured, or killed as the result of
a crime
He was a murder victim.

violent

violento/a

**

adj

/ vaɪələnt/

involving the use of physical force, with the deliberate intention of Statistics show a fall in both violent and non-violent
causing damage to property or injury or death to people
crime.

witness
Other words &
phrases

testimone

**

nC

/ wɪtnəs/

someone who sees a crime, accident, or other event happen

abandon

abbandonare

**

v

/ə bændən/

access
annual

accesso
annuale

***
***

nU
adj

/ ækses/
/ ænjuəl/

attitude

atteggiamento

***

nC

/ ætɪˌtju d/

best-selling

più venduto/a

adj

/ best selɪŋ/

biscuit
cable

biscotto
cavo

nC
nC

/ bɪskɪt/
/ keɪb(ə)l/

cool off

raffreddarsi

v

/'ku l ɒf/

cream

panna

**

nU

/kri m/

crossword
cyclist

cruciverba
ciclista

*
*

nC
nC

/ krɒs wɜː(r)d/
/ saɪklɪst/

demand

esigere,

***

v

/dɪˈmɑːnd/

demonstration

manifestazione

**

nC

developing world

paesi in via di sviluppo

divorced

divorziato/a

employer

datore di lavoro

endanger

mettere in pericolo

**
**

Detectives are appealing for witnesses

to stop something that you are doing or planning to do, especially
because it is too difficult to continue
We had to abandon our plans.
The men, all divorced fathers, were protesting at
the legal right to visit your children after you are divorced
being refused access to their children.
calculated or considered over a period of one yea
His annual salary is £20,000.
someone’s opinions or feelings about something, especially as Attitudes towards the older members of the group
shown by their behaviour
will have to change.
The best-selling daily newspaper in the UK is The
a best-selling product is popular and successful, and sells in
Sun .
large numbers
a type of small flat dry cake that is usually sweet and round. The
usual American word is cookie
I'm going to the shop to buy a packet of biscuits
cable television
The company broadcasts on satellite and cable
The protest ended with hot protesters cooling off in
to become cooler after being very ho
the Cibeles fountain.
What would you do if someone threw a cream pie in
a thick yellowish-white liquid taken from the top of milk
your face?
a word game on paper, in which the answers to questions called
clues are written in rows of squares that cross each other so that
I can't finish the crossword in today's newspaper
some letters are shared
someone who rides a bicycle
Watch out for cyclists when you turn.

/ demən streɪʃ(ə)n/

to say in a very firm way that you want something
an occasion when a large group of people protest about
something

Angry MPs are demanding an inquiry into the deal.
Angry students held demonstrations in the university
square.

n

/dɪˌveləpɪŋ 'wɜː(r)ld/

poor countries that do not have many modern industries

In theory, the job of the World Bank is to improve the
living standards of people in the developing world.

**

adj

/dɪˈvɔː(r)st/

***

nC

/ɪm plɔɪə(r)/

v

/ɪn deɪndʒə(r)/

no longer married because the marriage has been legally ended After they got divorced, she never remarried
a person, company, or organization that pays someone to work
for them as a member of their staf
Daniel’s employers offered to pay for the course
to put someone or something into a situation where they might beThe hospital is accused of endangering patients’
harmed or damaged
lives.
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engineering

ingegneria

exaggerated

***

nU

/ endʒɪˈnɪərɪŋ/

esagerato/a

adj

/ɪɡˈzædʒə reɪtɪd/

facilities

strutture, impianti, servizi

n pl

/fə sɪlətɪz/

flash

lampeggiare

**

v

/flæʃ/

fountain

fontana

*

nC

/ faʊntɪn/

nU

/ ɡləʊbəlaɪˈzeɪʃ(ə)n/

adj
adj
nC

/ haɪpə θetɪk(ə)l/
/ɪn vestɪɡətɪv/
/ lɔːndə ret;
lɔːnd ret/

condizioni di vita

n pl

/ lɪvɪŋ kən dɪʃənz/

look-alike
media
movie

sosia
media
film

*

nC
n
nC

/ lʊkə laɪk/
/ mi diə/
/ mu vi/

naked

nudo/a

**

adj

/ neɪkɪd/

negotiation

trattativa

**

nC

/nɪˌɡəʊʃi eɪʃ(ə)n/

network

rete

***

nC

/ net wɜː(r)k/

nude

nudo/a

adj

/nju d/

overcrowding
pathetic

affollamento
patetico/a

*

nU
adj

/ əʊvə(r) kraʊdɪŋ/
/pə θetɪk/

patience

pazienza

*

nU

/ peɪʃ(ə)ns/

pie

torta

*

n C/U

/paɪ/

pompous

pomposo/a

adj

/ pɒmpəs/

protest

protesta

**

nC/v

/ prəʊtest, prə test/

protester

manifestante

*

nC

public figure

figura pubblica

nC

globalization

globalizzazione

hypothetical
investigative

ipotetico/a
investigativo/a

launderette

lavanderia

living conditions

*

the activity of designing things such as roads, railways, bridges,
or machines
It is the country's biggest engineering company.
describing something in a way that makes it seem better, worse,
larger, more important etc than it really is
That's a little exaggerated, isn't it?
something such as a room or piece of equipment that is provided
at a place for people to use
The hotel has excellent leisure facilities
to shine brightly for a very short time, or to shine on and off very
quickly
The street was full of flashing neon signs.
a structure through which a stream of water is pumped into the The park’s ornamental fountain is carved from
air and falls down again
marble.
the idea that the world is developing a single economy and
culture as a result of improved technology and communications
and the influence of very large multinational companies
based on situations or events that seem possible rather than on
actual ones
intended to discover new details and facts about something
a place where people go to wash clothes in machines that they
pay to use

the environment in which people live and work
someone who is very similar in appearance to another person,
especially a famous person
television, radio, newspapers and the Interne
a film shown in a cinema or on television

Critics of globalization staged a large demonstration
I don’t want to talk about hypothetical situations
She won an award for investigative journalism
There's a laundrette around the corner
A spokesman for the prisoners said: ‘If we had
decent living conditions, this wouldn’t be necessary.’
He earns a lot of money as a Tony Blair look-alike
It is the world’s third biggest media company.
We saw a great movie last night.
The cyclists rode naked through the streets as a
protest.
The union said that everything is open to
negotiation.

not wearing any clothes
formal discussions in which people or groups try to reach an
agreement, especially in a business or political situation
a group of companies that broadcast the same television or radio
programmes throughout a large area, or a company that
The president’s speech was broadcast on network
produces or sells the rights to such broadcasts
television.
There was a nude scene in the film.

/prə testə(r)/

showing or involving people who are not wearing any clothes
unpleasant conditions caused by too many people or things
being in the same place
useless or not effective in an annoying way
the ability to continue doing something for a long time without
losing interest, especially something difficult
a food that consists of meat, vegetables, or fruit cooked inside a
case of pastry or below a layer of i
someone who is pompous thinks they are very important and
speaks or behaves in a very serious and formal way
something such as a meeting or public statement by people who
strongly disagree with a policy, law etc
someone who publicly shows their opposition to something such
as a law or policy

/ pʌblɪk

a well-known person, especially a politician

He's one of the country's best-loved public figures.

fɪgə(r)/
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Overcrowding in cities is a great problem.
That’s the most pathetic excuse I’ve ever heard
Most people wouldn’t have the patience for such
painstaking work.
We had apple pie for dessert.
He can seem rather pompous at times
They took part in peaceful protests against the war
The protesters claimed they have a legal right to
demonstrate.
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A report published today says that the new Arne
Valley road will endanger local wildlife
How would you feel if you were not paid a
reasonable salary?
One man had climbed onto the roof of his car

publish

pubblicare

***

v

/ pʌblɪʃ/

to make information available for everyone to read

reasonable
roof

ragionevole
tetto (della macchina)

***
***

adj
nC

/ ri z(ə)nəb(ə)l/
/ru f/

salary

stipendio

**

nC

/ sæləri/

slip

scivolare

***

v

/slɪp/

species

specie

***

nC

/ spi ʃi z/

statement

dichiarazione

***

nC

/ steɪtmənt/

strike

sciopero

***

v/nC

/straɪk/

fairly good, although not extremely good
the top outer part of a vehicle
a fixed amount of money that you earn each month or year from
your job
if you slip, your feet slide accidentally and you lose your balance
or fall over
a plant or animal group whose members all have similar general
features and are able to produce young plants or animals
together
a written or spoken announcement on an important subject that
someone makes in public
to refuse to work for a period of time as a protest about your pay
or conditions of work

strip

spogliarsi

**

v

/strɪp/

studio

studio

***

nC

/ stju diəʊ/

summing-up

riassunto

nC

/ sʌmɪŋ

support

sostenere

***

v

/sə pɔː(r)t/

symbol

simbolo

**

nC

/ sɪmb(ə)l/

sympathize

simpatizzare

v

/ sɪmpəθaɪz/

target

obiettivo

***

nC

/ tɑː(r)ɡɪt/

thriller

thriller

*

nC

/ θrɪlə(r)/

toy

giocattolo

**

nC

/tɔɪ/

traffic

traffico

***

nU

/ træfɪk/

treatment

cura

***

n U/C

/ tri tmənt/

trip

inciampare

**

v

/trɪp/

union

sindacato

***

nC

/ ju njən/

valley
valuable

valle
prezioso/a

***
***

nC
adj

/ væli/
/ væljʊb(ə)l/

They decided to take their clothes off as a symbol of
someone or something that represents a particular idea or quality their vulnerability in the dangerous Madrid traffic.
Many people admit they sympathize with the rebels’
to approve of and support someone or something
demands.
Foreigners have become targets for attack by
a person, building, or area that someone intends to attack
terrorists.
a book, play, or film that tells an exciting story, especially about
something dangerous like a crime
I mostly read thrillers and detective stories
an object that a child can play with, especially a model of a real We've got boxes full of books, toys, and games at
thing such as a car or an animal
home.
At that time of night, there was no traffic on the
the vehicles that are travelling in an area at a particular time
roads.
They were taken to hospital for treatment for burns
the process of providing medical care
and smoke inhalation.
The stairs are a little uneven, so be careful you don’t
to hit your foot on something and fall down
trip.
an organization that represents the workers in a particular
industry and tries to improve pay, conditions etc
We encourage all employees to join a union
a low area of land between mountains or hills, usually with a river
flowing through it
Their house has wonderful views across the valley
worth a lot of money
The necklace is not very valuable.

n pl

/ vælju z/

the
principles or beliefs that influence the behavior and way of life of a particular
group or community

Your book has been described as an attack on
America and American values

nC

/ vʌln(ə)rə bɪləti/

the quality of being easily damaged by something negative or
harmful

They decided to take their clothes off as a symbol of
their vulnerability in the dangerous Madrid traffic.

values

valori

vulnerability

vulnerabilità

***

ʌp/

He earns an annual salary of £25,000.
Be careful you don’t slip on the wet floor

Over 120 species of birds have been recorded in
this National Park.
He had been instructed not to make any statements
to the press about the incident.
The right to strike was then established in the
constitution.
The soldiers were forced to strip naked in freezing
to take off all of your clothes or all of another person’s clothe
temperatures.
The film rights to her story were bought by a major
a company that produces films
studio.
a statement made by a lawyer or judge that gives a summary of In his summing-up, the judge described the men as
the evidence in a case
pathetic.
to approve of an idea or of a person or organization and help
The United Nations has supported efforts to return
them to be successful
the refugees peacefully.
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widely
Unit 9
Shopping

generalmente

corner shop
discount shop

adv

/ waɪdli/

negozietto

nC

/ kɔː(r)nə(r)

nC

/ dɪskaʊnt

high street shopping
online shopping

discount
fare shopping nella via
principale
shopping online

nU
nU

/ haɪ stri t ʃɒpɪŋ/
/ ɒnlaɪn ʃɒpɪŋ/

a shop which sells goods very cheaply
shopping on the main street in a town or city, where there are
usually a lot of big shops
buying goods or services on the internet

shop assistant

commessa

nC

/ ʃɒp ə sɪst(ə)nt/

someone whose job is to serve people in a shop

shopaholic

maniaco/a dello shopping

nC

/ ʃɒpə hɒlɪk/

someone who enjoys going to shops or enjoys buying things

shoplifter

taccheggiatore

nC

/ ʃɒp lɪftə(r)/

someone who steals something from a store

shopping centre

centro commerciale

nC

/ ʃɒpɪŋ

sentə(r)/

shopping mall

centro commerciale
guardare le vetrine (dei
negozi)

nC

/ ʃɒpɪŋ

mɔːl/

nU

/ wɪndəʊ

window-shopping
Containers

***

by a lot of people, or in a lot of places

ʃɒp/
ʃɒp/

ʃɒpɪŋ/

a small shop that sells food and other products, often found on
the corner of a street

It is widely expected that the Socialists will call early
elections.

The corner shop is open on Sunday.
I got this camera for a really good price in a discount
shop.
Let's go and do some high street shopping.
I don't really like online shopping.
Ask a shop assistant if you want to use the changing
room.
When it comes to clothes, I'm a total shopaholic
A shoplifter is someone who steals something from a
shop.

an area where a group of different shops and businesses such Local residents are opposing plans to build a new
as banks and restaurants are all built next to each othe
shopping centre.
a large building with a lot of shops, restaurants, and sometimes a
cinema
I visited 10 different stores at the shopping mall
the activity of looking at things in shop windows but not buying I'm just window shopping. I don't have any money
anything
with me.

bottle

bottiglia

***

nC

/ bɒt(ə)l/

a glass or plastic container for liquids, usually with a narrow part
at the top that is called the neck
We drank a bottle of champagne together

box

scatola

***

nC

/bɒks/

a container with straight sides, a flat base, and sometimes a lid

can
carton

lattina
brik

**

nC
nC

/kæn/
/ kɑː(r)t(ə)n/

jar

barattolo

*

nC

/dʒɑː(r)/

packet

pacchetto

**

nC

/ pækɪt/

tin
tub
Collocations with
take

scatola
vaschetta

**

nC
nC

/tɪn/
/tʌb/

take a look at (sth)

dare un'occhiata a (qcs)

phr

/ teɪk ə

take advantage of (sth) sfruttare (qcs)

phr

/ teɪk əd vɑːntɪdʒ əv/

take (sb’s) advice

phr

/ teɪk əd vaɪs/

phr

/ teɪk

seguire i consigli di (qcn)

take (sb’s) breath away togliere il respiro a (qn)

lʊk ət/

breθ ə weɪ/

He bought me a box of chocolates for my birthday

a closed metal container with round sides, for food or drinks. It is
opened with a can opener. In British English the word tin is
usually used if a can contains food, but not if it contains a drink I need a can of tomatoes from the store
a container for liquids that is made of stiff thick pape
Can you get me a carton of fruit juice?
a glass container with a lid and a wide top, especially one in
which food is sold or kept
I've made a jar of marmalade
a box, bag, or plastic wrapping containing food that has been wei
ghed ready to be sold, or the food that this contains
I've just opened a packet of cheese slices
a closed metal container for a food product that you open with a
tin opener. The American word is can
I'm going to have a tin of soup for lunch
a small container with a lid for holding or storing food
I really shouldn't eat that tub of ice cream

to direct your eyes toward someone or something so that you canTake a look at some of the scenes that were not
see them
included in the movies.
Moss took advantage of the defender’s mistake to
to use a situation or opportunity to get what you wan
score a goal.
to do what someone suggests
if something takes your breath away, you think that it is
extremely impressive or beautifu
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Take our advice.
Relax on our spectacular beaches and let the beauty
of the landscape take your breath away
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take (sb’s) word for
(sth)

credere (qcn)

phr

/ teɪk

wɜː(r)d fə(r)/

to believe someone

prendere un po' di tempo

phr

/ teɪk

taɪm/

to make some of your time available for a particular purpose

Take our word for it, there are enough DVDs and
screenplays to keep the keenest film buff happy for
a long, long time!
Take a little time out of your busy day to look after
yourself.

take time
Prepositional
phrases

frasi preposizionali

by heart

a memoria

phr

/baɪ

by mistake
in class

per sbaglio
in classe

phr
phr

/baɪ mɪˈsteɪk/
/ɪn 'klɑːs/

if you do something by mistake, you do it accidentally
during the time when a group of students is taught together

in detail
in full

in dettaglio
intero/a

phr
phr

/ɪn di teɪl/
/ɪn 'fʊl/

including many facts or aspects of a situation
completely, including the whole of something

in touch

in contatto

phr

/ɪn 'tʌtʃ/

in trouble

nei guai

phr

/ɪn

trʌb(ə)l/

on average
Other words &
phrases

in media

phr

/ɒn

æv(ə)rɪdʒ/

accessible

accessibile

adj

/ək sesəb(ə)l/

accurately

accuratamente

adv

/ ækjʊrətli/

analyze

analizzare

v

/ ænəlaɪz/

appeal

piacere (a qcn)

***

v

/ə pi l/

association

associazione

***

nC

/ə səʊsi eɪʃ(ə)n/

basement

cantina, seminterrato

*

nC

/ beɪsmənt/

basket

cestino

**

nC

/ bɑːskɪt/

buff

appassionato

nC

/bʌf/

The building is easily accessible for wheelchair
users.
The list is designed to analyze the nation’s buying
done in an exact way, without making a mistake
habits as accurately as possible
to study or examine something in detail in order to understand or They have the ability to analyze and evaluate
explain it
information.
You would also like to see cultural activities that will
if something appeals to you, you like it or want i
appeal to older people.
a group of people who have joined together because they have
similar interests or aims
We're members of the Parent-Teacher Association
the part of a building that is partly or completely below the level of
the ground
He has a large house with a basement
a container for carrying or keeping things in, made from thin
pieces of plastic, wire, or wood woven together, and sometimes
Can you pass me a shopping basket?
with a handle
someone who is very interested in and knows a lot about a
particular subject
He's a real film buff.

burger

hamburger

*

nC

/ bɜː(r)ɡə(r)/

minced beef (=meat from a cow cut up into very small pieces)
that is cooked in a flat round shape and served in a bread rol

cater

soddisfare i bisogni di

**

v

/ keɪtə(r)/

chart

classifica

**

nC

/tʃɑː(r)t/

to provide people with everything they want or need
The school aims to cater for children of all abilities
a list showing the CDs that people have bought the most copies Their new single is likely to top the charts again this
of in the previous week
week.

classic

classico/a

**

adj / n C

/ klæsɪk/

a classic song, book, play, television programme etc is very good
and has been popular and had a lot of influence for a long time William Golding’s classic novel Lord of the Flies

hɑː(r)t/

if you know something by heart, you can remember all the words
We learned long passages of poetry by heart
in it without any help
I’m sorry – I opened one of your letters by mistake
Do you switch off your telephone in class?

She talked in detail about future plans for the school
Do you write words in full when you text?
How many people do you regularly keep in touch
in contact with someone
with by phone?
Have you ever been in trouble for using your
in an unpleasant, difficult, or dangerous situation
phone?
used for talking about what is usually true, although it may not be On average, women live between five and seven
years longer than men.
true in every individual situation

an accessible place or building is suitable for use by disabled
people
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One burger and fries, please.
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a written or spoken statement in which someone says they are
not satisfied with something
the elected officials who govern a local area such as a city or
county: can be followed by a singular or plural verb
a type of thin dry hard biscuit often eaten with cheese
a small sour red fruit that grows on a bush
to draw a line through something on a list to show that you have
dealt with it

Customers lodged a formal complaint about the way
they were treated
Their planning application was rejected by the
council.
Would anyone like some cheese and crackers?
Lunch will be turkey with cranberry sauce.
The children say their names, and you cross them
off.
I've been a cybernaut ever since I got my first
computer.

complaint

reclamo, lamentela

***

nC

/kəm pleɪnt/

council
cracker
cranberry

comune
cracker
mirtillo rosso

***

nC
nC
nC

/ kaʊns(ə)l/
/ krækə(r)/
/ krænb(ə)ri/

cross off

spuntare

v

/ krɒs

cybernaut

cybernauta

nC

/ saɪbə(r) nɔːt/

decaffeinated
delivery

decaffeinato/a
consegna

***

adj
nC

/di
kæfɪˌneɪtɪd/
/dɪˈlɪv(ə)ri/

diet

dieta

***

nC

/ daɪət/

discount

sconto

**

nC

/ dɪs kaʊnt/

electronic

elettronico/a

***

adj

/ elek trɒnɪk/

a reduction in the price of something
using electricity and extremely small electrical parts such as
microchips and transistors

out of favour

passare di moda

phr

/ aʊt əv

no longer popular or fashionable

He spends a lot of money on electronic equipment
And what about the products that are falling out of
favour?

fraud

frode

nU

/frɔːd/

the crime of obtaining money from someone by tricking them

He was arrested for committing tax fraud

The eggs come from free-range hens
He gets so frustrated at not being able to do things
for himself any more.
He bought generous gifts for all his family.

**

ɒf/

feɪvə(r)/

someone who likes using the Internet a lo
decaffeinated coffee or tea has had the caffeine (=a chemical
substance that keeps you awake) removed
the process of bringing goods or letters to a place
a limited amount of food that someone eats because they are
trying to become thinner

adj

/ fri

*
***

adj
nC

/frʌˈstreɪtɪd/
/ɡɪft/

saluto

*

nC

/ ɡri tɪŋ/

free-range chickens, pigs, and other farm animals are allowed to
move around and feed naturally. This is considered to be a
kinder method of farming than intensive methods
feeling annoyed and impatient because you are prevented from
achieving something
something that you give to someone as a presen
a friendly message sent to someone on their birthday, at
Christmas etc

guarantee
hand-made

garantire
fatto a mano

**

v
adj

/ ɡærən ti /
/ hæn(d) meɪd/

if something is guaranteed to happen, it will definitely happen
made by a person, instead of by a machine

herb

erba

*

nC

/hɜː(r)b/

hot-air balloon

mongolfiera

nC

/ hɒt

household

nucleo famigliare

***

n C / adj

/ haʊs həʊld/

landscape

paesaggio

**

nC

/ læn(d) skeɪp/

leaf

foglia

***

nC

/li f/

lemonade

limonata

nU

/ lemə neɪd/

lighter
low-fat

accendino
povero/a di grassi

nC
adj

/ laɪtə(r)/
/ ləʊˈfæt/

a plant used for adding flavour to food or as a medicine
an extremely large bag full of hot air, with a basket attached that
people can ride through the air in
the people who live in a house or flat when they are considered
as a single unit
an area of land that is beautiful to look at or that has a particular
type of appearance
a flat thin green part of a tree or plant that grows on a branch or
stem
a sweet, clear, fizzy drink (=with gas in it) that tastes slightly of
lemon, or a glass of this drink
a small container that produces a flame, used especially for
lighting cigarettes
low-fat food contains only a small amount of fa

free-range

allevato all'aperto

frustrated
gift

frustrato/a
regalo

greeting

reɪndʒ/

eə(r) bə lu n/
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I can't see the point in drinking decaffeinated coffee
We offer free delivery within the US.
I can’t fasten my jeans – I’ll have to go on a diet
Customers can get huge discounts by booking in
advance.

Thanks to everyone for the birthday greetings
They are guaranteed to arrive in style and always in
plenty of time for that important day
I love hand-made paper.
The chicken is cooked in a mixture of herbs and
spices.
Have you ever been up in a hot-air balloon?
The number of four-person households has fallen
The house is situated in a green, rural landscape
I'm going to order a mixed-leaf salad
She's drinking a bottle of fizzy lemonade.
Can I borrow your lighter?
He's on a low-fat diet.
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luxury

lusso

margarine

*

nC

/ lʌkʃəri/

margarina

nU

/ mɑː(r)dʒə ri n/

marmalade

marmellata

nU

/ mɑː(r)məleɪd/

memorabilia

memorabilia

nU

/ mem(ə)rə bɪliə/

nation
olive oil

nazione
olio d'oliva

***

nC
nU

/ neɪʃ(ə)n/
/ ɒlɪv ɔɪl/

organic

biologico/a

*

adj

/ɔː(r) ɡænɪk/

the people of a particular country
a type of oil made from olives, used in cooking
organic food or drink is produced using only a small number of
artificial chemicals

out of favour

passare di moda

phr

/ aʊt əv

no longer liked, popular, or fashionable

outskirts

periferia

n pl

/ aʊt skɜː(r)ts/

parade

sfilata

*

nC

/pə reɪd/

peanut
precious

arachide
prezioso/a

**

nC
adj

/ pi nʌt/
/ preʃəs/

product

prodotto

***

nC

/ prɒdʌkt/

proposal

proposta

***

nC

prə pəʊz(ə)l/

query

interrogare

*

nC

/ kwɪəri/

release

uscita

***

nC/v

/rɪˈli s/

salad
screenplay
slice

insalata
sceneggiatura
fetta

**
**

n U/C
nC
nC

/ sæləd/
/ skri n pleɪ/
/slaɪs/

spice

spezia

*

nC

/spaɪs/

statistic

statistica

n pl

/stə tɪstɪks/

technophobe

tecnofobia

nC

tissue

fazzoletto (da naso)

trilogy

trilogia

trolley

carrello

**

*

feɪvə(r)/

something expensive that you enjoy but do not really need
She likes to have a few luxuries like fresh flowers
a yellow substance made from vegetable oil or animal fat that can
be used instead of butter
Can you pass me the low-fat margarine?
a sweet food made from cooked fruit such as oranges or lemons
that is usually spread onto bread and eaten at breakfas
Would you like some bitter orange marmalade?
objects that you collect because they belonged to someone
Posters, reviews, memorabilia and of course …
famous or are connected with something that interests you
hundreds of films.
We want the government to serve the whole nation
Dress the salad with olive oil and vinegar
Is this milk organic?
These stocks have steadily fallen out of favour with
investors.
Alberton is located in Johannesburg’s eastern
outskirts.

the areas of a town or city that are furthest away from the centr
a fashion parade is an event at which models show new styles of
clothes
There was a fashion parade at the mall on Saturday
a type of nut that grows under the ground inside a thin shell and
that can be eaten
I'd like a packet of roasted peanuts
rare or very necessary and not to be wasted
Don't waste precious time.
something that is made, grown, or obtained in large quantities so Consumers are becoming more suspicious of
that it can be sold
advertising claims about products that they buy.
a plan or suggestion, especially a formal one that a group has to Proposals for a new constitution are under
consider
discussion.
a question that you ask because you want information or
One of our staff will be available to answer your
because you are not certain about something
queries.
Let your friends choose from our huge range of new
a new movie, video, or CD that is available for people to see or b releases and all-time classics, films and video
uy
games!
a food containing a mixture of raw vegetables such as lettuce,
tomatoes, and cucumbers, usually served with a salad dressing
a story someone writes for a film
a flat piece of food that has been cut from something large
a substance made from plants and added to food to give it a
particular flavour

Lightly toss the salad with the vinaigrette
The screenplay was adapted from the novel
Cut the bread into thick slices.
You can cook with a blend of spices such as
coriander and cumin.

/ teknəʊfəʊb/

a number which represents a fact and describes a situation
someone who does not like, trust, or want to use technology,
especially computers

The National Office of Statistics draws up a list of
the typical contents of the nation’s shopping basket
I'm not a technophobe just because I prefer books to
television.

nC

/ tɪʃu /

a piece of soft thin paper used especially for wiping your nose

nC

/ trɪlədʒi/

nC

/ trɒli/

a series of three books, films, or plays
a large container with wheels that you push and use for carrying
things in a supermarket or at an airport
He wheeled his trolley down the aisle
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Can you pass me the box of tissues
Most of the battles take place in the second part of
the trilogy.
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the flesh of
a large fish that lives in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans eaten as
food
I had a tin of tuna for lunch.

tuna

tonno

n U/C

/ tju nə/

unconventional
vegetarian

non convenzionale
vegetariano/a

adj
n C / adj

/ ʌnkən venʃ(ə)nəl/
/ vedʒə teəriən/

wheelchair

sedia a rotelle

nC

/ wi l tʃeə(r)/

wish list

lista dei desideri

nC

/ wɪʃ

wrap
Unit 10
Illusions

avvolgere

**

v

/ræp/

different from what most people consider to be usual or norma He has a really unconventional dress sense
someone who chooses not to eat meat or fish
They're strict vegetarians.
a chair with large wheels that someone who cannot walk uses for
moving around
There is a ramp for wheelchair access
The website lets you make a wish list to keep track
all the things that you would like to be given or would like to
of the things you want.
happen
wrap or wrap up to cover something by putting something such Keep the cheeses fresh by wrapping each one
as paper or cloth round it
individually.

act

comportarsi

***

v

/ækt/

to behave in a particular way, especially a way that is unusual or
annoying
He began to act very strangely

lɪst/

nC
adj / n C

/ ɔːdiəns/
/feɪk/

nC

/mə dʒɪʃ(ə)n/

***

v

/pə(r) fɔː(r)m/

fingere

**

v

/prɪˈtend/

public

pubblico

***

n

/ pʌblɪk/

reveal
stage

rivelare
palcoscenico

***
***

v
nC/v

/rɪˈvi l/
/steɪdʒ/

trick

trucco (di magia)

**

nC

/trɪk/

vanish
Word families

sparire

**

v

/ vænɪʃ/

certain

certo/a

***

adj

/ sɜː(r)t(ə)n/

certainly

certamente

***

adv

/ sɜː(r)t(ə)nli/

certainty
definite
definitely

certezza
di sicuro
senza dubbio

**
**
**

nC
adj
adv

/ sɜː(r)t(ə)nti/
/ def(ə)nət/
/ def(ə)nətli/

impossibility

impossibilità

nC

impossible

impossibile

adj

audience
fake

pubblico
contraffato/a, falso/a

magician

mago

perform

esibirsi

pretend

***

***

a group of people who have come to a place to see or hear a film
performance, speech etc. The people who watch a sports match
or other large event are usually called spectators or the crowd. He offended many in the audience with his
Audience can be followed by a singular or plural verb
insensitive remarks.
made to look like something real in order to trick people
He was in posession of a fake passport
someone whose job is to entertain people by performing magic A good magician will never perform the same trick
tricks
twice.
to do something in front of an audience in order to entertain
them, for example by acting in a play or singing
He performed in front of a huge audience
to behave in a particular way because you want someone to
believe that something is true when it is not
She closed her eyes and pretended to be asleep
The police should be trained to deal politely with
people in general: can be followed by a singular or plural verb
members of the public.
to let something become known, for example a secret or
information that was previously not known
He didn't reveal how the trick was done
the part of a theatre where the actors or musicians perform
They had now been on stage for over four hours
a way of entertaining people by doing something that looks like
magic
For my next trick, I will make the balls disappear
One moment she was there, the next she had
to disappear in a sudden and mysterious way
vanished.

/ɪm pɒsə bɪləti/

having no doubts that something is true
used for emphasizing that something is definitely true or will
definitely happen
something that will definitely happen or that you feel very sure
about
certain
without any doubt
the fact of being impossible, or something that is impossible to
do

Working from home would be an impossibility.

/ɪm pɒsəb(ə)l/

if something is impossible, no one can do it or it cannot happen

We were faced with an impossible task
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You can be pretty certain she’s not going to like it
There certainly wasn’t any point in doing it now.
He clung to the certainties of his Catholic faith
This book will be a definite bestseller.
That’s definitely not the man I saw running away
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improbability

improbabilità

nC

/ɪm prɒbə bɪləti/

the quality of being improbable or unlikely

improbable

improbabile

adj

/ɪm prɒbəb(ə)l/

not likely to happen or to be true

likelihood
likely

probabilità
probabile

*
***

nU
adj

/ laɪklihʊd/
/ laɪkli/

the chance that something might happen
probably going to happen, or probably true

possibility

possibilità

***

nC

/ pɒsə bɪləti/

the chance that something might happen or be true

possible

possibile

***

adj

/ pɒsəb(ə)l/

if something is possible, it can be done

possibly

forse

***

adv

/ pɒsəbli/

probability
probable
probably
uncertain

probabilità
probabile
probabilmente
incerto/a

**
**
***
**

nC
adj
adv
adj

/ prɒbə bɪləti/
/ prɒbəb(ə)l/
/ prɒbəbli/
/ʌn sɜː(r)t(ə)n/

likely to happen or be true, but not certain
We have to be prepared for the probability of a further fall in
profits.
likely to happen or be true
used for saying that you think something is likely
not clearly known or understood

uncertainty
unlikely
Verbs followed by
infinitive
begin

incertezza
improbabile

**
***

nC
adj

/ʌn sɜː(r)t(ə)nti/
/ʌn laɪkli/

the fact that something is not known or has not been decided
not likely to happen

She pointed out the improbability of this solution
working.
It seemed highly improbable he would return to
work.
There’s a strong likelihood that he will run for
president next year.
It seems likely that interest rates will rise
There is a strong possibility that they will win the
next election.
The task will not be possible without access to the
Internet.
There is a chance of showers today and possibly a
thunderstorm.
There was a strong probability that the company had
a record of the conversation
That is not only possible, it is probable.
You’ll probably be gone by the time I get back
The origin of the word is uncertain.
There is some uncertainty surrounding the future of
the club.
He’s unlikely ever to find a job again.

cominciare

***

v

/bɪˈɡɪn/

to start doing something

He began to act very strangely

In recent years, hundreds of people claim that they
to say that something is true, even though there is no definite pro have seen a large animal, which is half-man and half
of
ape, in the mountains south-west of Beijing
if you deserve something, it is right that you get it, for example
because of the way you have behaved
They deserved to go to prison.
to succeed in doing something, especially something that needs
a lot of effort or skil
I managed to escape by diving into the river
to behave in a particular way because you want someone to
believe that something is true when it is not
She closed her eyes and pretended to be asleep
to say you will not do something that someone has asked you to
do
How could he refuse to help his own son?
to appear to be something, or to appear to have a particular
quality
She seemed to take very good care of herself
to attempt to do something
Just try to stay calm.

claim

sostenere

***

v

/kleɪm/

deserve

meritare

**

v

/dɪˈzɜː(r)v/

manage

riuscire

***

v

/ mænɪdʒ/

pretend

fingere

**

v

/prɪˈtend/

refuse

rifiutare

***

v

/rɪˈfju z/

seem
try
Idioms
bright and early

sembrare
provare

***
***

v
v

/si m/
/traɪ/

presto la mattina

phr

/ braɪt ən

drag your feet

trascinare i piedi

phr

/ dræg jə(r)

get cracking

iniziare (a fare qcs)

phr

/ get

get to the point
high point

venire al punto
momento migliore

phr
phr

/ get tə ðə pɔɪnt/
/ haɪ pɔɪnt/

play it safe

stare sul sicuro

phr

/ pleɪ ɪt

ɜː(r)li/
fi t/

krækɪŋ/

seɪf/

early in the morning
We’ll be up bright and early.
to do something very slowly because you do not really want to do
it
Stop dragging your feet and finish your homework
We’ll have to get cracking if we want to get there
to start doing something or going somewhere immediately
before dark.
to stop talking about unimportant details and say what is most
We haven’t got all day, so please get to the point
important
the best, most exciting, or most important part of something
That was the high point of my career
It’s probably OK to eat them raw, but it’s best to play
to avoid taking any risks
it safe by cooking them.
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Other words &
phrases
v
nC

/ə kju z/
/ eɪliən/

scimmia

nC

/eɪp/

to say that someone has done something wrong or committed a
crime
Are you accusing me of lying?
a person or creature from a planet other than Earth
Do you believe in aliens?
a large monkey without a tail that can stand nearly straight and
walk on two feet. Chimpanzees and gorillas are apes
Humans are closely related to apes

archaeological

archeologico/a

adj

/ ɑː(r)kiə lɒdʒɪk(ə)l/

relating to or involving archaeology

biological

biologico/a

adj

/ baɪə lɒdʒɪk(ə)l/

relating to living things

bullying

bullismo

nU

/ bʊliɪŋ/

behaviour that frightens or hurts someone smaller or weake

bury

seppellire

**

v

/ beri/

canoe

canoa

*

nC

/kə nu /

to put something in the ground and cover it with earth
a long narrow boat that you push through the water using a
paddle

casino

nC

/kə si nəʊ/

CCTV

casinò
impianto televisivo a
circuito chiuso

nC

/ si

certificate
collar

certificato
colletto, collo

nC
nC

/sə(r) tɪfɪkət/
/ kɒlə(r)/

confidentiality

riservatezza

nU

/ kɒnfɪdenʃi æləti/

crazy

pazzesco/a

**

adj

/ kreɪzi/

cure

cura/curare

**

nC/v

/kjʊə(r)/

dating agency

agenzia di appuntamenti

nC

/ deɪtɪŋ

accuse
alien

accusare
alieno

ape

***
**

**

**
**

si

ti

vi /

eɪdʒ(ə)nsi/

deaf

sordo/a

**

adj

/def/

deepen
elbow

aumentare
gomito

**

v
nC

/ di pən/
/ elbəʊ/

equipment
float
furious

attrezzatura
galleggiare
furioso/a

***
**
**

nU
v
adj

/ɪˈkwɪpmənt/
/fləʊt/
/ fjʊəriəs/

grave

grave

**

nC

/ɡreɪv/

There is a lot of archaeological research being done
There have been huge advances in biological
science.
Students are encouraged to tell someone about any
incidents of bullying.
There’s supposed to be treasure buried around
here.
They paddled the canoe across the lake

a place where people gamble (=risk money in the hope of
winning more) by playing card games, roulette, or slot machines Las Vegas is famous for its many casinos
They caught him leaving the club at midnight on
closed-circuit television
CCTV.
an official document or record stating that particular facts are
true. For example, a birth certificate gives the official facts about
your birth and a health certificate gives the facts about your state
of health.
I need to see your marriage certificate
the part of a coat, shirt, or dress that goes around your nec
He had his collar turned up against the cold.
I had to sign a confidentiality agreement before they
a situation in which important information must be kept secre
would employ me.
not at all sensible or practica
a medicine or treatment that makes someone who is ill become
healthy
a business that finds partners for people who want to begin a
sexual or romantic relationship

She knew she would be completely crazy to refuse
Doctors say there are several possible cures for the
disease.
I met my husband through a dating agency.

not able to hear anything, or not able to hear very well. Many dea
people wear a hearing aid to help them hear. Deaf people often
use their hands to communicate in sign language, and many can
She’s been totally deaf since birth.
lip-read what other people are saying
if a mystery deepens, or if something deepens it, it becomes
The mystery deepened when a newspaper
more complicated and difficult to understand
published photographs of the couple.
the part in the middle of your arm, where it bends
She sat with her elbows on the table
the tools, machines, or other things that you need for a particular
job or activity
Have you packed all the camping equipment?
to be lighter than air, and to move slowly through i
Bubbles floated in the air.
extremely angry
Dad was furious with us.
the place where a dead body is buried in a deep hole in the
ground. A tomb is a structure above the ground that contains a
He’s never even visited his mother’s grave
dead body
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nC

/ ɡɑː(r)diən/

***

nC

/ɡʌn/

***

v
v

/ hæk
/haɪd/

suonare il clacson

v

in the long/short term

a lungo / breve termine

phr

/hu t/
/ɪn ðə lɒŋ/ ʃɔː(r)t
tɜː(r)m/

knight

cavaliere

nC

/naɪt/

knot

nodo

**

nC

/nɒt/

legend

leggenda

**

nC

/ ledʒ(ə)nd/

minority

minoranza

***

nC

/maɪˈnɒrəti/

monk
motel
murder
murderer

monaco
motel
omicidio/uccidere
assassino

***
*

nC
nC
nC/v
nC

/mʌŋk/
/məʊˈtel/
/ mɜː(r)də(r)/
/ mɜː(r)dərə(r)/

mysterious
myth

misterioso/a
mito, leggenda

**
**

adj
nC

/mɪˈstɪəriəs/
/mɪθ/

guardian

custode

gun

pistola

hack into
hide

entrare illegalmente in
nascondere

hoot

neuroscientist

neuroscienziato

obvious

ovvio

paddle

*

ɪntu /

a person or organization that guards or protects something
a weapon that shoots bullets, for example a pistol or a rifle. You
load a gun with ammunition and pull the trigger to use it
to use a computer to connect to someone else’s computer
secretly and often illegally, so that you can find or change
information on it
to put something in a place so that no one can find or see i
a short loud sound made by the horn of a car or other vehicle,
especially as a warning

/ njʊərəʊˌsaɪəntɪst/

someone who studies the nervous system

adj

/ ɒbviəs/

clear to almost anyone

pagaia/pagaiare

nC/v

/ pæd(ə)l/

pharmaceutical

farmaceutico

adj

rabbit

coniglio

revelation

rivelazione

routine
rub

routine
strofinare

**
**

nC
v

scan
scare

scannerizzare
spaventare

**
*

v
v

secrecy

segretezza

**

nC
nC

nU

He pointed the gun directly at me.
They hack into banks and transfer huge amounts of
cash.
She hid the key in the drawer.
They heard the long hoot of a train whistle

in a long/short period of time
The new system will cost us money in the long term
in the past, a European soldier from a high social class who wore
a suit of armour (=a metal suit) and rode a horse
They saw a knight on horseback riding over the hill.
a point where string, rope, or cloth is tied together, or is twisted
together and pulled tight
Can you tie a knot in the end of this thread?
an old story about famous people and events in the past.
Legends are not usually true
Greek myths and legends are still widely read
a small number of people or things that are part of a larger group There are not many, a tiny minority, who have
but different in some way from most of the group
misbehaved outrageously.
a man who lives in a religious community away from other
In the 12th century, some monks announced that
people. Monks live in a building called a monastery
they had found King Arthur's grave.
a hotel for people who are travelling by ca
I checked in to the motel
the crime of killing someone deliberately
The jury found him guilty of murder.
someone who commits murder
He was a famous mass murderer
They are investigating the mysterious
not explained or understood
disappearance of a young man.
an ancient traditional story about gods, heroes, and magic
There are a lot of ancient creation myths

nC
***

They have been the guardians of the secret for
generations.

A best-selling new book called Sleights of Mind ,
written by two neuroscientists, explains even more
secrets and looks at the psychology of magic
The most obvious explanation is not always the
correct one.

a short pole that you push into the water in order to move a small
boat such as a canoe. It is wide and flat at one or both ends
I dropped my paddle in the water
relating to the production or sale of medicines and drugs used for
/ fɑː(r)mə sju tɪk(ə)l/ treating medical conditions
He works for a large pharmaceutical company
a small animal with long ears and soft fur that some people keep Hay and grass are the best things to feed pet
/ ræbɪt/
as a pet
rabbits.
Recent revelations about his private life have dented
/ revə leɪʃ(ə)n/
a surprising piece of information
his popularity.
a set of things such as jokes or songs that a performer practises
/ru
ti n/
and uses regularly
They performed a dance routine at the show
/rʌb/
to press and move your hands or an object over a surface
The boy rubbed his eyes sleepily.
if a machine or computer program scans something, it examines A program is supplied which scans for viruses and
/skæn/
it in order to look for a particular thing
removes them.
/skeə(r)/
to make someone feel frightened or worried
I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to scare you
a situation in which you keep something secret, or the process of
/ si krəsi/
keeping something secret
Discussions were to take place in total secrecy
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secret agent
snap
software

agente segreto
scatto/chiudersi con uno
scatto
software

spoil

/ si krət

**
***

nC/v
nU

/snæp/
/ sɒf(t) weə(r)/

rovinare

**

v

/spɔɪl/

spy on
tent
tie

spiare
tenda
legare

**
***

v
nC
v

/ spaɪ
/tent/
/taɪ/

traitor

traditore

*

nC

/ treɪtə(r)/

someone who is not loyal to their friends, family, or employe

understandably

comprensibilmente

adv

/ ʌndə(r) stændəbli/

vandalism

vandalismo

nU

/ vændə lɪz(ə)m/

virus

virus

***

nC

/ vaɪrəs/

weapon
worthless

arma
senza valore

***

nC
adj

/ wepən/
/ wɜː(r)θləs/

system
Unit 11
Sport

sistema

***

nC

/ sɪstəm/

in a way that you find easy to understand
the act of deliberately damaging or destroying things, especially
public property
The estate has had a lot of problems with vandalism
and graffiti.
a program that enters your computer and damages or destroys
information that you have stored
Most viruses are spread over the Internet
an object that can be used to hurt people or damage property, for
example a gun, knife, or bomb
The murder weapon still hasn’t been found.
not having any value, or not usefu
The country’s currency is nearly worthless.
a set of pieces of equipment or computer programs
that work together
Our computer system is vulnerable to viruses.

amateur

non professionista

*

n C / adj

/ æmətə(r);
æmətʃʊə(r)/

athlete

atleta

*

nC

/ æθli t/

athletics

atletica

*

nU

baseball

baseball

*

beat

battere

***

eɪdʒ(ə)nt/

someone whose job involves working for a government and
finding out the secrets of other governments
a short loud noise, made especially by something breaking or
closing
programs used by computers for doing particular jobs
to affect something in a way that makes it worse, less attractive,
or less enjoyable
to watch someone secretly so that you know everything that they
do
a shelter made of cloth and supported with poles and ropes
to make a knot with two ends of a piece of string, rope et

nC

ɒn/

It's possible that he's working as a secret agent
The lid closed with a snap.
I use word-processing software every day
The whole show was spoiled by the lack of decent
actors.
Managers feel it is their duty to spy on the workforce
Let's try to put the tent up before it rains
Sally bent down to tie her shoelaces
They were accused of being traitors to the company
Understandably, many of them feel that Derren
Brown and the others are traitors

/æθ letɪks/

someone who does something because they enjoy it instead of
as a job
someone who is good at sports, especially athletics, and takes
part in sports competitions
sports events in which people compete against each other in
running races, jumping, and throwing things. The American word
is track and field

Would you like to come to an athletics meeting?

nU

/ beɪs bɔːl/

a game played by two teams of nine players who get points by
hitting a ball with a bat and then running around four bases

Do you know how to play baseball?

v

/bi t/

to defeat someone in a game, competition, election, or battl

England needed to beat Germany to get to the final

More and more athletic events are being organized
for amateurs.
Fatima was one of Britain’s top track and field
athletes.

nU

/ bɒksɪŋ/

***

v

/kætʃ/

campione

***

nC

/ tʃæmpiən/

a sport in which two boxers fight by hitting each other while
wearing large leather boxing gloves on their hands. They fight in
The atmosphere was great at the boxing match
a square area with ropes around it, called a boxing ring
to stop and hold something that is moving through the air,
especially an object that someone throws
She managed to catch the ball
someone who has won an important competition, especially in
sport
He's the world heavyweight boxing champion

campionato
allenatore

***
**

nC
nC/v

/ tʃæmpiənʃɪp/
/kəʊtʃ/

a competition to find the best player or team in a sport or game
someone who trains a sports player or team

boxing

pugilato

catch

prendere

champion
championship
coach
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We went to watch the World Chess Championships.
My dad works as a baseball coach
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competitor

concorrente

nC

/kəm petɪtə(r)/

court

campo

***

nC

/kɔː(r)t/

dive

tuffarsi

**

v

field

campo

***

finalist

finalista

football

calcio

gym

palestra

gymnast

ginnasta

gymnastics
hit
jump
kick

ginnastica
colpire
saltare
calciare, colpire con il
piede

marathon

maratona

medal
paraglider

medaglia
qcn che fa il parapendio

paragliding

parapendio

pass

passare

penalty

penalty, rigore

polo

polo

player

giocatore

race

gara, corsa

racquet

racchetta

rugby

rugby

run

correre

Over 30,000 competitors will run in the New York
marathon.
The hotel has two tennis courts.

/daɪv/

someone who takes part in a sports competition
an area marked with lines where some sports are played, such
as tennis and squash
to jump into water with your head first and with your arms
stretched out in front of you

nC

/fi ld/

an area of land covered in grass and used for spor

The England striker left the field with a knee injury.

nC

/ faɪn(ə)lɪst/

***

nU

/ fʊt bɔːl/

*

nC

/dʒɪm/

nC

/ dʒɪmnæst/

***
***

nU
v
v

/dʒɪm næstɪks/
/hɪt/
/dʒʌmp/

a player or team that takes part in the final game in a competition The judges announced the names of the finalists
a game in which two teams of eleven players kick a round ball
and try to score goals
He plays football for Barcelona
a building or club where you go to do physical exercises, swim,
and play sports
I try to go to the gym three times a week
someone who does gymnastics as a sport, especially someone
who takes part in competitions
My sister is an Olympic gymnast.
a sport involving difficult physical exercises designed to increase
your strength and ability to bend and balance
She's taking part in a gymnastics tournament.
to use something such as a bat to make a ball move
He hit the ball out of the stadium.
to move your body off the ground using your legs
You’ll have to jump if you want to catch it

***

v

/kɪk/

*

nC

/ mærəθ(ə)n/

**

nC
nC

/ med(ə)l/
/ pærə ɡlaɪdə(r)/

nU

/ pærə ɡlaɪdɪŋ/

***

v

/pɑːs/

***

nC

/ pen(ə)lti/

nU

/ pəʊləʊ/

***

nC

/ pleɪə(r)/

***

nC/v

/reɪs/

*

nC

/ rækɪt/

*

nU

/ rʌɡbi/

v

/rʌn/

***

to hit a ball with your foot in a game such as footbal
a race in which people run on roads over a distance of 42
kilometres or about 26 miles
a small flat piece of metal that you are given for winning a
competition or doing something very brave
someone who takes part in the sport of paragliding
the sport of jumping from a plane or a high place and floating
slowly to the ground wearing a type of parachute that allows you
to control where you go

Paul dived into the pool.

He kicked the ball straight into the back of the net
It takes great stamina to run a marathon
She won a silver medal in swimming.
Can you see the paraglider in the sky?

Where are the best places to go paragliding?

to kick, hit, or throw the ball to another player in a sports team
Pass the ball to me!
in hockey, soccer, and similar sports, a chance to score a goal or
point without being stopped by
anyone except one person on the other team, given to you becau I think you kick it if you have a penalty, but I don’t
really understand the rules of that.
se an opponent has broken a rule
a game played by two teams riding polo ponies (=horses). They
get points by hitting a small ball into a particular area using a
polo stick (=a wooden hammer with a long handle)
He fell off his horse while playing polo.
Top players like Andre Agassi earn millions of
someone who plays a particular game or spor
dollars.
a competition that decides who is the fastest at doing something,
especially running
Marlene needs to win the last race to retain her title
an object used for hitting the ball in games such as tennis, with a She threw her racket to the ground and stormed off
long handle and a round part with strings
the court.
a game played by two teams of players with a ball shaped like an
egg. Goals are scored by kicking the ball over a high bar, and
points called tries are scored by putting the ball behind the goal
line.
I damaged my knee playing rugby.
Basically, you have to catch a ball and run with it to
to move quickly to a place using your legs and fee
the other end of the field
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nC

/ semi faɪn(ə)l/

***

v

/sɜː(r)v/

***
***

nU
v

/streŋθ/
/θrəʊ/

trampolino

nC

/ træmpə li n/

triathlon

triathlon

nU

/traɪˈæθlən/

volleyball

pallavolo

nU

/ vɒli bɔːl/

water polo

pallanuoto

nU

/ wɔːtə(r)

wetsuit
Nouns and
adjectives
agile

muta subacquea

nC

/ wet su t/

one of the two games that are played immediately before the las
game in a sports competition. The two people or teams who win
the semifinals play each other in the last game, called the final, to
decide who wins the competition.
Our team has made it through to the semi-final
to hit a ball to your opponent in order to start playing for a point in
a game such as tennis
In tennis you get two chances to serve the ball
He’s working on building up his upper body
the physical energy that someone has to lift or move things
strength.
to use your hand to send an object through the ai
I’ll throw the ball and you try to catch it
a piece of equipment consisting of a metal frame with a strong
material stretched across it that you can jump up and down on
Bouncing on a trampoline is good exercise
for exercise or as a spor
a type of race in which each person swims, rides a bicycle, and
runs over very long distances
I'm competing in a triathlon on Sunday.
a sport in which two teams use only their hands and arms to hit a
ball to each other over a high net, trying to prevent the ball from
Beach volleyball is played on sand.
touching the ground on their side
a game played in water by two teams of seven players who get A water polo team consists of six field players and a
points by throwing a ball into the opponent’s goa
goalkeeper.
a suit made of rubber that people wear for water sports such as
diving and surfing
You need to wear a wetsuit in the winter

agile

adj

/ ædʒaɪl/

able to move quickly and easily

agility
ambitious

agilità
ambizioso/a

**

nU
adj

/ə dʒɪləti/
/æm bɪʃəs/

ambition

ambizione

**

nC

/æm bɪʃ(ə)n/

determined

determinato/a

**

adj

/dɪˈtɜː(r)mɪnd/

determination

determinazione

**

nU

/dɪˌtɜː(r)mɪˈneɪʃ(ə)n/

the ability to think quickly, solve problems, and have new ideas Women have more mental agility than men.
determined to be successful, rich, famous etc
He's an ambitious young lawyer.
something that you very much want to do, usually something that
is difficult to achieve
His ambition was to become a successful writer
not willing to let anything prevent you from doing what you have
decided to do
My mother is a strong, determined woman
the refusal to let anything prevent you from doing what you have He has overcome his difficulties with courage and
decided to do
determination.

enthusiastic

entusiasta

**

adj

/ɪn θju zi æstɪk/

very interested in something or excited by it

enthusiasm

entusiasmo

**

nU

/ɪn θju zi æzəm/

the feeling of being very interested in something or excited by i

intelligent

intelligente

**

adj

/ɪn telɪdʒ(ə)nt/

intelligence

intelligenza

**

nU

/ɪn telɪdʒ(ə)ns/

good at thinking clearly and quickly, at understanding difficult
ideas and subjects, and at gaining and using knowledge
the ability to understand and think about things, and to gain and
use knowledge

power

potere

***

nU

/ paʊə(r)/

the ability to influence or control what people do or think

powerful

potente

***

adj

/ paʊə(r)f(ə)l/

ruthless
ruthlessness
talent
talented

spietato/a, crudele
spietatezza, crudeltà
talento
avere molto talento

**
*

adj
nU
nC
adj

/
/
/
/

able to influence or control what people do or think
willing to make other people suffer so that you can achieve your
aims
the quality of being ruthless
a natural ability for being good at a particular activity
someone who is talented is very good at something

semi-final

semi-finale

serve

servire

strength
throw

forza
lanciare

trampoline

*

pəʊləʊ/

ru θləs/
ru θləsnəs/
tælənt/
tæləntɪd/
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The ferret is an agile hunter.

For a while, we were enthusiastic about the idea
His enthusiasm for music has stayed strong
throughout his 23 years in radio.
Surely an intelligent person like you can deal with
this.
Someone of your age is expected to show more
intelligence.
Power within the company is divided between the
directors and the shareholders.
The powerful farming lobby is pressurizing the
government to change the law
He was a ruthless dictator.
He was a dictator known for his ruthlessness
She had an obvious talent for music.
She's a highly talented young designer.
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Make & do
make a cup of tea

fare un tè

phr

make a donation
make a mess

fare una donazione
fare un pasticcio

phr
phr

make a mistake

sbagliare, fare un errore

phr

to pour hot water onto the dried leaves of the tea bush to make a
hot drink
Would you like me to make a cup of tea for you?
to give money to an organization, especially one that helps
/meɪk ə dəʊˈneɪʃ(ə)n/ people
I wondered if you’d like to make a donation
/meɪk ə mes/
to cause a place to be untidy
You've made a mess everywhere
I really don't want to make a mistake on my
/meɪk ə mɪˈsteɪk/
to do something incorrectly or say something that is not correc application.

do some work

fare un po' di lavoro

phr

/du

səm

do the shopping

fare la spesa

phr

/du

ðə

do the accounts

fare i conti

phr

do someone a favour

fare un favore a qualcuno

phr

/du ði ə kaʊnts/
/du
sʌmwʌn ə
feɪvə(r)/

do some sport
Other words &
phrases

fare un po' di sport

phr

/du

acceptance
achievement

accettazione
successo

nU
nC

/ək septəns/
/ə tʃi vmənt/

anorexia

anoressia

nU

/ ænə reksiə/

bet
bizarre

scommettere/scomessa
bizzarro/a

v/nC
adj

/bet/
/bɪˈzɑː(r)/

bounce

saltare, rimbalzare

v

/baʊns/

casual

informale

**

adj

/ kæʒuəl/

charitable

caritatevole

*

adj

/ tʃærɪtəb(ə)l/

contribution
cycle
declare
devote

contributo
bicicletta
dichiarare
dedicare

***
**
***
**

nC
nC
v
v

/ kɒntrɪˈbju ʃ(ə)n/
/ saɪk(ə)l/
/dɪˈkleə(r)/
/dɪˈvəʊt/

general agreement that something is true, reasonable, or cannot
be changed
There is widespread acceptance of these principles
a particular thing that you have achieved
What a remarkable achievement!
a serious illness that makes you want to stop eating and that
mainly affects young women. Its full medical name is anorexia
nervosa.
She suffers from anorexia
to risk an amount of money by saying what you think will happen,
especially in a race or game. You lose the money if you are
Thousands of people bet on the result of the match
wrong and win more if you are right
strange and difficult to explain
His behaviour was absolutely bizarre.
if a person or vehicle bounces or is bounced, they move up and
down as if they are on springs
The kids love bouncing on the bed.
The interview took place around the kitchen table
relaxed and informal
and was very casual.
intended to help people who are poor or ill, or who need advice
and support
She does a lot of work for charitable organizations
an amount of money or something else of value that you give in
order to achieve something or to help make it successfu
Each of us was asked to make a contribution of £25
a bicycle
We went on a long cycle ride.
to announce officially that something is true or happening
Sarah was declared the winner
to spend a lot of time or effort doing something
He’s devoted most of his time to his painting

disability

disabilità

**

nC

/ dɪsə bɪləti/

a condition in which someone is not able to use a part of their
body or brain properly, for example because of an injury

discipline

disciplina/disciplinare

***

nU/v

/ dɪsəplɪn/

donation

donazione

**

nC

/dəʊˈneɪʃ(ə)n/

dye

tingere

v

/daɪ/

**
***

**
*

/meɪk ə

kʌp əv ti /

wɜː(r)k/
ʃɒpɪŋ/

səm

spɔː(r)t/

to spend time doing something that involves making an effor

I should really do some work this evening
I have to do the shopping later and I’m a bit short of
to go to a store to buy things, especially groceries
cash.
to work on a detailed record that a business keeps of the money We need to do the accounts before the end of the
quarter.
it receives and spends in a particular period of time
to do something for someone in order to help them

Can you do me a favour?

to take part in an activity in which players or teams compete
against each other, usually an activity that involves physical effor I really should do some sport

to punish someone for something they have done wrong
money or goods that you give to an organization, especially one
that helps people
to change the colour of something such as clothing or your hair
using dye
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She looks after children with learning disabilities.
Younger athletes are easier to control and discipline
If you would like to make a credit card donation, ring
us now.
Should I dye my hair blonde?

Straightforward Second Edition Wordlist

fed up

stufo/a

fill in

compilare

foundation

fondazione

gang

*

ʌp/

adj

/ fed

v

/ fɪl

***

nC

/faʊn deɪʃ(ə)n/

banda

**

nC

/ɡæŋ/

glory

gloria

**

nU

/ ɡlɔːri/

host

ospite

**

v

/həʊst/

income

reddito

***

nU

/ ɪnkʌm/

inflatable

gonfiabile

adj

/ɪn fleɪtəb(ə)l/

iron

stirare

*

v

/ aɪə(r)n/

massage

massaggiare/massaggio

*

v/nC

/ mæsɑːʒ/

obstacle

ostacolo

**

nC

/ ɒbstək(ə)l/

odd

strano/a

**

adj

/ɒd/

outlook

un modo di vedere le cose

*

nC

/ aʊt lʊk/

patron
phenomenon

patrono
fenomeno

*
**

nC
nC

/ peɪtrən/
/fə nɒmɪnən/

prime-time

in prima serata

adj

/'praɪm taɪm/

psychological

psicologico/a

**

adj

/ saɪkə lɒdʒɪk(ə)l/

psychologist

psicologo

**

nC

/saɪˈkɒlədʒɪst/

relief

sollievo

***

nU

/rɪˈli f/

require
royal

richiedere
reale

***
***

v
adj

/rɪˈkwaɪə(r)/
/ rɔɪəl/

sacrifice

sacrificio

*

nC

/ sækrɪfaɪs/

shave

radersi

*

v

/ʃeɪv/

successive

successivo/a

**

adj

/sək sesɪv/

take part

partecipare

part v

/ teɪk

ɪn/

pɑː(r)t/

annoyed or bored with something that you feel you have
accepted for too long
to add information such as your name or address in the empty
spaces on an official document
an organization that provides money for things such as medical
research or for a charity
a group of young people who spend time together and often
cause trouble
admiration and praise that you get because you have done
something impressive
to arrange a special event and provide the area, buildings,
equipment, or services needed for it

I’m fed up with her not paying attention to me
Please fill in your name and address in the space
provided.
He set up a charitable foundation to help sufferers of
the disease.
Gangs of youths roamed the streets
I did the hard work and someone else got all the
glory.

Sydney hosted the Olympic Games in 2000.
The country has an average household income of
money that someone gets from working or from investing money €27,000.
Blow up the inflatable mattress while I put up the
an inflatable object must be filled with air before you can use i
tent.
to push a heated iron across cloth or clothes to make them
smooth
Would you iron this shirt for me?
the action of pressing, squeezing, and rubbing someone’s body
in order to reduce pain in their muscles or to make them relax
an object that you must remove or go around in order to move
forward
unusual or unexpected in a way that attracts your interest or
attention
your general attitude to things
a famous person who supports an organization and allows it to
use their name in its advertising
an event or situation that can be seen to happen or exis
at
the most popular time for watching television, which is in the mid
dle of the evening
involving or affecting your mind
someone who studies how people’s minds work and how this
affects their behaviour

Can you give me a foot massage?
There are various obstacles on the course that
players have to avoid.
Frank’s behaviour did seem a little odd.
They shared the same kind of outlook on life
It's a charity that boasted Princess Diana as its
patron.
Violence in society is not a new phenomenon
It will not be shown on prime-time TV and its stars
are not household names.
Harry’s problems are more psychological than
physical.
Clinical psychologists aim to improve the
psychological well-being of their clients.

food, clothes, and money given to people who are in urgent need There's a shipment of relief supplies bound for the
of help, for example because of a war or other bad situatio
Sudan.
Working with these children requires a great deal of
to need someone or something
patience.
relating to a king or queen or the members of their family
There was recently a royal wedding in England.
the act of giving up something important or valuable so that you
or other people can do or have something else
Making sacrifices is part of bringing up children.
to make a part of your body smooth by cutting off the hair using a
razor or shaver
How often do you shave your legs?
Clarke remains champion for the sixth successive
coming or happening one after another in a series
year.
They will be taking part in the discussions, along
to be involved in an activity with other people
with many other organizations.
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tough
train

difficile
allenarsi

**
***

adj
v

/tʌf/
/treɪn/

trainers

scarpe da ginnastica

*

n pl

/ treɪnə(r)z/

unpaid
weird

non retribuito
strano/a

*

adj
adj

/ʌn peɪd/
/wɪə(r)d/

wheelchair
Unit 12
Money

sedia a rotelle

nC

/ wi l tʃeə(r)/

bank account

conto corrente bancario

nC

/ bænk ə kaʊnt/

cash machine

bancomat

nC

/ kæʃ mə ʃi n/

dependent

essere a carico di qcn,
essere dipendente da qcn

***

adj

/dɪˈpendənt/

earnings
financial

guadagni, reddito
finanziario/a

**
***

n pl
adj

/ ɜː(r)nɪŋz/
/faɪˈnænʃ(ə)l/

financially

finanziariamente

adv

/faɪˈnænʃəli/

get into debt

indebitarsi

phr

/ get ɪntə

invest

investire

***

v

/ɪn vest/

investment
make money
open an account
pay a bill

investimento
fare soldi
aprire un conto bancario
pagare una bolletta

***

nC
phr
phr
phr

/ɪn ves(t)mənt/
/ meɪk mʌni/
/ əʊpən ən ə kaʊnt/
/ peɪ ə bɪl/

save

risparmiare

***

v

/seɪv/

savings account

conto di risparmio

nC

/ seɪvɪŋz ə kaʊnt/

share

azioni (shares)

***

nC

/ʃeə(r)/

stock

azioni (stocks)

***

nC

/stɒk/

take out a mortgage
withdraw

fare un mutuo
prelevare

**

phr
v

/ teɪk aʊt ə
mɔː(r)gɪdʒ/
/wɪð drɔː/

write a cheque
Reporting verbs

compilare un assegno

phr

/ raɪt ə

claim

sostenere

v

/kleɪm/

*

***

difficult
to practise a sport regularly before a match or competition
strong, comfortable shoes which are designed for doing sports
in, but which many people wear as informal clothing

det/

tʃek/

But the sport of triathlon is as tough as it gets
The wrestlers train five days a week
I bought a new pair of trainers
Any extra holiday will have to be taken as unpaid
leave.
I had a weird dream last night

unpaid work is work that you are not paid fo
strange and unusual, sometimes in a way that upsets you
a chair with large wheels that someone who cannot walk uses for
moving around
Does the restaurant have wheelchair access?

an arrangement with a bank that allows you to keep your money
We’ll pay the money directly into your bank account.
there and to pay money in and take money ou
a machine that gives you money when you put a bank card into
it. The American word is ATM.
I withdrew £100 from the cash machine
if you are dependent on someone or something, you need them
in order to live or succeed
They hate being dependent on their parents.
The calculation is based on your average earnings
the amount of money that you earn
during this period.
involving money
banks and other financial institutions
Parents are still helping their children out financially
in a way which involves money
when they first start to work
to put yourself in a situation in which you owe money to other
people
It's far too easy to get into debt these days
to use your money with the aim of making a profit from it, for
He began investing in the stock market at an early
example by buying property or buying shares in a company
age.
money used in a way that may earn you more money, for
example money used for buying property or shares in a company Her investments were mainly in technology stocks
to earn or get money
He made a lot of money by investing in shares
to start an account with a bank
I would like to open a new account
to pay an amount of money that you owe for something
I had to pay an electricity bill last month
to regularly put money in a bank or invest it so that you can use it
later
I’ve managed to save almost £500 for my holiday
a bank account that gives you interest on the money that you
We opened a joint savings account.
have in it
one of the equal parts of a company that you can buy as a way of
investing money
He bought shares in the company.
one of the equal parts into which the value of a company is
divided
Technology stocks fell sharply today.
to make a legal agreement in which you borrow money from a
bank in order to buy a house. You pay back your mortgage by
We'll have to take out a mortgage to buy the house
making monthly payments
to take money from a bank accoun
You can withdraw cash at any of our branches
to fill in one of the pieces of printed paper that your bank gives
you so you can pay for things without using money
I'll write a cheque and send it to you in the post
to say that something is true, even though there is no definite
proof
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The report claimed that hundreds of civilians had
crossed the border to escape the fighting
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lamentarsi

***

v

/kəm pleɪn/

deny

negare

***

v

/dɪˈnaɪ/

inform

informare

***

v

/ɪn fɔː(r)m/

insist

insistere

***

v

/ɪn sɪst/

warn
Other words &
phrases
agenda

avvertire

***

v

/wɔː(r)n/

Parents were informed that the school was closing
She insisted that we stay at her house instead of a
to say very firmly that something must happen or must be done hotel.
to make someone conscious of a possible problem or danger so The report warns that consumers could end up
that they will not be hurt
paying higher prices.

agenda

**

nC

/ə dʒendə/

a list of things that people will discuss at a meeting

agitated

agitato/a

adj

/ ædʒɪˌteɪtɪd/

appeal

appello

***

nC

/ə pi l/

astonishing

sorprendente

*

adj

/ə stɒnɪʃɪŋ/

attract

attirare

***

v

/ə trækt/

beg

mendicare, supplicare

**

v

/beɡ/

beggar
bug

mendicante
malattia, virus

*

nC
nC

/ beɡə(r)/
/bʌɡ/

campaign
cheek

campagna
guancia

***
**

nC
nC

/kæm peɪn/
/tʃi k/

chin

mento

**

nC

/tʃɪn/

companionship

nU

/kəm pænjənʃɪp/

cruise

compagnia
andare alla velocità di
crociera (di)

v

/kru z/

damages

danni

n pl

/ dæmɪdʒɪz/

delighted

lieto/a

**

adj

/dɪˈlaɪtɪd/

distress

angoscia

**

nU

/dɪˈstres/

edition

edizione

**

nC

/ɪˈdɪʃ(ə)n/

emphasis

***

n C/U

/ emfəsɪs/

freeway

enfasi
autostrada (senza
pedaggio), superstrada

nC

/ fri

heroin

eroina

nU

/ herəʊɪn/

*

weɪ/

to say that you are not satisfied with something
to say that you did not do something that someone has accused
you of doing
to officially tell someone something, or to give them information
about something

She complained that she never had any time to
herself.
A spokesman denied that the company had acted
irresponsibly.

complain

Let’s move to the last item on the agenda
She became increasingly agitated as the interview
worried or upset
proceeded.
a formal request for a court of law or similar authority to change Jones has been released on bail pending an appeal
its decision
(=until there is an appeal).
very surprising
It’s astonishing how much the place has changed
to produce or cause an interest in something or someone, or
They tried to leave the hotel without attracting
have an opinion about them
anyone’s attention.
to ask for help, an opportunity etc in a way that shows you want it
very much
We begged her for another chance.
someone who is very poor and lives by asking people for money The number of beggars and homeless people has
or food
increased dramatically.
an infectious but usually minor illness
You must have picked up a bug on holiday.
a series of things such as television advertisements or posters The survey will help us with our marketing
that try to persuade people to buy a produc
campaign.
the soft part on each side of your face below your eye
Sarah kissed her on the cheek.
the centre of the bottom part of your face, below your mouth and
above your neck
I have quite a prominent chin.
the relationship you have with a good friend who spends a lot of
time with you
You should buy a pet for companionship.
to travel at a steady speed in a car or plane
The car cruises well at this speed.
money that a court orders you to pay someone because you have
harmed them or their property
Mrs Owen was ordered to pay damages of £6,000
His family would be delighted to welcome her to
very happy, especially because something good has happened Cyprus.
a feeling that you have when you are very unhappy, worried, or
upset
I wouldn’t want to cause her any distress
The vast majority wanted to win the limited edition
a set of copies of a product that are produced at the same tim
Smart™ car!
special importance or attention that is given to one thing in
particular
We place great emphasis on staff development
a wide fast road in a US city that you do not pay to use
I take the freeway to work every morning
a powerful illegal drug that people usually take by injecting it
(=using a needle). Heroin is very addictive (=it is very difficult to
He soon became addicted to heroin
stop taking it).
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homeless

senza tetto

*

adj

/ həʊmləs/

honour

onorare

**

v

/ ɒnə(r)/

investigate
lid

indagare
coperchio

***
**

v
nC

/ɪn vestɪɡeɪt/
/lɪd/

limited

limitato/a

***

adj

/ lɪmɪtɪd/

manual

manuale

**

nC

/ mænjʊəl/

manufacturer

costruttore

***

nC

/ mænjʊˈfæktʃərə(r)/

not allowed to go above a particular number, amount, or leve
It's part of a limited edition
a book containing instructions for doing something, especially for
operating a machine
Why do you never read the manual?
The company is one of the leading computer
a person or company that manufactures a produc
manufacturers in the world.

men’s room
motor home

bagno degli uomini
camper

nC
nC

/ menz ru m/
/ məʊtə(r) həʊm/

a men’s toilet in a public place
a large road vehicle designed for living in while travelling

multiplex

multiplex

n C / adj

/ mʌltɪˌpleks/

a large building that contains several cinema screens

pickle

(verdura) sott'aceto

nC

/ pɪk(ə)l/

plaintiff

querelante

nC

/ pleɪntɪf/

predictable

prevedibile

adj

/prɪˈdɪktəb(ə)l/

a cucumber or other vegetable preserved in vinegar or salt wate
someone who brings a legal case against someone else in a
court of law. The person against whom the case is brought is
called the defendant.
if something is predictable, it happens in the way that you would
expect

reflect

riflettere

***

v

/rɪˈflekt/

report

relazione, rapporto

***

nC

/rɪˈpɔː(r)t/

responsibility

responsabilità

***

nC

/rɪˌspɒnsə bɪləti/

roll

scendere

***

v

/rəʊl/

settlement

accordo

**

nC

/ set(ə)lmənt/

shock

sconvolgere

**

v

/ʃɒk/

source

fonte

***

nC

/sɔː(r)s/

specify
steady

specificare
fisso/a

**
**

v
adj

/ spesɪfaɪ/
/ stedi/

student union

unione studentesca

nC

/ stju d(ə)nt

sue

fare causa

**

v

/su ; sju /

suitable

adatto/a

***

adj

/ su təb(ə)l/

*

without a place to live
to show your respect or admiration for someone, especially by
giving them a prize or a title, or by praising them publicly
to try to find out the facts about something in order to learn the
truth about it
a cover for a container

There are many hostels for young homeless people
We are here today to honour the men and women
who gave their lives for their country
We sent a reporter to investigate the rumour
Have you seen the saucepan lid?

Can you tell me where the men's room is, please?
Their motor home can sleep four people
The shopping mall has everything, even a multiplex
cinema.
I've bought a jar of dill pickles.

The plaintiff claims to have sustained serious
injuries.
The results of most of the studies have been
predictable.
He said that the statement did not reflect his own
to show the existence or nature of something
views.
We’ve got the results to the survey and you should
a spoken or written account that gives information about a particu all have a copy of the report on the table in front of
lar subject, situation, or event
you.
The manufacturers denied responsibility and asked
blame for something that has happened
the judge to throw out the claim
if a drop of liquid rolls, it moves across a surface without stoppingTears were rolling down his cheeks.
an agreement that both sides involved in a legal disagreement ac In order to avoid legal costs, the company reached a
cept or are forced to accept by a cour
secret settlement with the couple
if something bad and unexpected shocks someone, they are very
surprised or upset by it
The news shocked everyone.
a person, place, or thing that provides something that you need
or want
Writing is my main source of income.
To make a claim, you must specify the date when
to explain something in an exact and detailed way
the article was lost.
reliable and continuing for a long period of time
It wasn’t easy to find steady work in the city

an organization at a university or college that helps its students
ju njən/ by providing services and places to meet and play sport
to make a legal claim against someone, usually to get money
from them because they have done something bad to you. The
legal claim is called a lawsuit
right for a particular purpose, person, or situation
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The student union is planning to hold a summer
ball.
If we go public with these allegations, do you think
he will sue?
It’s difficult for students to find suitable
accommodation.
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survey
tear

sondaggio
lacrima

theme park
turn down

parco di divertimento
rifiutare

unfair
unisex
vast

ingiusto/a
unisex
vasto

vehicle
vulnerable

***
**

nC/v
nC

/ sɜː(r)veɪ/
/teə(r)/

nC
v

/ θi m pɑː(r)k/
/ tɜː(r)n daʊn/

**

adj
adj
adj

/ʌn feə(r)/
/ ju nɪˌseks/
/vɑːst/

veicolo

***

nC

/ vi ɪk(ə)l/

vulnerabile

**

adj

/ vʌln(ə)rəb(ə)l/

**

a set of questions that you ask a large number of people or
organizations
a drop of liquid that comes from your eye when you cry

This survey shows the percentage of single-parent
households in each area.
Her eyes filled with tears.

a large park where people pay to play games and have fun and We're taking him to a theme park as a treat for his
where all the entertainment is designed according to one theme birthday.
to not accept an offer or reques
How could you turn down such a fantastic job?
Their claim for unfair dismissal will be properly
not fair or reasonable
investigated.
for both men and women
The shop sells unisex clothing.
extremely large
People flocked to the show in vast numbers
a machine that you travel in or on, especially one with an engine
that travels on roads, for example a car, bus, van, truck, or
Watch out for oncoming vehicles.
motorcycle
someone who is vulnerable is weak or easy to hurt physically or When I gave him the money, he looked so
mentally
vulnerable, like a little boy.
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